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Abstract

This study incorporates support vector regression (SVR) and the just-noticeable difference (JND) model within a scheme based on the lock-wise discrete cosine transform (DCT) to ensure robustness and imperceptibility without sacrificing sufficient payload capacity. Reference to particular DCT coefficients over a 5x5 grid of blocks makes it possible for SVR to render a suitable prediction of a designated vector norm selected from specified coefficients in the central block. Watermarking is essentially a process of adjusting the relationship between the intended coefficients and their SVR predictions, in accordance with the norm-based JND. Experiment results demonstrate the robustness of visible watermarks embedded using the proposed algorithm against a range of attacks, particularly JPEG and JPEG2000 compression attacks. The proposed method exhibits robustness and imperceptibility superior to those of three other schemes that utilize inter-block correlation.
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1. Introduction

Digital watermarking, as a means of hiding data, has attracted considerable attention due to its widespread applicability in authentication, copyright protection, and secret communication. All digital image watermarking techniques must satisfy five requirements: imperceptivity, non-detectability, security, robustness, and capacity. In developing a watermarking method, there is a trade-off between imperceptivity and robustness. It is desirable to embed messages of appropriate length, thereby ensuring the imperceptibility of the embedded watermark without sacrificing robustness against common attacks.

In (Wang & Pearmain, 2004), Wang and Pearmain proposed a data hiding technique that self-references specific coefficients in the DCT domain. They divide the host image into blocks of 8×8 pixels, each of which is converted to a DCT representation. The DC coefficients are formulated in a 3×3 grid of DCT blocks to render an estimate of an AC coefficient in the central block. The magnitude of the corresponding AC coefficient is adaptively increased or decreased according to whether the watermark bit is a ‘0’ or ‘1’ based on relative modulation (RM). The use of adaptive AC coefficient prediction for blind image watermarking can also be found in (Veeraswamy & Kumar, 2008). This type of reference scheme is efficient; however, it tends to lower the image quality due to inaccuracies in estimation. In (Das, Panigrahi, Sharma, & Mahapatra, 2014), Das et al. explored the correlation between DCT coefficients drawn from adjacent DCT blocks. They selected a pair of DCT coefficients from two neighboring blocks and adjusted one coefficient according to these other. This approach improves imperceptibility due to the fact that the DCT coefficients are modified only slightly; however, the resulting watermark is unable to withstand strong attacks.

In this study, we used support vector regression (SVR) to exploit coefficient correlations to facilitate the description of binary information according to distinct criteria. SVR is a popular tool for problems of regression. The fact that it has a sparse representation of solutions means it is relatively fast in training/testing. The basic architecture of an SVR involves hyper planes passing through normal vectors and biases. Assigning the SVR a set of training data makes it possible to tune the biases and normal vectors in order to attain the optimal match between inputs and desired outputs. This study is based on the assumption that SVR could be used to search for suitable relationships among DCT coefficients in different locations for use in formulating watermarks. Many perceptual properties can be explored in the DCT domain; therefore, we adopted a just-noticeable difference (JND) model to act as a guide in image watermarking. The JND model removes redundancies associated with statistical correlation while maintaining the perceptual quality of the resulting watermarked images (Chou & Li, 1995).
2. Relevant Works

In this study, we employed three techniques to serve as the basis for the development of a watermarking scheme.

1.1 Discrete cosine transform (DCT)

Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a technique used to convert image pixels into elementary frequency components. DCT-based techniques are generally implemented using spatially local with a block size of $8 \times 8$. The DCT block represents an image as the sum of sinusoids of various magnitudes and frequencies (Lam & Goodman, 2000).

1.2 Support vector regression (SVR)

Support vector regression (SVR) is one of the fundamental techniques used with support vector machines (SVMs). SVR uses a learning algorithm to enable the recognition of fine patterns within complex data sets. SVR algorithms use examples to perform discriminative classification learning in order to predict the classifications of previously unseen data. Given training data $\{(x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), ..., (x_l, y_l)\} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d \times \mathbb{R}$, the goal of $\varepsilon$-SVR (Vapnik, 1995) is to find function $f(x)$ that deviates no more than $\varepsilon$ from the obtained targets $y_i$ in all training data, while remaining as flat as possible (Chang & Lin, 2011). The case of linear functions $f(x)$, taking the form as follows:

$$f(x) = \langle w, x \rangle + b, \quad \text{with } w \in \mathbb{R}^d, b \in \mathbb{R}$$ (1)

where $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ denotes the dot product in $\mathbb{R}^d$. One way to ensure this is to minimize the norm; i.e., $\|w\|^2 = \langle w, w \rangle$. The constraints for violating the tube constraint from above and below can thus be formulated as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \|w\|^2 + a \sum_{i=1}^{l} (\zeta_i^* + \zeta_i^-) \\
\text{subject to} & \begin{cases}
 y_i - (\langle w, x_i \rangle + b) \leq \varepsilon + \zeta_i^* \\
 \langle w, x_i \rangle + b - y_i \leq \varepsilon + \zeta_i^-
\end{cases}
\end{align*}$$ (2)

where $a$ is a positive constant value that determines the degree of penalized loss. $\zeta_i^*$ and $\zeta_i^-$ ( $\zeta_i^* \geq 0$, $\zeta_i^- \geq 0$ ) are slack variables that specify the upper and the lower training errors subject to error tolerance. The Lagrangian and dual maximization problem are expressed as follows:
maximize \( \alpha^*_i, \alpha_i \) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,k} \{ (\alpha_i^* - \alpha_i^*)(\alpha_i^* - \alpha_i^-)K(x_i, x_k) \} 
- \varepsilon \left( \sum_i (\alpha_i^+ + \alpha_i^-) + \sum_i y_i (\alpha_i^+ - \alpha_i^-) \right) 
\text{subject to} \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \sum_i (\alpha_i^* - \alpha_i^-) = 0 \\
0 \leq \alpha_i^*, \alpha_i^- \leq a \end{array} \right. 
\tag{3}

where \( K \) represents a kernel function.

1.3 Robust perceptual just-noticeable difference (JND)

Within the framework of watermarking, JND refers to the minimum perceptible visibility threshold incorporating the spatial contrast sensitivity function (CSF), the contrast masking effect, and the luminance adaptation effect; however, it remains invariant with watermark embedding. JND is deduced from the psychophysical and physiological characteristics of the human visual system (HVS)(Bae & Kim, 2014; Bae & M., 2013).

The JND in the location of the \((i, j)\)-th DCT coefficient in \((x, y)\) block is expressed as \( J_{x,y}^{i,j} \), which is a product function of base threshold \( J_{base}^{i,j} \) and two modulation factors (i.e., \( \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \) and \( \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \)). \( J_{base}^{i,j} \) is a base threshold for the spatial CSF effect. \( \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \) is the luminance adaptation modulation factor used to elevate \( J_{base}^{i,j} \) in accordance with local pixel intensity. \( \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \) is a contrast masking modulation factor used to boost \( J_{base}^{i,j} \) based on the complexity of the local spatial texture. The robust perceptual JND model (Wan, Liu, Sun, & Gao, 2015) is expressed as follows:

\[
J_{x,y}^{i,j} = \tau \cdot N \cdot J_{base}^{i,j} \cdot \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \cdot \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \tag{4}
\]

where \( \tau \) is used to account for the summation effect of individual JND thresholds over a spatial neighborhood for the visual system with a recommended value of 0.14. \( N \) indicates the value of DCT (i.e., \( N = 8 \))(Bae & M., 2013). \( J_{base}^{i,j} \) can be given by considering the oblique effect as follows:

\[
J_{base}^{i,j} = (J_d(\omega_i^j) - J_v(\omega_i^j)) \cdot \sin(\psi_i^j) \cdot \psi_i^j + J_v(\omega_i^j) \tag{5}
\]

where \( J_d(\omega_i^j) \) and \( J_v(\omega_i^j) \) are the diagonal and vertical directions of 8x8 DCT basis functions, \( \omega_i^j \) indicates the cycles per degree (cpd), and \( \psi_i^j \) represents the directional angle of the corresponding DCT component. An improved luminance adaptation modulation factor \( \hat{M}_{x,y}^{i,j} \) employing the cycles per degree \( \omega_i^j \) as well as the average intensity of the block \( \mu_p \) (Wan et al., 2015), can be represented as follows:
where $M_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta)$ and $M_{0,2}(\omega_{ij}^\beta)$ are the quadratic polynomial functions empirically set as using (Bae & M., 2013). The improved contrast-masking modulation factor $M_{\text{CM}}^{ij}$ based on the cycles per degree $\omega_{ij}^\beta$ and the edge pixel density $\mu_e$ for texture complexities is given by the following:

$$M_{\text{CM}}^{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 + (M_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta) - 1)(\mu_e / 0.15), & \text{if } 0 \leq \mu_e < 0.15 \\
M_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta), & \text{if } 0.15 \leq \mu_e < 0.2 \\
M_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta) + (g_{0,2}(\omega_{ij}^\beta) - g_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta))(\mu_e - 0.2) / 0.1, & \text{if } 0.2 \leq \mu_e
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $g_{0,1}(\omega_{ij}^\beta)$ and $g_{0,2}(\omega_{ij}^\beta)$ are modeled in a gamma pdf form and expressed as (Bae & M., 2013).

### 3. Proposed blind watermarking scheme

The blind watermarking scheme presented in this paper exploits interval location blocks with support vector regression in the DCT domain (wmSVR). The relationships among DCT coefficients in neighboring blocks can be explored using the SVR prediction model. We obtain the vector norm of the DCT coefficient $\phi_{x,y}^\beta$ as the input of the SVR prediction model from the twelve blocks in a $5 \times 5$ grid, where

$$(x', y') \in \left\{ (x-1, y-2), (x+1, y-2), (x-2, y-1), (x, y-1), (x+1, y-1), (x-1, y-1), (x+1, y), (x-2, y), (x, y), (x+2, y+1), (x-1, y+1), (x+1, y+1), (x-2, y+2), (x, y+2) \right\}.$$

The vector norm $\phi_{x',y'}^\beta$ as follows:

$$\phi_{x',y'} = \begin{cases} 
\sqrt{(C_{x',y'}^{1,1})^2 + (C_{x',y'}^{1,2})^2 + (C_{x',y'}^{2,2})^2}, & \text{if } (x' + y') \% 2 = 0 \\
\sqrt{(C_{x',y'}^{2,0})^2 + (C_{x',y'}^{2,1})^2 + (C_{x',y'}^{2,2})^2}, & \text{if } (x' + y') \% 2 = 1
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where % represents the modulus operator. Selecting two groups (i.e., $C_{x',y'}^{1,1}, C_{x',y'}^{1,2}, C_{x',y'}^{2,2}$ and $C_{x',y'}^{2,0}, C_{x',y'}^{2,1}, C_{x',y'}^{2,2}$) makes available mutually different coefficients by which to prevent interference. Two approaches to the selection of the two groups are as follows: reducing volatility on a single coefficient, and balancing high and low frequencies with frequencies in the vertical and horizontal directions.

Within the central block (in which the targeted coefficients are located), we add vector norm $\phi_{x,y}^\beta$ of the intra-block coefficients as an input of SVR prediction model. This results in a total of twelve input vector norms $\phi_{x',y'}^\beta$ being fed into the SVR prediction model. The SVR prediction model is used to estimate the absolute value of vector norm $\phi_{x,y}^\beta$, specified AC coefficients chosen from $\left\{ C_{x',y'}^{i,j} \mid (i', j') \in \{(2, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2)\} \right\}$ (for
We use \( (x+y)\%2 = 0 \) and \( \{C_{x,y}^{i,j} \mid (i,j) \in \{(2,0),(2,2),(0,2)\}\} \) (for \( (x+y)\%2 = 1 \)). When obtaining these 12 vector norms from a \( 5 \times 5 \) grid of blocks, the DCT coefficients situated outside the border of the block array are assumed to be equal to those in the nearest block. In other words, we expand the block array by replicating the exterior blocks around the border.

The SVR prediction model must be created in the training stage before SVR can be used to estimate the absolute value of vector norm \( \varphi_{x,y} \). We use k-means clustering to reduce the amount of training data that is required. k-means clustering is a method of vector quantization in which the data set is a vector. In the proposed method, the 12 vector norms \( \varphi_{x',y'} \) (where \( (x',y') \in \{(x-1,y-2),(x+1,y-2),(x-2,y-1),(x,y-1),(x+2,y-1),(x-1,y-1),(x-1,y+1),(x+1,y+1),(x,y+1),(x+1,y+2),(x-1,y+2)\} \)) and a vector norm \( \varphi_{x,y} \) are combined into a vector. The k-means clustering algorithm partitions all vector norms in the DCT of the training images into 1024 clusters, in which each vector norm belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. The 1024 center points (or vectors) then serve as delegates of these clusters, such that the SVR algorithm can be used to train the SVR prediction model. We then exploit the inequality relationship between the actual and predicted variables to enable the embedding and extraction of watermarks. After using the SVR prediction model to obtain an estimated absolute vector norm value of \( \varphi_{x,y} \), termed \( \bar{\varphi}_{x,y} \), its value is adjusted using Eq. (9) to ensure that it is greater than zero.

\[
\bar{\varphi}_{x,y} = \max(\bar{\varphi}_{x,y}, \Delta)
\]  

(9)

where \( \Delta \) is the minimum clearance distance between \( \bar{\varphi}_{x,y} \) and zero.

The procedural flow of the proposed watermarking scheme is presented in Figure 1, in which mixed modulation (MM) is used for binary embedding presented by Hu and Hsu (Hu & Hsu, 2016). Two vector values are respectively calculated using RM and QIM in MM. The MM can take merits of QIM to remedy the shortage of RM in imperceptibility but still partly holds the advantage of RM in robustness. One vector value of MM is \( \delta_1 \) using RM, which can be expressed in mathematic form as follows:

\[
\delta_1 = \begin{cases} 
\max \left\{ \delta_{x,y} - \lambda, \min \left\{ \varphi_{x,y}, \bar{\varphi}_{x,y} - g \right\} \right\}, & \text{if } w_{x,y} = 0; \\
\min \left\{ \delta_{x,y} + \lambda, \max \left\{ \varphi_{x,y}, \bar{\varphi}_{x,y} + g \right\} \right\}, & \text{if } w_{x,y} = 1.
\end{cases}
\]  

(10)

\[
g = \max \left\{ \xi, \beta \sigma_{x,y} \right\},
\]  

(11)
where $\xi$ is set to $0.55\Delta$ and $\Delta$ is the quantization step. Symbol $\beta$ denotes the adjustment factor for the embedding strength. $\sigma_{x,y}$ is the norm-based JND estimated using the following formulae:

$$
\sigma_{x,y} = \begin{cases} 
\sqrt{(J^{x,1}_{x_0,y_0})^2 + (J^{y,1}_{x_0,y_0})^2 + (J^{z,1}_{x_0,y_0})^2}, & \text{if } (x + y) \mod 2 = 0 \\
\sqrt{(J^{x,0}_{x_0,y_0})^2 + (J^{y,0}_{x_0,y_0})^2 + (J^{z,0}_{x_0,y_0})^2}, & \text{if } (x + y) \mod 2 = 1
\end{cases}
$$

(12)

$$
J^{i,j}_{x,y} = \alpha \cdot q^{i,j} \cdot \hat{M}^{i,j} \cdot \hat{M}^{i,j}_n
$$

(13)

where $J^{i,j}_{x,y}$ is the JND value used in this paper and $\alpha$ represents the adjustment factor for the embedding strength of relative modulation. $\hat{M}^{i,j}_{x,y}$ is the modulation factor for luminance adaptation and $\hat{M}^{i,j}_{x,y}$ is the modulation factor for contrast masking. $\hat{M}^{i,j}_{x,y}$ and $\hat{M}^{i,j}_{x,y}$ are the same as (Bae & M., 2013). $q^{i,j}$ denotes the $(i, j)$-th value of the luminance quantization table.

And the other value of MM is $\phi_2$. Let $d = \varphi_{x,y} - \varphi_{y,x}$ denote the gap between $\varphi_{x,y}$ and $\varphi_{y,x}$. QIM is used to modulate the selected DCT coefficients as $\phi_2$. The entire formulation consists of three branches, which are expressed as a program equation in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Embedding and extraction procedures of proposed watermarking scheme.
Either $\phi_1$ or $\phi_2$ is negative. Equation (14) is used to modify it.

$$\tilde{\phi} = \begin{cases} 
\phi, & \text{if } \phi \geq 0; \\
\phi + \xi, & \text{if } \phi < 0 \text{ and } w_{x,y} = 1; \\
\max(0, \phi - \xi), & \text{otherwise}; 
\end{cases}$$

(14)

Once $\tilde{\phi}_1$ and $\tilde{\phi}_2$ are both available, we must determine which one results in less alteration to the image.

$$\hat{\phi}_{x,y} = \begin{cases} 
\tilde{\phi}_1, & \text{if } |\varphi_{x,y} - \tilde{\phi}_1| < |\varphi_{x,y} - \tilde{\phi}_2|; \\
\tilde{\phi}_2, & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}$$

(15)

The final step involves converting the estimated vector norm to specified AC coefficients. The alteration in magnitude subsequently reflects on the DCT coefficient via

$$C'_{x,y} = C_{x,y} \times \sqrt{\frac{(\hat{\phi}_{x,y})^2}{\sum (C_{x,y}^2)^2}}$$

(16)

where $(i', j') \in \{(2,1),(1,1),(1,2)\}$ when $((x+y)9\%2)=0$, and $(i', j') \in \{(2,0),(2,2),(0,2)\}$ when $((x+y)9\%2)=1$.

In extracting the embedded watermark, we repeat the steps of block partition, DCT conversion, and vector norm estimation. We determine the watermark bit in each block based on the gap between the actual and estimated vector norms, respectively termed $\varphi'_{x,y}$ and $\hat{\varphi}'_{x,y}$, which are obtained from the watermarked image. Let $d' = \varphi'_{x,y} - \hat{\varphi}'_{x,y}$.
We apply the RM rule when $|d'| \leq \rho$ and otherwise the MM rule, as follows:

If $d' > \rho$

$$\tilde{w}_{x,y} = \left\lfloor \frac{d' - \eta}{\Delta} + 0.5 \right\rfloor \% 2$$

(17)

elseif $d' < -\rho$

$$\tilde{w}_{x,y} = \left\lfloor \frac{d' + \eta}{\Delta} - 0.5 - 1 \right\rfloor \% 2$$

(18)

elseif $|d'| \leq \rho$

$$\tilde{w}_{x,y} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \phi_{x,y}^{n,l} > \bar{\phi}_{x,y}^{n,l} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

(19)

end

4. Performance evaluation

A set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed watermarking scheme. Test materials included 512×512 8-bit grayscale images obtained from image databases: “Jetplane”, “Lake”, “Lena”, “Livingroom”, “Mandrill”, “Peppers”, “Pirate”, and “Walkbridge” (Gonzalez, Woods, & Eddins), as shown in Figure 2. As a watermark, we used a binary image logo (64×64 px) in which the numbers of “1s” and “0s” were deliberately arranged to be equal. We also adopted the following parameters: $\alpha = 0.68$, $\beta = 0.50$, $\delta = 16$ and $\Delta = 34$.

The metrics used to evaluate image distortion introduced by watermark casting included peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and bit error rate (BER). The definitions of PSNR and BER are given in (Hsu & Hu, 2015). The image attacks addressed in this study are listed in Table I.

Experiments aimed at determining robustness were conducted using three schemes: self-reference (SR) proposed by Wang and Pearmain (Wang & Pearmain, 2004), inter-block coefficient correlation (IBCC) proposed by Das et al. (Das et al., 2014) and a scheme based on Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) proposed by Patra et al. (Patra, Phua, & Bornand, 2010). We selected these three methods because they represent attempts to exploit correlation across blocks of DCT. Table 3 presents the average and standard deviation of PSNRs obtained from the eight images using the four schemes. The PSNR values obtained from the proposed wmSVR scheme are relatively high and the image quality after embedding appears more consistent.
### TABLE I. TYPES OF ATTACK CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>Apply JPEG compression to the image with the quality factor (QF) with 80 and 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>Apply JPEG2000 compression to the image with the compression ratio (CR) with 2 and 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>Gaussian noise (0.001): add 0.001% Gaussian noise to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>S&amp;P noise (1%): add 1% salt-and-pepper noise to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>Speckle noise (1%): add 1% speckle noise to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>Median filter (3×3): apply a 3×3 median filter to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>Gaussian low-pass filter (3×3): apply a 3×3 Gaussian low-pass filter to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>Adaptive wiener filter (3×3): apply a 3×3 2-D adaptive noise-removal filter to the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a9</td>
<td>Scaling correction (25%): shrink the image from 512×512 to 256×256 pixels and then enlarge it back to 512×512 pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a10</td>
<td>Rotation correction: rotate the image counterclockwise by and then back to the original direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a11</td>
<td>Cropping I (25%): remove 25% of the image on the left side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a12</td>
<td>Cropping II (25%): remove 25% of the image on the top left corner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a13</td>
<td>Brighten (+20): add 20 to each pixel value of the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a14</td>
<td>Darken (-20): subtract 20 from each pixel value of the image.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Test images (512 × 512) obtained from image database (Gonzalez et al.): From top left to bottom right are “Jetplane”, “Lake”, “Lena”, “Livingroom”, “Mandrill”, “Peppers”, “Pirate”, and “Walkbridge”.

In Table II, we assess the degree of distortion imposed by these four schemes, based on the measured PSNR from eight test images. As shown in Table II, wmSVR achieved image quality superior to that of the other three schemes. Furthermore, the PSNR values obtained after embedding watermark using wmSVR are more consistent. Table III presents the average BERs obtained from the four schemes addressed in this comparison. As shown in Table III, all four of the schemes enable the extraction of watermarks without error. Furthermore, all four schemes were able to withstand a number of attacks, such as JPEG compression with QF equal to 80 (a1/QF80),
JPEG2000 compression with CR equal to 2 (a2/CR2), Gaussian lowpass filter (a7) and luminance adjustment (a13 and a14). In this comparison, the proposed wmSVR achieved BER values below those of the other schemes. As shown in Table III, it is clear that the proposed wmSVR scheme is also able to render lucid watermarks (i.e., BER under 5%) even after undergoing attacks based on JPEG compression (a1), JPEG2000 compression (a2), Gaussian noise (a3), Gaussian low-pass filter (a7), scaling correction (a9), brightening (a13) and darkening (a14). CRT was also able to restore a good watermark; however, IBCC and SR suffered obvious deterioration. As mentioned in the previous section, the proposed scheme did not perform particularly well in a4, a5, or a10; however, it should be noted that the other three schemes did not perform well under these three types of attacks either. As for cropping attacks (i.e., a9 and a10), the results are based solely on guesswork; therefore, these results are inconsequential. Overall, we can conclude from the above discussion that the proposed wmSVR scheme outperforms the other watermarking schemes with regard to robustness against most attacks.

**TABLE II.** PSNR VALUES DERIVED FROM FOUR WATERMARKING SCHEMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRT</th>
<th>IBCC</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>wmSVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>37.70</td>
<td>35.51</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>38.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>± standard deviation</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III.** AVERAGE BER VALUES FOR FOUR SCHEMES COMPARED IN THIS STUDY (IN PERCENTAGE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack types</th>
<th>CRT</th>
<th>IBCC</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>wmSVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1/QF20</td>
<td>34.43</td>
<td>23.86</td>
<td>32.37</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1/QF80</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2/CR2</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2/CR8</td>
<td>26.23</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>16.16</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>13.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>24.94</td>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>16.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a9</td>
<td>33.67</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>11.64</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a10</td>
<td>41.62</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>15.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a11</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>12.42</td>
<td>12.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a12</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a13</td>
<td>17.85</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a14</td>
<td>18.27</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel approach to the blind watermarking of images by combining the benefits of DCT, SVR, and JND. SVR is used to explore interval location block coefficient correlation in the DCT domain. Watermarks are adapted to the image based on the characteristics of JND of the HVS, to ensure that the watermark remains imperceptible without sacrificing resistance to attack. Experiment results demonstrate the stability and efficiency of the proposed wmSVR when used to draw a connection between coefficients interval located in blocks. Our results demonstrate that the proposed watermarking scheme provides excellent protection against a variety of attacks.
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Abstract

Hybrid PV-wind generation systems have increased significantly due to the rapid improvement in power electronics techniques. In this paper, three switching techniques for mitigating the output harmonics of a PV-wind hybrid generation system are investigated. The proposed hybrid system consists of a PV panel connected to the grid via a DC/DC converter and a 3 phase two-level inverter. The wind generator is a DFIG, its stator connected to the grid through a 3-phase transformer, while its rotor is connected to the grid via two converters. The paper investigates the performance of PV system with two types of dc-dc converters interfacing the PV panel to the grid inverter, and the harmonics injected to the grid when using three types of switching techniques for the inverter interfacing the hybrid system to the grid. Comparing the THD of the two dc-dc converters' output voltage and of grid voltage and current at the point of common connection for each type of inverter switching technique is presented for high insolation level and wide range of wind speeds.

Keyword: Wind, PV, Harmonics, DFIG, Two level inverter.
1. Introduction

Electricity generation by photovoltaic (PV) or wind power (WP) has received considerable attention worldwide due to their advantages of being abundant in nature and nearly non-pollutant. Hybrid PV-wind generation systems have increased significantly due to the rapid improvement in power electronics techniques. Wind power is one of the most promising clean energy sources since it can be easily captured by wind generators with high power capacity. Photovoltaic (PV) power is another promising clean energy source since it is global and can be harnessed without using rotational generators. An important issue to be considered with grid-connected renewable energy generation is how to smooth power fluctuations and reduce current harmonics injected in the power grid. The application of an energy storage system such as battery or ultra-capacitor, have been proposed to reduce power fluctuations (Menidis and et al. 2014, Jayasinghe and et al. 2011, Khayyer and aoogun, 2014). When using energy storage devices to control PV and wind power fluctuations, there is a trade-off between battery effort and the degree of smoothness. That is, if one is willing to accept a less smooth output, the battery can be spared some effort. However, adding storage devices adds to the system cost and affects its reliability. Other harmonics mitigation techniques include active filters or Facts devices, such as STATCOM (Salmeron and et al. 2011, Badrzadeh and Gupta 2013). These devices add to the cost and complexity of control.

In this paper, switching techniques for decreasing the output harmonics of a PV-wind hybrid generation system are investigated. Also, the performance of the PV generation system with two types of dc-dc converters interfacing the PV panel to the grid-connected inverter is studied. The PV system consists of a PV panel connected to the grid via a DC/DC converter and an inverter. The wind generator is a DFIG, its stator connected to the grid through a 3-phase transformer, while its rotor is connected to the grid via two converters. The paper investigates the harmonics injected to the grid when different switching techniques are applied to the inverter interfacing the hybrid system to the grid. The compared switching techniques are; the offset addition carrier-based PWM (OAPWM), the flat top carrier-based PWM (FTPWM), and the space vector modulation (SVM) technique. These investigations are done for 1000w/m² insolation level and wide wind speed range (from sub- to super-synchronous speed). The proposed system, shown in Fig. (1), is modeled using practical data for the PV panel and the wind generator, given in the appendix. Simulation results are presented and conclusions, concerning the type of the dc-dc converter and the switching technique giving the better power quality, are drawn.
2. System Description

2.1 PV generation System

The PV panel (its parameters given in (Nashed and Edwar 2015) is connected to the grid via two types of converters as shown in Fig. (1). The dc-dc converter is a either a buck-boost or a Cuk converter, while the ac inverter is a 3 phase 2-level voltage source inverter. The buck-boost converter is characterized by:

- Pulsed input current, requires input filter.
- Pulsed output current increases output voltage ripple
- Inefficient use of input source

While the Cuk converter is characterized by:

- Continuous input and output current
- Efficient use of input source
- Bi-directional converter

The PV system is modeled using Matlab/Simulink and the voltage and current harmonics injected to the grid inverter at 1000w/m2 insolation level when using a Buck-Boost converter are shown in Figure (2). The voltage THD is 10.66%, and the current THD is 15.32%.

Fig. (1) The proposed grid-connected hybrid PV-Wind generation system.
Then the PV system is modeled using a Cuk converter, and the voltage and current harmonics injected to the grid inverter are shown in Figure (3). The voltage THD decreased to 9.85%, and the current THD decreased to 10.66%. However it should be noted that the Buck-Boost converter has lower price, so a trade-off is to be done, since the decrease in harmonics content is moderate.
2.2 The wind energy generation system

A double-fed induction generator (DFIG) is employed in the wind energy conversion system due to its known merits as a commercial system. The rotor is connected to the grid via two controlled converters, the rotor side converter (RSC) and the grid side converter (GSC). Both converters can be operated as rectifier or inverter according to the DFIG speed. Within the sub-synchronous speed range, the GSC operates as a rectifier and RSC operates as an inverter to supply the rotor with voltage at slip frequency. Within the super-synchronous speed range, the GSC operates as an inverter and RSC operates as rectifier to supply the grid with voltage at grid frequency. At synchronous speed the rotor circuit is supplied with DC current to operate as a synchronous generator. The generated harmonics are investigated from sub- to super-
synchronous. Harmonics are investigated when applying three switching technique to the grid-connected converter. These are the Offset Addition carrier-based PWM (OAPWM), the Flat Top carrier-based PWM (FTPWM), and the Space Vector PWM (SVPWM) technique.

### 2.2.1 DFIG converter with OAPWM technique

The OAPWM is also called 60° PWM. The idea behind the 60° PWM technique is to "flat top" the waveform from 60° to 120° and 240° to 300°. The switching devices are held on for one third of the cycle (when full voltage) leading to reduced switching losses. All triple harmonics are absent in the three phase voltage. The 60° PWM creates a larger fundamentals \( \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \) and utilizes more of the available dc voltage (phase voltage \( V_{ph} = 0.57735V_{dc} \) and line voltage \( V_{L} = V_{dc} \)) than does the sinusoidal PWM (Rashid 2004, Deoethi and Saxena 2011, Mishra and Ramachandran 2011).

Fig. (4) a and b display grid current and its harmonic spectrum at wind speed 7 m/sec. (sub-synchronous speed), and 12 m/sec. (super-synchronous speed) respectively. Fig. (5) shows the grid voltage and its harmonic spectrum at 12 m/sec. wind speed.

### 2.2.2 DFIG converter with Carrier-based PWM with Offset Addition

The output voltage magnitude from a three-phase voltage source inverter can be enhanced by adding an offset to the sinusoidal modulating signal. The offset addition PWM scheme follows the same principle as that of the third-harmonic injection, reducing the peak of the modulating signal and hence increasing the modulation index, as presented in Fig. (5), (Salmern and et 2011). The offset is given as

\[
\text{offset} = -\frac{\max\{V_a^*, V_b^*, V_c^*\} + \min\{V_a^*, V_b^*, V_c^*\}}{2}
\]

Fig. (6) a and b display grid current and its harmonic spectrum at 7 m/sec, and 12 m/sec wind speed respectively. Also, Fig. (7) shows grid voltage and its harmonic spectrum at wind speed 12 m/sec.
Wind speed = 7 m/s

Wind speed = 12 m/s

Fig. (4) Grid current and its harmonic spectrum for two-level FTPWM converter.
Fig. (5) Grid voltage and its harmonic spectrum for two-level FTPWM at wind speed 12 m/s.

Wind speed = 7m/s

Wind speed = 12 m/s

Fig. (6) Grid current and its harmonic spectrum for two-level OAPWM converter.
2.2.3 DFIG converter with Space Vector PWM technique

SVPWM refers to a special switching scheme of the six power semiconductor switches of a three phase power converter. Instead of using a separate modulator for each of the three phases (as in the previous techniques), the complex reference voltage vector is processed as a whole. Therefore, the interaction between the three motor phases is considered. It has been shown, that SVPWM generates less harmonic distortion in both output voltage and current applied to the phases of an ac motor and provides a more efficient use of the supply voltage in comparison with sinusoidal modulation techniques. SVPWM provides a constant switching frequency and therefore the switching frequency can be adjusted easily. The phase voltages corresponding to the eight combinations of switching patterns can be calculated and then converted into the stator two phase (α, β) reference frame. This transformation results in six non-zero voltage vectors and two zero vectors. The angle between any adjacent two non-zero vectors is 60 electrical degrees. The maximum output phase voltage and line-to-line voltage that can be achieved by applying SVPWM are:

\[ V_{ph\ max} = \frac{V_{dc}}{\sqrt{3}} \quad V_{ll\ max} = V_{dc} \]

And r.m.s. output phase voltage and line-to-line voltage are: 
\[ V_{ph\ rms} = \frac{V_{dc}}{\sqrt{6}} \quad V_{ll\ max} = \frac{V_{dc}}{\sqrt{2}} \]

Applying SVM switching technique to the inverter, the resulting grid current and its harmonic spectrum at 7m/sec. and 12 m/sec. wind speed are displayed in Fig. (8) a and b. The grid voltage and its harmonic spectrum at 12 m/sec. wind speed are displayed in Fig. (9). Comparing the THD resulting from SVM technique with those resulting from the two previous techniques show a decrease in the harmonic contents of the current and voltage at the grid side for both sub-and super-synchronous wind speeds.
2.3 Integrating the PV and WECS outputs

The DC-AC inverter interfacing the PV Cuk converter to the grid is controlled by the SVPWM technique. The insolation level is 1000 watt/m². The resulting THD of the voltages and current injected to the grid from the PV inverter, the DFIG stator, and the DFIG rotor inverter for sub- and super-synchronous speeds are added and the results are shown in Figures (10) and (11) respectively. A slight increase in the THD of voltage injected to the grid took place; from 4.93% for wind system alone to 4.99% for the hybrid system. An increase in the THD of the current injected to the grid took place; from 1.98% for wind system alone to 2.37% for the hybrid system. These values are within the limits set by the grid standards.

Wind speed = 7 m/s

Wind speed = 12 m/s

Fig. (8) Grid current and its harmonic spectrum for two-level SVPWM converter.
Fig. (9) Grid voltage and its harmonic spectrum for two-level SVPWM converter at wind speed 12 m/s.

Wind speed = 7 m/s

Wind speed = 12 m/s

Fig. (10) Grid Voltage with harmonic spectrum for all system at insolation 1000 w/m²
4. Conclusion

A grid-connected PV-Wind hybrid generation system is proposed. The PV system performance is presented when using two types of dc-dc converters, the buck-boost and the Cuk converter. Three types of PWM switching techniques for the inverter interfacing the DFIG rotor to the grid and for the inverter interfacing hybrid system to the grid are investigated and the resulting voltage and current THD are calculated using real system parameters. Comparing the THD of the grid voltage and current at the point of common connection for each switching technique is presented at 1000w/m² insolation level and wide range of wind speeds. It is concluded that the output voltage of the Cuk converter contains less harmonics which reduces the losses and the burden on the inverter interfacing it to the grid. It is also concluded that the SVPWM inverter switching technique minimized the THD of the voltage and current injected to the grid by the hybrid system.

Fig. (11) Grid current with harmonic spectrum for all system at insolation 1000 w/m²
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### Appendix

#### Wind System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated mechanical power</td>
<td>2 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated stator line-to-line voltage</td>
<td>690 V(rms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated stator phase voltage</td>
<td>398.37 V(rms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated stator frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous speed</td>
<td>1500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal rotor speed range</td>
<td>1050-1815 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pole pairs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated mechanical torque</td>
<td>10.5226 KN.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance</td>
<td>2.6 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing inductance</td>
<td>2.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor resistance referred to the stator</td>
<td>2.9 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor leakage inductance referred to the stator</td>
<td>87 μH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The use of Virtual Reality technology to enhance e-learning

Mak Kai-Long, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Abstract

Electronic Learning (e-learning) is the use of new multimedia technologies and the internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources and services as well as remote exchanges and collaboration (European Commission, 2001). According to Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015), they agreed that despite different researchers have a variety of definitions on the concept of e-learning, they however concluded that the fundamental of e-learning is to contain web-supplemented and web-dependent services for the provision of educational and support processes. Furthermore, Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015) concluded both advantages and disadvantage of adopting e-learning in tertiary education. E-learning however also facing some challenges, it require student to be self-motivated, require interpretation amount the learning process, have negative effect on students’ communication skill as well as socialization skills, limit the role of instructors and unable to provide practical experiences.

In this research, we aimed to finding the way to enhance e-learning experience through new virtual reality technology.

Keyword: E-learning, Virtual reality
1. Introduction

As the new VR technology released in 2016, VR return to the focus of the people. As the previous time, the computer technology and internet technology is not capable of support VR to visualize huge amount of information and graphics. Therefore, for the old kind of VR technology, the content is simple which have few of information included. Thus, there is a need to review the new virtual reality technology.

The use of multimedia technology is the fundamental of E-learning. However, we need to understand that multimedia has a huge variety of content. First, the basic of multimedia is the combination of text, audio, graphic and video (Lau et al., 2014). And then researcher suggesting that graphics and videos is having a broad definition which included textbook content, online animation and interactive simulation game (Mayer, 2002).

To conclude what E-learning is, it is a description of a learning process which associate with electronic device, such as computer and smartphone. With that premise, e-learning can also include online classroom, online learning resources and distance learning.

Virtual Reality technology can simply classified as immersive Virtual Reality and non-immersive Virtual Reality (Merel, 2015). Immersive Virtual Reality referred to the view of users are completely surrounded by virtual world and the user’s movement synchronize with the movement in the virtual world thus the users think they are immersed into the virtual world. The example of immersive Virtual Reality headset device included Oculus Rift and Sony PlayStation Virtual Reality. Non-immersive Virtual Reality referred to a Virtual Reality experience that user will not consider themselves as part of the virtual world where the user are simply viewing the virtual world as viewing a video. The example of non-immersive Virtual Reality included Google CardBoard and Samsung Gear Virtual Reality.

2. Literature Review

Electronic Learning (e-learning) are the use of new multimedia technologies and the internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources and services as well as remote exchanges and collaboration (European Commision, 2001). According to Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015), they agreed that despite different researchers have variety of definitions on the concept of e-learning, they however concluded that the fundamental of e-learning is to contain web-supplemented and web-dependent services for the provision of educational and support processes. Furthermore, Arkorful and Abaidoo (2015) concluded both advantages and disadvantage of adopting e-learning in tertiary education. According to their report, e-learning increase the learning flexibility; enhances the efficacy of learning; improve interaction between students and teacher; cost effective; and help allocate academic resources. However, E-learning have the following disadvantages, it requires student to be self-motivated; require interpretation amount the learning process; has the negative effect on students’ communication skill as well as socialisation skills; limit the role of instructors; and unable to provide practical experiences.
Researchers had suggested that how to make e-learning more effectiveness. According to Lau, Yen and Wah (2014), multimedia instruction and interactive learning activities are the key factors to improve e-learning effectiveness where multimedia instruction referred to the combination of text, audio, graphic and videos. Due to the student could formulate and visualise abstract concepts and interactivity allowed student to proactively discover new things. Also, Monahan, Mcardle and Bertolotto (2008) indicated that a non-immersive 3-D learning environment can provide students with their social needs when learning, and able to engaging student and maintaining their interest.

Immersive Virtual Reality is a simulated 3-dimensional (3-D) environment which referred to a user using a headset device with software that allows the user to feel like he/she is inside the virtual environment. Apart from that, it should be able to provide real-time interaction between users and users or the virtual environment (Bailenson et al., 2008). Therefore, researchers also suggest the possibility of using Immersive Virtual Reality on e-learning as the related technology was still growing (Monahan et al., 2008). According to Merchant et al. (2014), today’s Immersive Virtual Reality technology still facing problems such as heavy headset and simulator sickness where simulator sickness was known as physical and/or mental illness exposure to Virtual Reality environment (Kolasinski, 1995). However, with the better processing power of the computer, it could provide better graphic and thereby enhance learners’ engagement. Furthermore, with the improvement of web technology, Immersive Virtual Reality technology is now able to allow more than one user to work collaboratively (Merchant et al., 2014).

For those researchers who study e-learning, most of them had mentioned about how the use of gaming to improve learning effectiveness or the role of the game on learning (Monahan et al., 2008; Bailenson et al., 2008; Lau et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2014). According to Lau et al. (2014), the goal of game-based learning is to combine entertainment, visual-oriented and interaction-based tasks as the learning process. Merchant et al. (2014) pointed out the elements of how to make a game as an effective teaching tool. They mentioned that the game needs to provide users with the sense of autonomy, identity and interactivity so as to promote learning. If wanted the learners to keep learning, then the game need to be able to allow learners to strategise their decision, test hypotheses and finally solve the problems. Also, it is important to include goals or achievement, animated content and moderate difficulty. Lee, Wong and Fung (2010) had conducted a research about how virtual reality environment affects learning outcome. They used Virtual Reality software program, V-Frog as teaching material where the software is designed as a dissection simulator. They concluded that Virtual Reality learning environment is significantly and positively related to learning outcome. Based on the result that Virtual Reality learning environment can provide the sense of presence, increase learning motivation and improve reflective thinking.

Aside from educational purpose, Virtual Reality technology has been used on other aspect such as industrial training and demonstration. Cláudio et al.(2017) tried to apply Virtual Reality technology to ironmaking industry, they generated a fully function realistics simulation of ironmaking plant then allow user to access the simulated environment via a third person perspective of the virtual character, also known as avatar. Within the virtual environment, it simulates the physic of real world and provide the corresponding feedback to the user, such as the gravity, the interaction when user “touch” an item in the simulation. But the value of apply Virtual Reality to industrial training is
that the possibilities of simulate some critical situations such as on fire or critical injuries. Thus Virtual Reality technology make the training become more realistic and more memorable. Most importantly is that the simulation would affect the operation of the plant in real world such as an evacuation training will no longer need to pause the production in order to train. Also, researchers are now reviewing using immersive Virtual Reality technology on medical surgery training, particularly in neurosurgery (Panayiotis et.al, 2016). As they mentioned, neurosurgery required huge amount of medical knowledge, high technical skill and full preparation. Thus, the nature of neurosurgery makes Virtual Reality technology into a valuable tool for medical education. As the simulation is controlled by the computer, the training content could be so detailed and more realistic.

3. Recommendation

3.1 Using Immersive Virtual Reality as the e-learning medium

As mention above, Arkorful and Abaidoo(2015) had listed the advantages and disadvantages of e-learning. However, the studies their used to conclude the disadvantages may be outdated as some of the studies released more than 10 years ago. As 2016 has several commercial Virtual Reality released which mean there is a need to review the disadvantages with a new perspective of Virtual Reality technology.

1. The remoteness of e-learning, i.e distance learning, which will cause lack of interaction and therefore decrease student’s communication skill. According to Merchant et al. (2014), today’s internet technology and is able to let multiple user to join the same Virtual Reality session and provide an instant interaction between users. However, today’s Virtual Reality industry has no Virtual Reality headset that could provide instant conversation.

2. Lack of interpretation during learning process and limit the role of instructors. This is actually depends on the quality of teaching material and whether there is an instructor or not. As above mentioned, the internet technology today is advanced enough to let multiple user join together from different place, the role of instructor in Virtual Reality environment could be the actual teacher themselves. Beside, Lau et.al(2014) indicated that, the role of instructors need to be transformed into a producer of the teaching material such that the learning process can fit the student most.

3. Unable to provide practical experiences. Cláudio et.al.(2017) and Panayiotis et al.(2016) proved that the application of Virtual Reality technology on industrial and medical can provide practical experience to the trainer especially on dangerous and rare case, such as evacuation when the plant is on fire or a surgery of neuro system as the trainer could make mistake during the training and able to redo the training.

On the other hand, advantages will have less affect by the time. However, whether immersive Virtual Reality can fulfill the advantages of e-learning is worth mentioning.
1. The high flexibility of e-learning. As researchers consider that learner can choose the place and time that suitable for them to learn. Immersive Virtual Reality headset may restrict the place of learning as the headset required a connected computer to run the software. However, the time to learn is flexible as mention. But consider the need of instructor via learning. A scheduled online class is needed for the understanding of students.

2. Enhances the efficacy of learning. As the online content can also view by Virtual Reality headset. Using Virtual Reality headset will not affect online resources will affect the learning experience of the learner. With the use of Virtual Reality software, the learning efficiency could be further enhance(Merchant, 2014), because of the first person view of learning and the enhancement of interaction, learner can learn on hand knowledge and complicated concept via using immersive Virtual Reality to learn.

3. Cost effective. As immersive Virtual Reality can provide an enhanced learning content to learner, the cost of learning may be able to reduce. For example, frog dissection in biology is critical for understanding anatomy. Thus, there is a need to let every student try to learn how. However, there will be a high cost for purchasing frog for every student. Therefore, the immersive Virtual Reality can reduce the cost of physical consuming teaching material where the simulation of Virtual Reality technology can simulate practical learning content multiple time. Logically, the cost compare to actual learning material will be reduced by every single time of simulation.

3.2 Using Game as the learning content

What game itself providing, is the entertainment of visual content and the game content. Thus using game-based learning can based on gaming experience, provide learners with teaching content. According to Lau et al.(2014), using game can significantly motivate students to learn where game-based learning combine interaction-based assignment, visual-oriented content and entertainment as the learning process.

As mentioned above, immersive Virtual Reality can provide user with immersive experience and interaction within user to user or user to computer. Within game-based interaction, the interaction of the game itself is a critical factor to increase learner’s interest and help the learning process into a fun experience. Also, with a game that could cooperate with other user will provide an opportunity of social interaction thus help users to feel their social presence.

In order to make game into an effective learning content. The game design and the actual academic knowledge in game need to pay attention to.

1. The game need to provide users a high level of customization such that they can customize the level of difficulty. However, the game itself should still be challenging in order to keep user trying, as people are tend to accept challenge in order to have more excitement (Gee, 2003).

2. The game need to make learner to strategise their decision and testing hypothesis.
According to Squire and Barab (2004) research on strategy game Civilization III, student who played the game have showed deeper learning to which compared to those student who had not.

3. The game need to be online based but also available offline. By the definition of e-learning, the game is needed to be online such that the learner can perform distance learning. Also, the game becoming online could allow interaction between learner and the instructor. Besides, for the offline feature, the game should also ready for learner that who only want to review content for study purpose or quick check of some content.

4. The game need a clear goal and achievement system for learner to follow and keep playing the game in order to reach the end of the game which is the fundamental knowledge that developer want learner to learn. According to Swartout and van Lent (2003), goal within a game should diverse into three parts: short-term goal that last few second; medium-term goal that last few minutes; and long-term goal that last until the end of the game.

5. The game need to let user be part of the developer. Commercial game like The Elder Scrolls Franchise and Fallout Franchise, they allow player as a developer that make new content for the game, such as new story and new map. In the case for learning, teacher could change the role into a producer that make custom teaching material for their student and the goal of custom making is to fit the student level and the learning pace.

6. The game content need to be interesting and the story and background must be scientific and historical accurate. Beyond that, the presentation of the content could be more casual in order to maintain interest of learners.

4. Limitation

4.1 Limitation of immersive Virtual Reality application

As mentioned above, there are some properties of today’s immersive Virtual Reality technology and products fit the principle of e-learning but however the technology itself has some limitations that could make it hard to apply.

1. The cost of immersive Virtual Reality headset is too high. Right now, immersive Virtual Reality headset device include the following, Oculus Rift, Sony PlayStation VR and HTC VIVE. The most expensive is HTC VIVE cost 799 US Dollar per set and the cheapest is Sony PlayStation VR which cost 598 US Dollar per set. The cost could be too high for the educational usage because of consider that the ownership should be one device per student in order to get the best education outcome and also to perform distance learning. However, if distance learning is not necessary to be done, the institute can alternately purchase the device at school for student to share. Thus the cost will be reduced but also reduce the mobility of e-learning.

2. The design of immersive Virtual Reality headset is not perfect for educational usage. As mentioned above, today’s Virtual Reality headset has no microphone installed.
Although immersive Virtual Reality technology could allow user to interact with other user which satisfied the e-learning disadvantages’ of lack of interaction problem. But without an instant conversation, the interaction between user and user will be an incomplete intervention as the user may not understand the action of the other but no explanation could be received. Although user can additionally use external microphone and conversion software from third party software. But it is not a permanent solution for the long-term immersive Virtual Reality usage.

3. Lack of educational software. As the Virtual Reality industries right now are mainly focus on making profit from games. Thus Virtual Reality software for educational software would be lack of selection. Therefore, a custom Virtual Reality software would be a better solution that educator could include specific syllabus for their own school or groups of students. For existing educational software including but not limited to Unimersiv, a software that include space knowledge, human anatomy and British history; and Discovr Labs, a Virtual Reality classroom that allowed academic personnel register as a tutor and start up a online tutorial for learner.

4. Simulator sickness is still a problem. According to Kolasinski(1995), the longer a user use a simulator, i.e. military Virtual Reality device, the higher possibilities that a user will suffer simulator sickness. However, based on today’s Virtual Reality technology, simulator sickness is still has no way to avoid(Maraj et al.,2017).

4.2 Limitation of educational game application

1. It may be hard to develop an interesting game for educational purpose. As not every kind of knowledge will be fun for learner, such as mathematics concept, financial knowledge, etc. thus game developer need to conceal the academic knowledge within the detail of the game. Such as a game that have a society which contain a complete monetary system and financial system. But the main of the game should be much bigger, like a whole civilization that contain technology, religion, history, etc, which is alike to the real world.

2. The educator may be under qualified to make a custom teaching material. As game need knowledge on programming and logical calculation. Educators without corresponding knowledge may found difficulties on developing an educational game. Thus the cooperation of educators and game developers is needed for developing an educational game that are academic knowledge accurate content and a common commercial game setting.

3. Lack of developers developing Virtual Reality game.
5. Conclusion

This research studied the possibilities of applying of Immersive Virtual Reality technology corresponding with game on learning purpose. As mentioned above, immersive Virtual Reality technology is now capable but the development right now is not fully suitable to perform e-learning. As the price of the Virtual Reality headset is too high, the design of headset is not complete and the software support is not enough. Also, with the use of immersive Virtual Reality technology, educational game is also suitable for e-learning. But the game developers need to aware that an educational game required more academic knowledge so it would be better if the developers cooperate with academic personnel.
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Abstract

As companies increasingly face the consequences of an aging population and correspondingly a higher average age of the workforce, the need for support systems for workers is becoming more urgent. In order to allow an effective use of these systems, the worker must be able to integrate these into his daily work and therefore also accept it as an auxiliary system. To improve the safety of the worker and additionally the worker’s acceptance of the support system, injury of the employee must be prevented. One approach is the use of soft material robotic systems. A problem that occurs is the trade-off between attainable softness and load-bearing capability. For support systems to exhibit soft behavior and to withstand process forces in other situations, they should be able to change their properties, e.g. the stiffness. This paper gives a short overview about different stiffness adjustment methods and tries to analyze the layer jamming technology as one approach to use in soft material robotic systems. For the technology to be used effectively, influencing factors must first be identified and investigated for the stiffening by means of layer jamming. Tests were carried out on a universal testing machine, which determined the required force for each measurement via a load cell and the corresponding deflection by means of a traverse system. The data determined with the measurement setup was then analyzed and evaluated. Finally, design principles were derived based on the knowledge gained from the experiments. The principles derived from our observations can be used as guidelines for the development of soft support systems.

Keyword: Soft material robotic systems, Stiffness adjustment, Design principles, Layer jamming.
1. Introduction

Producing companies are faced with an ever increasing number of challenges. In this context, companies must react flexibly to changing markets in order to secure their competitiveness. For this, well-trained specialists are needed to adapt and scale the production environment to the given conditions of the market. The growing demand for skilled workers in many countries can therefore not necessarily be covered by new employees. In addition, a demographic change is taking place in many countries. The population is getting older and there is a limited number of younger people to fill these positions. As a consequence of these points, later retirement ages for employees are quite normal. In order to enable their employees to work longer, companies have to reduce or prevent their employees of heavy loads, un-ergonomic movements and long-lasting handling of objects during their day-to-day work. For this purpose, support systems can be used which assist the employee in the execution of tasks.

1.1 Support systems and stiffening mechanisms

Support systems can be of many different shapes. There are first prototypes, which are built as exoskeletons of hard materials. Examples are the HAL-3 (Sankai 2011), Hercules (Bogue 2015) and the Chairless Chair (Schembera-Kneifel 2016), which was already tested in the production of Audi AG. Excluding of the last system, these structures are often very heavy and equipped with extra motors to allow movement. Therefore, the person in the system is positioned in a way that their mobility is constrained. Another approach could be support systems made of soft materials to reduce the mobility constraints of the worker using a hard support system. The difficulty in creating the support systems of soft materials is that stiffness-variable mechanisms are needed to be able to switch between the "hard" and "soft" states. This is necessary to solve the trade-off between attainable softness and load-bearing capabilities to withstand process forces. Approaches that make these ideas reality are enquired by research teams working in the field of "Soft Robotics". Here, concepts are investigated in which soft materials are used to build robot elements or structures. Frequently, "smart materials"—materials that undergo characteristic changes independently or by active stimulation—are also used in this context. Materials with which this is possible are, among others, magneto-rheological/electro-rheological fluids, shape memory polymers and novel fluids and gels, e.g. nanocomposite hydrogels and electro-active polymers. In addition to this, mechanisms exist that can change the behavior of materials like layer or granular jamming. Applications where they are already used include: STIFF-FLOP (Ranzani 2013), Snake-like manipulator (Kim 2013), Magnetic rheological fluid rubber for walking robot (Taniguchi 2014), artificial rubber muscle using Shape memory polymer (Takashima 2011) and the hydrogel artificial muscles (Rogers 2013). Another approach is causing stiffness variability through a change of the geometry of objects. In the literature, examples are variable geometry structures, variable spring stiffness mechanisms and shape-locking mechanisms with the applications of variable stiffness cellular structures (Mc Knight 2010), stiffness-adjustable endoskeleton (Hu 2012) and "dragon skin" shape-locking mechanism (Zuo 2013).
1.2 Layer Jamming

A stiffening system that could provide support systems is layer jamming as it can be flexibly shaped and possibly integrated in the worker’s clothes. Layer jamming works by compressing several layers of one or more materials with the help of a vacuum. For this purpose, the materials are stacked in an airtight envelope (e.g. polyethylene), and a vacuum is applied. With the negative pressure from the vacuum, the envelope moves toward one another and thus compresses the material layers. The compression results in a stiffening of the overall structure. Layer jamming mechanisms have already been implemented in various soft-robotic systems. Areas of application include minimal invasive surgery (Kim 2012), deformable furniture (Ou 2014) and a wheelchair positioning device (Veneman 2015). Ou et al. (Ou 2014) have carried out several tests with 32 different materials. For this purpose, 12 layers, each with the dimensions of 20x20cm², were bent from 0° to 30° degree and the required torque was recorded. The focus in this investigation was on the material selection as a function of the weight and thickness. Bureau et al. (Bureau 2011) have carried out a limb attachment. To obtain the required forces, they performed three-point bending tests with a synthetic textile with various number of layers. According to their statements, the layers should exhibit high friction without electrical adhesion in order to obtain good stiffening results.

In this paper, further series of experiments are carried out in order to identify influencing parameters and thus make the stiffening result more predictable. Such investigations are necessary to formulate guidelines for designers to insure the components achieve the requirements and an appropriate stiffening result.

2. Test Preparation

At the beginning of the test series, possible influence parameters on the stiffening result need to be identified to obtain the right data. With regard to the stiffening result and to ensure predictability, the following parameters are first examined. As already noted by Bureau et al. the static coefficient of friction (µ) has a significant influence on the stiffening result. However, the number of layers (n), the dimensions of the layers (length, width, height) and the applied air pressure (p) also have a potential effect. Therefore, tests with different static coefficients of friction, the same number of layers and same height as well as the same cross-sectional area are tested in this paper. Furthermore, the air pressures are varied to make a prediction as well.

In addition, the test setup needs to be specified. Since in many applications bending loads are often required, a three-point bending test is used for the determination of the influencing variables in this test series. In order to obtain valid data pretests are made, e.g. the determination of the static coefficient of friction or tests to identify the appropriate dimensions of the samples (not content of this article).
2.1 Material selection

The main goal of the material selection is to identify materials that can be used to investigate the layer jamming process. The most important fact is that the material must be applicable for the layer jamming. This means materials need to be deliverable in sheets and flexible enough to bend with low forces. Furthermore, the materials must be acquirable with different parameters, cheap enough to execute various testing series and have a high and rapid availability. Since a single modification of parameters is needed in order to make statements on specific parameters, only one material was chosen opposed to the choice of using multiple materials. A material that fulfills many of the requirements is paper. There are many different types available with the opportunity to change only a few parameters simultaneously. It can be delivered in different shapes and sizes and is therefore applicable for the test series. Different types of paper are used in the test series and are as follows:

Table 1: materials for the testing series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>height of 40 layers (mm)</th>
<th>density (g/m²)</th>
<th>measured density (g/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1stiffer</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2weaker</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3enviromental</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>84.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4photo</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>199.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5painter</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>149.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6newspaper</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>45-48.8</td>
<td>46.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7sandpaper</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>236.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At first, the different types of paper have been characterized relating to the height of the layers and the density. This is necessary to understand the basic conditions during the planning process of the testing series. In relation to the indicated density, deviations could be identified, e.g. for photo paper. Since the layers are meshed together at the surfaces, it is necessary to characterize them for the different types of material.

2.2 Determination of static coefficient of friction

As a key factor, the static coefficient of friction between the individual material layers was identified. Thus, it is assumed that the force for deformation also increases with increasing of the static coefficient. In order to check this assumption, friction tests are carried out at the beginning of the test series. For this purpose, two material layers are compressed by a defined force (see Figure 1). Subsequently, the force in the orthogonal plane is increased until the material layers slip relative to each other. The tests are made for the materials on itself and for the combination material on the shell (polyethylene).
Figure 1: testing-setup for friction tests

For the test one layer is fixed at the ground and one layer at the bottom side of the block. The force $F_{\text{meas}}$ results from pulling the block and can be measured by a force/displacement measuring device. When $F_{\text{meas}}$ is as high as $F_R$, the block starts to slip and the static friction forces has been overcome. Since the mass of the block is known, the static coefficient of friction can be distinguished with the help of the following equation

$$F_{\text{meas}} = F_R = \mu F_N = \mu mg \rightarrow \mu = \frac{F_R}{mg}$$

$F_{\text{meas}}$ – force measured

$F_R$ – friction force

$\mu$ – static coefficient of friction

$F_N$ – normal force

$m$ – mass

$g$ – constant of gravitation

In order to get validated data, the tests were performed 20 times with one sample and the average was taken for the result.

The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: static coefficients of friction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of paper</th>
<th>stiffer (1)</th>
<th>weaker (2)</th>
<th>environmental (3)</th>
<th>photo (4)</th>
<th>painter (5)</th>
<th>newspaper (6)</th>
<th>sandpaper (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, itself</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.35-0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, shell</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.40-0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the static coefficient of friction between the different papers are in a range of 0.114 and 0.222. The coefficient between the material and the shell, with the exception of the stiffer paper, is always lower than to itself. During the tests it was apparent that the static coefficient of friction of sandpaper decreases with every trial. The presumption is that the material is too abrasive and thus processed itself too much. Therefore, the longevity cannot be guaranteed which follows to the fact that not all tests can be executed with this material.

3. Three-point bending tests

The three-point bending tests are carried out on a universal testing machine named zwickiLine z0.5 from the Zwick Company. The load cell can measure forces up to 500 Newtons. The test method itself is based on DIN EN ISO 178 (DIN 2013), in which the determination of bending properties for synthetics are defined. The samples are prepared as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: picture of one sample; shell with sandpaper (dimensions 70x160 mm) and a connector for the vacuum supply](image)

The shell is made of polyethylene and is usually used for food vacuuming. The dimensions and the number of layers of the samples are determined according to the respective test. After the layers are placed in the bag and the vacuum connector is attached, the shell is welded air-tight. The shell is then placed on the test device as shown in Figure 3. In preliminary tests, it has been found that a width between the bearings of 100 mm is helpful in carrying out the tests. The traverse then travels...
centrally between the bars at a speed of 5 mm/min until the sample has reached a maximal bending strain of 4.5%. The vacuum can be adjusted via a valve according to the respective experiment. In order to make sure that the data is reliable, a test series with one sample was performed three times to validate the data.

3.1 Influence of the pressure on the stiffening result

These tests are examined to identify how a change in the internal pressure influences the stiffness of the sample. Due to presentation reasons, only the results of weaker paper are shown in this paper, but the results of the other types of paper look similar. For this purpose, the sample is subjected to different pressures and is examined in the three-point bending test.

Table 3: testing parameters: different pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paper</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>height (mm)</th>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.0 - 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this test, the weaker paper was used. The pressure was raised in 0.2 bar increments up to 0.8. The maximum attainable vacuum in our testing setup was 0.9 bar.

The test results show that with increasing vacuum pressure, the forces which are necessary for the deformation increase as well (Figure 4). However, the proportion of the increase is nonlinear, since the amount decreased with increasing pressure. Thus, the jump between ambient pressure and 0.2 bar is higher than between 0.8 and 0.9 bar. Nevertheless, the increase between the ambient pressure and a negative pressure of 0.9 bar has a factor of approximate 41.

Figure 3: testing setup to investigate the bending stiffness by means of three-point
3.2 Influence of the layers on the stiffening result

In the tests the influence of a changing number of layers is investigated. For this reason three samples of weaker paper were prepared with each 20, 40 and 80 layers. Consequently, the height of the samples increase as well. The test have been proceeded with a negative pressure of 0.9 bar. The deformation of the samples were in this case limited to 1% of bending strain, since the sample with 20 layers is damaged at a bending strain of 4.5%.

Table 1: testing parameters: same number of layers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paper</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>height (mm)</th>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In figure 5 it is shown that the values of the force increases with an increasing
bending strain. The values for 40 and 80 layers increase more rapidly than the force for 20 layers. The maximum value for 80 layers is at 62 N. It can be noted that with an increasing number of layers the attainable force rises as well. Unfortunately, the proportion is nonlinear, as it was for the influence of the pressure, so a prediction of a precise value is very hard to implement.

![Figure 5: Influence of the amount of layers on the stiffening results at 0.9 bar vacuum](image)

**3.3 Influence of the height on the stiffening result**

In the tests, the influence of the height on the stiffening result is investigated. For the test, the weaker paper was used. To identify the influence of the height, the cross-sectional area is left constant for all samples. That means that if the height will be doubled, the width of the sample is halved. The length is kept constant during the test series.
Therefore, the mass as well as the whole friction surface of the sample is kept constant. The experimental parameters are:

Table 5: testing parameters: influence of the height on the stiffening result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paper</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>height (mm)</th>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that higher stiffness is achieved when the stack of layers are taller but not as wide. This can be attributed to the fact that the compressed layers behave more like a whole cross-section than as individual thin layers. Since the height in the calculation of the bending resistance moment for a rectangular cross-section according to equation

\[ W_y = \frac{bh^3}{12z_{max}} = \frac{2bh^3}{12h} = \frac{bh^2}{6} \]

\[ W_y \] – bending resistance moment
\[ b \] – width
\[ h \] – height
\[ z_{max} \] – maximal distance to the neutral fiber – \( z_{max} = h/2 \)

is to the second power, this result can be expected. However, when considering the ratio, a wider sample shows a larger increase in stiffness than the taller sample. The ratio can be calculated by dividing the max force at 0.9 bar by the max force at 0.0 bar. In Table
6, it can be seen that a stack of 20 layers has a factor of 35 between ambient pressure and 0.9 bar vacuum, whereas the stack of 80 layers only has a factor of 25. Depending on the application and its general constraints, the designer can check which property is required.

Table 6: results for the influence of the height on the stiffening process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>20 layers</th>
<th></th>
<th>80 layers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative pressure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. force [N]</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>33.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>35.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Influence of the static coefficient of friction on the stiffening results

The test are examined to identify the influence of the static coefficient of friction on the stiffening result. For this study the number of layers and the width were kept constant for every sample. The tests were performed with a negative pressure of 0.9 bar

Table 7: testing parameters: influence of the static coefficient of friction (same number if layers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paper</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>height (mm)</th>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 7, every material behaves more or less in the same way. At the beginning of the test cycle, the force progression is rapidly raising. Depending on the material the charts flattens out between 0.2 % and 0.9 % bending strain. The newspaper shows a decrease of attainable force after 1.1 % of bending strain. At that point the sample wasn’t stiff enough and a “set point” occurred through this overload. The test must be aborted after 2.5 % bending strain since the sample left the position.
The results show that no statement can be made when taking into account the static coefficient of friction between the layers. The presumption that higher values of the static coefficient of friction directly results in higher stiffness cannot be confirmed. If, however, the static coefficient of friction between the layer material and the shell is observed, an increase in the static coefficient of friction results in an increase in stiffness of the sample. The assumption can be made for painter, environmental, weaker and stiffer paper as well as for newspaper. This result wasn’t expected since only two out of all of the layers are interacting with the shell. However, the correlation of the stiffness and the coefficient is non-linear.

Photo paper represents an exception, since the force is very high in combination with the static coefficient of friction. An explanation could be that photo paper has different surfaces of each side of the sheet. Nevertheless, the fact of increasing forces through higher values of static coefficient of friction between material and shell, must be validated again in further experiments.

Regarding to the different heights using the same number of layers (Table 7) and the insight that the height has an influence on the result (Table 6), the study will be carried out again using similar heights for each sample. As it is shown in Table 7 the height differs between 2.52 mm and 8.15 mm. To get similar heights for every sample, the smallest stack of 40 layers that could bear a bending strain of 4.5 % was chosen as a starting point. Every other stack is reduced until a similar height is reached. The experimental parameters are as follows:
Table 8: testing parameters: influence of the static coefficient of friction (similar height)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paper</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>height (mm)</th>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1   stiffer</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2   weaker</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3   environmental</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4   photo</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5   painter</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6   newspaper</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like it was for the test with the same amount of layers, the force progression rapidly rises at the beginning. At an approximate value of 0.3 the curves flatten. The newspaper failed early again, similar to the test before. The gradient of the other curves seem to correspond with their static coefficient of friction between shell and material. The curves of the materials with the larger static coefficient of friction rise quicker than the ones with small coefficients. Taking into account the conclusions of the test for the influence of the height, it can be recognized that the same height combined with a material with a larger coefficient could provide an increase of the attainable forces. A small exception is the curve of the weaker paper. The coefficient is higher than the ones of photo and environmental paper but smaller than the coefficients of painter and stiffer paper. This has to be investigated in further studies.

Figure 8: influence of the static coefficient of friction on the stiffening results with a similar height for every sample
3.5 Additional Observations

During the test series, some limitations could have been observed in relation to the selection process of materials. As it was already recognized during the determination of the static coefficient of friction tests, the surface of sandpaper changes its characteristics with nearly every relative movement. It was found that with a frequent repetition of the tests, the forces required for the deformation are constantly decreasing (Figure 9).

![Figure 9: influence of the abrasive behavior of sandpaper on the maximum force](image)

This can be explained by the fact that the material layers rub against one another, which makes the surface smoother and the layers interlock less. Unfortunately, such a behavior is hard to predict. It cannot be noted that the other types of paper don’t have such a decreasing but in these testing series it wasn’t recognizable. It is logical to assume that abrasive materials show this behavior more often.
Another point is the overloading of a test specimen towards a plastic deformation. If an overload occurs, a "set point" is established, where the required force for the deformation decreases (Figure 10). At this point, a faster bending occurs in the next tests so that the deformation in this area is carried out more quickly and with less force. This phenomenon appeared particularly in the newspaper, since the individual layers are very thin.

4. Derivation of Design Principles

To give the designers ideas what properties influence the stiffening process the most, the given results are formulated as design principles. These can be used within the designing process of e.g. soft support systems for workers.

The maximum possible negative pressure results in the greatest possible stiffness within the samples.

For the different types of paper it was found that with a maximum adjustable vacuum of 0.9 bar, the maximum stiffness to this cross-section could be achieved. Depending on the material and the number of layers used, the increase in stiffness decreases with an increase of the vacuum. For this purpose the ratio between the different pressures were calculated (Figure 9). The “ratio to last” value describes the factor from one pressure value to the next one, e.g. 0.4 to 0.6 bar. The “ratio to first”-value represents the factor from ambient conditions to the given pressure level, e.g. 0.0 to 0.8 bar.

Table 9: development of pressure to max force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pressure (bar)</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max force</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>19.70</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>39.62</td>
<td>52.29</td>
<td>55.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio to last</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio to first</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>29.23</td>
<td>38.58</td>
<td>41.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 9, the development decreases from a multiplier of 14.54 to almost 1. Although the maximum force is still at the highest vacuum, the designer has to think if it is really necessary to take the highest possible negative pressure. The results are qualitatively consistent with those of Ou et al. (2014) and Bureau et al. (2011).

If the weight plays a subordinate role, the increase in stiffness can be achieved by a pure increase in the material thickness (= the number of layers).

Depending on the application, it is possible that the weight and dimensions of the samples are of less relevance than the stiffening result. In this case, the stiffness can be increased by increasing the material layers. However, there is no proportional
relationship and thus a doubling of the height does not automatically lead to a doubling of stiffness.

*A high stiffness at a low weight can be achieved by increasing the material thickness while reducing the material width.*

If the cross-sectional area must be kept constant because of weight, an increase in stiffness can be achieved by halving the layers and subsequent stacking. With this approach, the rigidity can be increased without having to gain weight. However, it can be disadvantageous to have a structure with this design because of the thickness. In the case that a high ratio between “soft” and “hard” state is required, a higher width is preferable.

*Using abrasively material can lead very fast to an impairment or at least a malfunction of the layer jamming process.*

As shown in Figure 9, the attainable forces of Sandpaper decrease with every trial. This is of course a disadvantage for the stiffening and leads to unpredictability of the whole process. Nevertheless, it can, for example, be used for processes where no relative movement between the layers is needed. One example can be a safety mechanism in which the forces should be limited.

*Exceeding the elastic-linear limit should be avoided as this can lead to irreversible damage to the material.*

In the case of Newspaper, deformation of the individual layers was found when the deformation was too large in the vacuumed state. From here, irreversible damage to the material occurs. How large the deformation must be cannot be quantified and is material-dependent. However, a deformation of the specimens beyond the linear-elastic range is not to be attempted in any case since shifts occur between the individual material layers and the specimen is plastically deformed. To restore the desired shape, the normal pressure (ambient pressure) must be established within the sample and the whole sample must be vacuumed again in the desired position.

5. Conclusion

Design principles for stiffness in soft robotics using layer jamming have been proposed. Based on support systems for use in production areas, a distinction was made between hard and soft systems. In order to make soft systems usable, stiffness-variable mechanisms are required which are able to relieve the employee at desired times. Layer jamming is presented as one possibility and is discussed in more detail. The principle of stiffening several layers of materials by introducing a vacuum has already been shown in some demonstrators in research. The aim is to identify parameters which influence the stiffening result and thus make it predictable if necessary.

The static coefficients of the test specimens were first determined by experiments. Three-point bending tests were then carried out with the specimens in order to determine the achievable forces as a function of the deformation, which can be seen as
a measure of the stiffness. In the experiments with different paper types, the value of the negative pressure has a great influence on the stiffening result. The higher the value, the greater the achievable forces. The static coefficient of friction between the individual layers does not have as much influence as the static coefficient of friction of the sample with the shell. Furthermore, the tests have shown that, in the case of a strongly abrasive material, such as sandpaper, the forces which can be reached are greatly reduced after a few test runs. In addition, overloading the sample leads to a set point, whereby the achievable forces are also reduced and the material thus behaves differently than previously predicted.

Further series of experiments will show how the material behavior of the shell influences the stiffening result in order to confirm the assumptions. Further parameters—such as force application, compressibility of the sample material, material combinations or sample geometries—are to be investigated in order to make the prediction of stiffness easier and more precise. On the basis of this, it is possible to make applications using layer jamming mechanisms easier. This would also benefit the design of soft-robotic support systems which can relieve the employees of their day-to-day work.
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Abstract

In mechanical design, it is a problem that a lecturer has students get a wide range of knowledge and skills in a class whose time and place are limited. Then, the level of students' understanding has scarcely shown some signs of improvement so far. It is also desired to establish an efficient learning environment in mechanical design. In this study, a web learning environment was created on the basis of motivation-oriented teaching method. Then, the learning environment was introduced to the "basic drafting" classes held in our university. In a drafting class, we carried out an evaluation test over the last two years using a comparison of paper-based and web-based answers’ results. It is understandable that correct answer rate in current year is higher than that in previous year. Moreover, learning motivation was also assessed using ARCS evaluation sheet. As a result, there existed favorable effectiveness to enhance learning motivation. Especially, Attention-related factors contributed the enhancement of learning motivation in web learning.

Keyword: Drafting education, E-learning, ARCS model, Gagne's 9 events of instruction, Learning motivation.
1. Introduction

Among various subjects with respect to mechanical engineering, students can obtain especially important knowledge and skills in mechanical design and drawing. The knowledge and skills are also essential from a viewpoint of machine production. However, the education for design drafting is being given in insufficient time since its environment is inevitably limited due to drafting equipment. The fact has negative effect on improving the students' understanding. In addition, it is a considerable factor that students have to learn a wide range of knowledge and skills in mechanical design and drawing. From the backgrounds, the efficient learning environment has been desired to avoid a lack of knowledge and skills.

Meanwhile, various information technologies for education are being used to enhance the learning quality. Especially, e-learning has several merits. To name a few, we can learn what we want to know without any lecturer; the ubiquitous learning environment can be established using mobile devices; and a wide variety of learning contents can give us individual-oriented instructions. In creating a web learning environment, web design based on learning theory is expected for advancement of both learning motivation and efficiency.

In this study, a web environment to learn third angle projection method was created based on motivation-oriented teaching method. Then, it was introduced to the "basic drafting" classes held in our university. Subsequently, effectiveness of web learning was evaluated using a comparison of paper-based and web-based answers’ results; moreover, the effect on learning motivation was quantitatively evaluated using the environment created in this study.

2. Construction of Web learning environment

ARCS model proposed by John Keller is one of the methods for instructional design improvable directly in learning motivation, and it has attracted the educational attention in recent years. Here, ARCS is an acronym standing for Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. In the each factor, a motivation-oriented instruction and design procedure are proposed from a problem-solving perspective of learning motivation\(^{(1)}\).

On the other hand, Gagne's 9 events of instruction is well known as a beneficial method in instructional design. A learning process is classified into 9 events in the method, and learning effectiveness has been revealed using the method\(^{(2)}\).
Figure 1 shows the architecture of website created in this study. This website is organized on the basis of both ARCS model and Gagne's 9 events of instruction\(^3\). Although this website was created in Japanese, the detailed explanation of web learning environment can be described as follows.

When a user access the website, top page is displayed as shown in Fig. 2. In the top page, we can check the overall structure of website with several hyperlinks. As helpful guidelines, the brief explanations are accompanied by each hyperlink. Example problem and learning objective are given as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this web page, we can specifically understand learning achievement points; moreover, next hyperlink is emerged at the bottom of this web page. When a user click the hyperlink, useful knowledge to solve the example problem is obtainable as shown in Fig. 4. With reference to a guideline on this page, we can go to the next web page. As expressed in
Fig. 2 Top page

Fig. 3 Example problem and learning objective
Fig. 4 Knowledge related to third angle projection method

Then, the next page provides similar problems as shown in Fig. 6. For 3-view drawing based on third angle projection method, repetitive learning is practicable using this page. Finally, evaluation test explained in the following section is indicated on the next page. Figure 7 gives the visual image. In this page, the depth of understanding for third angle projection method can be verified after learning of the other pages. This evaluation test was used as a verification of web learning in a drafting class.
3. Evaluation methodology

3.1 Verification of web learning in a drafting class

In a drafting class, we carried out an evaluation test over the last two years. In the previous year, students took a paper-based evaluation test as shown in Fig. 8. In the test, students drafted a 3-view drawing based on third angle projection method. The handwriting drawings were used to evaluate the depth of understanding in third angle
projection method.

In the current year, completely different students took an evaluation test through web learning environment. Figure 9 indicates an example of the test available anytime and anywhere within a school term. In the current year, the answers for web test were also used to evaluate the depth of understanding in third angle projection method.

In the both years, we had students answer each test after the learning of third angle projection method in a drafting class. In the current year, students could additionally learn third angle projection method through web learning environment.

3.2 Evaluation of learning motivation

The influence of web learning environment on learning motivation was quantitatively investigated in this study. The evaluation test was performed for 10 students belonging to school of engineering in Tokai University. Their age was from 21 to 22 years old. In this test, university students were classified into two groups. One group can use web learning environment. After that, they take an evaluation test. In contrast, the other group take the same test without using web learning environment. In the evaluation test, the collaborators dealt with two types of problems regarding knowledge of third angle projection and drawing of three orthographic views. The drawing was expressed on a paper.

After the test, learning motivation was quantitatively investigated using ARCS evaluation sheet including 14 questions based on 4 ARCS factors. The questions were answered with rating on a scale of one to five. We had test collaborators answer the questions according to their impressions. Then, learning motivation was evaluated using average scores in each question(4).

Fig. 8 Problems of evaluation test in previous year
4. Evaluation results and discussion

4.1 Effectiveness of web learning in a drafting class

Table 1 shows a comparison of previous and current year’s evaluation results. It is understandable that correct answer rate in current year is higher than that in previous year. This result suggests that there exists favorable effectiveness of web learning. However, it is conceivable that the difference may be caused from a change of answer format: paper-based or web-based answer format. We attempted to reveal the particular cause, and another evaluation test was carried out to investigate influence of web learning on learning motivation.

4.2 Influence of web learning on learning motivation

Table 2 shows average scores resulted in the test using ARCS evaluation sheet. In table 2, the average score in all questions was 3.89 for the group using web learning environment. The standard deviation was 0.51. In contrast, the average score was 3.03 for the other group. The standard deviation was 0.59. The results indicated that the average score for the group using web learning environment was larger than that for the other group; moreover, the standard deviation for the former group had a smaller variation than that for the latter. From the results, web learning environment shows an effect on the enhancement of learning motivation. We can obviously interpret significant difference in three Attention-related factors. Accordingly, it was remarkable
Table 1 Correct answer rates of evaluation test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Previous year</th>
<th>Current year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct answer rate</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
<td>87.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 An itemized evaluation of learning motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>ARCS classification</th>
<th>Without web learning environment</th>
<th>With web learning environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>A : Attention</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>A : Perceptual evocation</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>A : Evocation of inquisitive mind</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>A : Variability</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>R : Relevance</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>R : Familiarity</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>R : conform with motivation</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>R : Purpose directivity</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>C : Confidence</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>C : Learning desire</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>C : Opportunity of success</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>C : Personalization of control</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>S : Satisfaction</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14</td>
<td>S : Natural results</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That Attention-related factors greatly contributed the enhancement of learning motivation. The several causes are considered as follows: web learning environment enables us to learn at their own pace; and the up-to-date way to learn mechanical design and drawing attracted the attentions of test collaborators. In addition, motivation-oriented teaching method provides a proper example in each problem. The way tends to activate collaborators’ attention.

5. Summary

In this study, web learning environment was created on the basis of both ARCS model and Gagne's 9 events of instruction. The web learning was introduced in drafting class, and effectiveness of web learning was evaluated using a comparison of paper-based and web-based answers’ results. Then, learning motivation was also assessed using ARCS evaluation sheet. As a result, there existed favorable effectiveness of web learning. In addition, it was remarkable that Attention-related factors greatly contributed the enhancement of learning motivation in web learning.

In the future work, an influence of web usability on drafting education will be investigated in detail since web usability is well known as one of the influential factors for learning motivation.
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Abstract

Modern production companies are facing increasingly volatile markets and therefore fluctuating demand. In order to master these fluctuations, measures of production planning and control are usually used. However, the usage often takes place without established clarity about effect and contexts of these measures. This paper presents fundamentally relevant company characteristics as well as distinguishing marks in dealing with demand fluctuations. Subsequently, an approach for timed, performance-oriented and monetary evaluation is derived, which can be used to promote the selection of appropriate combinations of measures for the strategic compensation of these fluctuations.
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1. Current Situation and Challenges

Due to short delivery times and flexible quantities required from production companies, production planning and control faces uncertainties in the prediction of customer demand. Therefore, the risks apply to the order situation of the company's own production as well as to the allocation of available capacities. Depending on the characteristics of a company, this challenge can be exacerbated. Companies whose product concept is characterized by product families have a higher ability to compensate than a one-off manufacturer. Furthermore, the position of the customer decoupling point in the value stream is of great importance. A company with a make-to-stock concept can dampen the fluctuation amplitude with its finished goods. This means, on the other hand, that companies with a make-to-order concept lack this possibility of damping and must directly counteract a fluctuating demand. Equally important is the process structure of machining and/or assembling of a the company. In productions, which are structured according to the flow principle, fluctuations often effect all interconnected capacities. In this respect, the manufacture with a workshop structure can be considered more robust, since the activities as well as their capacities are subject to a less fixed sequence. However, this distinction does not imply that the ability to react and respond adequately to demand fluctuations is of great importance for all companies (Kersten, Seiter, von See, Hackius, & Maurer, 2017).

In theory, strategies can be found for the successful managing of demand fluctuations (cf. Wiendahl, 2006; Milberg, & Reinhart, 1999). There are approaches, which influence the purchasing behavior by incentive systems or self-induced fluctuations, for example by machine failures, with the help of operational measures. The focus of this paper is the planning and control of foreign-induced demand fluctuations in production. In practice, only a small part of possible measures is taken into account, and mainly those from the area of capacity adaption are used in a reactive manner. However, the possibility of a capacity adaption, for example by introducing weekend shifts or overtime, is limited. If the quantity of demand exceeds the capacity limits of the production system, companies miss significant potentials in terms of logistics performance and costs. If a strategic and process-oriented transformation of the production systems is not taken into account at an early stage, there is an additional risk. The adaptations that are progressing in small steps will solidify existing structures even more (Schmidt, & Nyhuys, 2017). Therefore, the goal in planning and control must be to use measures and combinations of measures that support the strategic orientation of the company and thus its positioning between the logistical goals of productivity and delivery reliability. For this purpose, a suitable evaluation approach is currently missing.

2. Basic Differentiations

While seasonal fluctuations can be relatively well-anticipated, intelligent decision-making mechanisms are required for more irregular fluctuations. Companies are confronted with the decision to cut loose their operating capacities from the characteristic of demand or to adjust continuously to fluctuating demand (see Figure 1) (cf. Gutenberg, 1971).
Two separate distinctions are necessary. The first differentiation has to be carried out with regard to the effect of the adaption: One possibility is the coordination of the load, more precisely the demand-induced volume fluctuation, by adapting it to the existing capacities. This ability can be described as load flexibility. The alternative is the use of capacity flexibility, which describes the coordination of capacities aligned to a quantity demand (Lödding, 2013).

The second fundamental distinction is made with regard to the timing of the adaption. A change to a fixed date, which is compensated for at an earlier or later point in time within the same period of consideration, may be designated as a levelling. The average load or average capacity remains the same over the entire period under consideration. On the other hand, an adjustment is a quantitatively effective change, which can remain effective beyond the period considered (Schmidt, & Nyhuis, 2017).

In addition to these differentiations, a large number of measures can be identified. The design areas of the production system provide suitable support. Organization, logistics, personnel and technology can be used to deduce measures that are particularly suitable for the planning and control of demand fluctuations (see Table 1, Schmidt, & Nyhuis, 2017). Whether the acquisition of a facility, the hiring-up of an employee or the construction of working hours or stocks, these exemplary measures from the respective design fields provide opportunities to achieve the required capacity and/or comply the time requirements.

3. Approach of a timed evaluation of measures

In the context of demand fluctuations, the attainment of a high-level logistics performance is one of the essential challenges and at the same time one of the objectives that must be taken into account in a production-logistic evaluation approach. The logistics performance describes the ability to fulfill orders within the agreed (short) delivery time and with a high delivery reliability (Wiendahl, Lödding, & Schneider, 2002).

The delivery time corresponds to the time duration between order receipt and
delivery (Wiendahl, Nyhuis, & Helms, 1997). In particular, short delivery times are of
great strategic importance for SMEs, as they enable to increase prices and thus sales,
but especially to ensure competitiveness. The effects are all the more serious if delivery
times are prolonged due to strong demand fluctuations.

Delivery reliability corresponds in turn to the relative proportion of orders
delivered to a pre-agreed delivery date or within an agreed delivery period (calendar
week e.g.). The following formula can be used for determination:

\[
LT = \frac{A_{uf\_m} - A_{uf\_n}}{A_{uf\_m}} \times 100
\]

(1)

with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT</th>
<th>delivery reliability [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A_{uf_m}</td>
<td>numbers of all orders [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_{uf_n}</td>
<td>numbers of all orders with unacceptable LTA [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>delivery deviation [TU]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The term delivery date itself is differentiated between the customer's desired
delivery date, the customer's agreed delivery date, and the scheduled delivery schedule
for the production (Lödding, 2013). A fluctuating demand can have a negative impact
on these dates. Assuming rigid capacities, existing capacity limits can be reached (or
exceeded) easily by strongly positive fluctuating demand. After exceeding the
performance maximum, the orders accumulate in a queue, which means that the actual
output deviate from the assigned or planned output and thus the delivery dates are
missed. Known approaches have deeply illuminated this in the past (Nyhuis, &
Wiendahl, 2009).

A known approach to estimate the necessary capacity beforehand is the
determination of the planning backlog. The backlog is determined from the difference
between the desired and planned output, and is suitable for the planned and actual
output as well. The following formulas can be used to describe this connectedness:

\[
RS_{planning}(t) = AB_{Wunsch}(t) - AB_{plan}(t) \quad \land \quad RS_{control}(t) = AB_{plan}(t) - AB_{ist}(t)
\]

(2)

with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RS</th>
<th>backlog [TU]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB_{Wunsch}</td>
<td>desired output [TU]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB_{plan}</td>
<td>planned output [TU]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB_{ist}</td>
<td>actual output [TU]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suitable measures should allow adequate compensation for this planning backlog in the case of described fluctuations. In this context, adequate compensation means that there is no long-term backlog in production due to a fluctuating planned or actual output (see Figure 2).

For this purpose, it is necessary to identify the influence of the measures on the planned and actual output in production. Therefore, measures can be assigned to the functions of the Hanoverian supply chain model (see Table 1).

![Figure 2: Situations of fluctuating exits as a cause of residue in production](image)

The Hanoverian supply chain model addresses the production planning processes; more precisely with production program planning, production requirements planning, as well as production planning and control (Schmidt, & Schäfers, 2017). Within these functions, the prerequisites are created for a (customer) order fulfilling the customer's request according to the deadline. In general, this also applies if there are no (customer-specific) orders in the stock.

In the long term, the production program planning deals with the definition of the order-anonymous planned output of work systems and thus with the anticipated capacity requirements. In this context, it is a rough feasibility check and the basis for any investment decisions, which are may be necessary in terms of new facilities (e.g.). At an early stage, it also shows whether an up- or downsizing of permanent personnel is required. In order to dampen the fluctuations in demand, the strategic positioning and design of stocks is another way of levelling loads and thus mitigating the effects on production. The extended form of load levelling is the load adjustment, in which demand options can be outsourced or insourced in order to level the production program on an anonymous basis.

Within the scope of production requirements planning, capacity planning is carried out based on ascertained and scheduled production orders. At this time, there is still the possibility to make long- to medium-term decisions regarding capacities, for example by using temporary staff or short-time work. The alternative is also a load levelling. Thereto, demands can be merged to lots and/or demand dates can be moved. This can lead to the result that the internal planning backlog (planned to actual output) is reduced to the detriment of the external planning backlog (desired to planned output). At the

---

1 see Table 1
same time, it is also possible to consider the purchase of certain shares of an order in terms of an operational load adjustment.

Table 1: Measures of planning and control to manage demand fluctuations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Capacity synchronization</th>
<th>Load synchronization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity adjustment</td>
<td>Load levelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production program planning</td>
<td>• Purchase or dispose of manual to fully-automated systems</td>
<td>Currently no measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Modular expansion or demolition of scalable systems</td>
<td>Build-up or -down of raw material-, semi-finished- and finished goods stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mechanization to full automation of processes</td>
<td>Outsourcing or insourcing of demand quantities (order-anonymous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Up- or downsizing of permanent staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production requirements planning</td>
<td>Currently no measures</td>
<td>• Division or merging of required demand quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase or decrease the operating days</td>
<td>• Advance or defermemt of demand quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Leasing or rental of manual to fully-automated systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Upsizing of temporary staff</td>
<td>Outsourcing or insourcing of demand quantities (order-related)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of temporary or short-time work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production planning</td>
<td>• Commissioning or decommissioning of facilities</td>
<td>Currently no measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extension or reduction of the number of shifts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Internal exchange of staff</td>
<td>• Relocation of demand quantities to alternative facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Internal deployment of personnel (medium-term)</td>
<td>• Relocation of demand quantities to alternative personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production control</td>
<td>• Extension or shortening of shifts</td>
<td>• Shortening or extending of execution time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Set-up of paid overtime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Internal deployment of personnel (short-term)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Up- or downsizing flexible overtime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shortening or extending of occupancy time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shortening or extending execution time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The production planning deals with the requirements that are effectively passed on to the company's own production. At this point, demand fluctuations can be mitigated by organizational measures in the medium to short term. This means that existing, unused capacities (personnel and technology) are available but limited. In this case, facilities can be commissioned and thus a capacity adjustment can be achieved. However, a levelling of capacities or loads can be reached by its (temporal) reallocation.

The task of production control is actually to achieve the described planned output. This is done by defining the date of the order release (actual input) as well as the capacity control. In the short term the control decides on the use of capacities and thus on the actual output of orders. Thus, measures such as paid or flexible overtime\(^2\), use of stand-in\(^3\), as well as the change in intensity by shortening the equipment scheduling time\(^2\) may directly affect a possible backlog and thus the delivery reliability. On a majority this measures work on the order-specific basis and can be seen as a reactive influence on demand fluctuations. Above all planning and control levels, the interaction of the measures has to ensure that the strategically important delivery times and/or their deviations are also at a low level, even with an above-average demand.

\(^2\) see Table 1

\(^3\) see Table 1: Internal deployment of personnel (short-term)
4. Approach for performance-oriented assessment of measures

In addition to the consideration of the logistics performance, the logistics costs are also crucial. Logistics costs are defined by the company's internal keys work-in-process level and utilization. It should be borne in mind that a terminated interpretation of the capacities at the maximum demand in periods of lower capacity requirements can lead to utilization losses and thus costs. If, on the other hand, the interpretation is based on the average value of the capacity requirement, the capacities are not sufficient to meet the demand in a timely manner, which can be sanctioned with penalties. In order to make it possible to determine the most effective measures and combinations of measures, it is necessary to assess the performance of those measures. It should be noted that, unlike the simplest assumption, capacities do not behave rigidly but depending on the time. Therefore, measures can only be used in a targeted manner if this temporal dependency is not neglected in the performance determination.

Figure 3: Temporal approach to assess the performance of a measure

With the help of the parameterization approach of a measure shown in Figure 3, it is possible to subdivide it into individual phases. This is particularly relevant for calculating its running time. Overall, all measures can be allot a lead-, ramp-up, operating, expiry, abolition and a regeneration time. Within the lead-time $T_r$, the procurement of a facility can be arranged. In this selected example, the ramp-up phase $T_{AN}$ is necessary to install and commission the facility and thus decisive for the overall reaction time $T_r$, which is required to meet the demand fluctuation adequately.

In the ideal case, the measure act fully at the time of the load change and thus initialize its operating time $T_O$. By implication to the lead-time $T_r$ and the ramp-up time $T_{AN}$, each measure has an expiry and abolish phase ($T_{AU}$ and $T_{AB}$), which sequences do
not always have to proceed successively. At this time, it is already known that the use of the measure is not required anymore. In the example, it can be described by decommissioning and disposal of the facility. In addition, it is possible that certain measures require a regeneration time \( T_{\text{REG}} \) after use. This means that the reuse of the measure is correspondingly delayed and thus has to be included in the reaction time \( T_R \) already mentioned. Resting times for employees can exemplify that.

In addition to the determination of this temporal availability, this approach is a prerequisite for the determination of the average performance \( L_m \) of a measure. The performance of a measure is based on a quantity-time ratio. In practice, performance is often referred to as throughput or output (Lödding, 2013). However, the quantity data is often not sufficiently effective, since product concepts with product families in particular have a high variance in the resulting load. Therefore, the loads on the working systems are appropriately determined in the form of order hours and evaluated per time unit (operating calendar day e.g.).

As already mentioned in the introduction, the performance of a measure is dependent on the time phases shown. During the ramp-up time, it can be simplified to half of the performance maximum. On the assumption that a quantity-appropriate response to the demand fluctuation occurs, the performance of a measure in its operating phase corresponds to the maximum and leads to 100% utilization. In the expiry phase, the performance level falls correspondingly again. In principle, the assessment of the average utilization of each measure is possible as follows (cf. Nyhuis, & Wiendahl, 2009):

\[
A_m(t) = \frac{L_m(t)}{L_{\text{max}}(t)} \times 100 \tag{3}
\]

with

- \( A_m(t) \) average utilization [%]
- \( L_m(t) \) average output rate [TU/TU]
- \( L_{\text{max}}(t) \) maximum possible output rate [TU/TU]

As in the ramp-up time, the speed of the performance change depends on the measure. For example, an installed machine can be decommissioned easily and thus the performance as well as the expiry phase can be reduced to a minimum. In this regard, measures from the design fields of organization or logistics can be considered as less quick-response.
5. Approach extension in terms of measure costs

To provide a practical decision-making aid, the utilization alone is not sufficient for the economic evaluation of measure actions. Therefore, an expansion of the performance-oriented approach is necessary. In dealing with demand fluctuations, the monetary expenditure is on the one hand for the performance cover, on the other hand for the adjustment and levelling of capacities or loads. The objective of cost modeling is to provide expected measure-specific costs. In terms of a general cost calculation, these can be shown as budget costs. In order to make budget accounting as effective as possible; the decision-relevant cost information must be limited. Therefore, both variable and fixed operating costs are taken into account by cost unit accounting and in the form of a full cost calculation. Since the construction of capacities is generally dependent on the strategic handling of demand fluctuations, a differentiation of direct and indirect costs is not relevant. The measures can be defined as individual cost centers. Since the frequency of their use can differ, the operating costs are allocated to individual demand situations. A performance allocation between two demand situations, for example by an internal deployment of personnel, is not required in the context of a holistic comparison.

Capacity adjustment or levelling with an organizational or logistical character can be taken into account as secondary costs and offset as extended operating costs. Monetary expenditures, which result from an under-compensation of the demand, such as the mentioned contractual penalties for delayed delivery delays, are added as a general cost charge proportional by the cost-by-cause-principle. In the end, a utilization-induced capacity deficiency can turn out as the more uneconomical result by additions, as a corresponding oversupply. Depending on the measure, this approach can be used to derive the step-fixed charge out rates over the expected demand.

In addition to the operating costs, necessary investments are also important when selecting the measures. For an evaluation over the entire planning horizon, the capital value method with a uniform calculation interest rate is considered as suitable for the dynamic investment. The payment flows (for example, initial payments for the purchase
of a facility$^4$) are assessed over various periods until the end of the defined planning horizon. Together with the described charge out rates, the profitability of the use of measures can thus be determined and taken into account when identifying a suitable selection.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

Today’s increasing volatility of the markets and the need of increasing flexibility, the consolidated consideration of production planning and control results in optimization potentials in production in terms of logistical performance and logistic costs. At the Institution of Production Systems and Logistics, a research project develops a decision-making aid for manufacturing companies to design and prepare production systems for the case of fluctuating demand. The approach shown for the timed, performance and monetary assessment of measures allows for a more accurate estimation of their effect and thus facilitates the selection of suitable combinations of measures. In order to provide an optimum combination, the measures will be interlinked in a decision tree in the near future. Only if the dependencies and restrictions of each measure are also considered, it will be possible to use them in a targeted way. On the one hand, this evaluation approach then offers a high potential to mitigate the target conflict between productivity and delivery reliability. On the other hand, it enables companies to counteract demand fluctuations strategically and thus economically as well.

$^4$ see Table 1
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Abstract

The use of synthetic polymer in the industries and household packaging for various purposes has increased, however, it possesses environmental challenge due to its non-degradability. This research therefore focused on the production of a biodegradable plastic by blending various composition of poly vinyl alcohol (PVA), additives and cassava starch. The product produced (plastic) were extruded, analysed and tested for biodegradability under natural conditions. The results obtained were compared with the conventional polymer. The density of the produced plastic was 0.83 Kg/m³, melting temperature was 200°C and its water adsorption rate was 1.3% per day. The tensile strength was 23.63N/mm² compared to 10.86N/mm² and 8.29N/mm² for polyethene and paper respectively. The results showed excellent retention of physical, thermal, structural and mechanical property required in plastics. Thus, indicating the possibility of universal application of Nigeria cassava starch as a source of biodegradable agent in plastic films production.

Keywords: Biodegradability, Cassava starch, Plastics films, Plasticizers.
1.0 Introduction

Packaging using plastic materials has rapidly increased in recent times. Its use covers a wide area of application from automobile parts, food, drinks, water, snacks, cloths, fresh and sea foods, farm products, medicals and pharmaceuticals, to mention but a few. The use of such bombastic amount of schematic plastics and its advantage over other packaging materials is due to its diverse and advance properties of longevity. The properties include resistance to chemical reaction, thermal strength, mechanical and its tensile strength, especially enzymatic reactions (Ezeoha and Ezenwanne, 2013.). For example, it will take a very long time say a hundred years to degrade just a piece of plastic film (polyethene) used to package snacks (gala) at standard environmental conditions. There is basically, two problems associated with the use of synthetic polymer plastics for packaging since its invention in the 1930s: They are: dependence on petroleum and the problem of waste disposal. Most of today’s conventional synthetic polymers are produced from petrochemicals and are not biodegradable. These stable polymers are a significant source of environmental pollution, harmful to organic nature when they are dispersed in the environment. The raw materials such as fossil fuel and gas could be replaced by greener agricultural sources, which contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions (Narayan, 2001). Based on the above it becomes of value to produce plastics that are biodegradable. Over the past few years packaging suppliers have been introducing various forms of biodegradable plastics. Synthetic polymers cause changes to the carbon dioxide cycle, and are associated with increased toxic emission. The sources of synthetic polymers such as fossil fuel and gas are now of environmental concern. Researches on different methods of improving plastics that can be used more efficiently are on-going, such that they could be recycled, reused and possibly degrade after use. According to the Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI), a biodegradable plastic is one in which degradation results from the action of naturally occurring micro-organisms such as bacteria, fungi or algae. Attention is towards greener agricultural sources, which also would lead to the reduction of CO2 emissions (Narayan, 2001). Degradable plastics are classified by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) into four categories, these are: - Photodegradable, Oxidative degradable, Hydrolytically degradable and Biodegradable Plastics. Biodegradable Plastics are degradable plastics in which the long chain polymer molecule breakdown into smaller or shorter lengths. It undergoes oxidation which is triggered by heat, ultraviolet light (UV light), and mechanical stress. It occurs in the presence of moisture and actions from naturally occurring microorganisms such as bacterial, fungi and algae. (ASTM Standards, 1998)

Starch has been discovered amongst all biopolymers as a high potential material for biodegradable films. Starch consists of two types of polysaccharides, amylose (10-20%) and amylopectin (80-90%) depending on the sucorese. The hydrophilicity of starch can be used to increase the biodegradability of starch-based plastics. Amylose is a linear molecule with a few branches, whereas amylopectin is a highly branched molecule. Therefore, amylose content is an important factor to biodegradable plastic film strength. Branched structure of amylopectin generally leads to film with low mechanical properties. To improve the flexibility of plastics, plasticizers are added to reduce internal hydrogen bond between polymer chains while increasing molecular space. The most commonly used starch plasticizers are polyols, sorbitol and glycerol. The main focus in biodegradability is that biopolymer materials breakdown into smaller compounds, either chemically or by organisms sooner than synthetic plastics (Bastioli,
Biodegradable packaging materials are materials that degrade back to the earth surface harmlessly when disposed. This helps largely in reducing the amount of packaging materials that goes back into landfills and in addition saves energy, as the biodegradable process does not require external energy. Biodegradable polymer sources are from agricultural feed socks, animal sources, marine food processing industries waste, or microbial sources which are replaceable. In addition to its replaceability, biodegradable materials breakdown into environmental friendly products such as carbon dioxide, water and quality compost. The market of biodegradable polymers at present is growing based on considerations that consumers and recycling regulations will drive demand for environmentally-friendly packaging. Some of the biodegradable polymers are already competitive alternatives to conventional food packaging. Polylactate (PLA) being one of the most important of such (Haugard and Martensen, 2003).

Biodegradation takes place in two-steps: degradation/defragmentation initiated by heat, moisture, or microbial enzymes, and second step – biodegradation – where the shorter carbon chains pass through the cell walls of the microbes and are used as an energy source. Biodegradable plastics are made from cellulose-based starch. Starch-based biopolymer, swells and deform when exposed to moisture, include amylose, hydroxyalkanote (PHA), polyhydroxybuterate (PHB), and a copolymer of PHB and valeric acid (PHB/V). These are made from lactic acid formed from microbial fermentation of starch derivatives, polylactide does not degrade when exposed to moisture (Auras et al., 2007). Hydroxyalkanote (PHA), polyhydroxybuterate (PHB), and a copolymer of PHB/valeric acid (PHB/V) are formed by bacterial actions on starch (Krochta, 1997). In addition, biodegradable films can also be produce from chitosan, which is derived from chitin of crustacean and insect exoskeletons. Chitin is a biopolymer similar to cellulose structure. There are various ways starch can be used for biodegradable polymer production; Starch compost content being more than half by mass of the plasticizers, Biodegradable polymers preparation using the extrusion process of mixtures of granular starch, Composition of starch with other plastics of low amount of starch to enhance the biodegradability of traditional based polymer materials.

Synthetic polymers can also be made partially degradable by blending with biopolymers, incorporating biodegradable components such as starch, or by adding bioactive compounds. In this research corn starch was used as an agent of biodegradability. Starch is inexpensive and abundance in nature, Nigeria being the world largest producer of cassava (FAO, 2009) and being a root crop that can be grown in every part of the nation, Starch is totally biodegradable in a wide range of environments and can be used in the development of biodegradable packaging products for various market uses.

The aim of this research is to produce biodegradable plastic films from cassava starch used in food packaging, using various additives and plasticizers.
2.0 Methodology

Cassava tubers were obtained from local market in Nigeria. They were peeled and washed, followed by mechanical grating. The grated cassava was mixed with water in a ratio of 1:10. The mixture was sieved and filtered using a coarse sieve and filter cloth respectively. Thereafter, the filtrate was allowed to settle for eight hours. The resulting starch was mixed with water again and allowed to settle for twelve hours. This is called starch washing. The wet starch was dewatered and oven-dried (tray drying), at a temperature range of 80-150°C for 6 hours. The dried starch was sieved using sieve of mesh size “8”. A mixture of 1kg powdered cassava starch, 2kg polyvinyl alcohol liquid (PVA), 100g talc powder, and 100g urea was prepared. The resulting mixture was stirred with 500ml of glycerin. The whole mixture was stirred to yield a semi dry powder. This mixture was prepared in two batches to aid effective mixing, each batch was manually stirred for four (4) hours, heated for three (3) minutes at temperature of 50°C. Then applied force in rolling little amount of the film to have a good surface area for drying and dried for five (5) hours in an oven of 80-150°C range. The dried film was pelletized by reducing the size to a range of 2-5mm using an electronic crusher, to suite global specification of pelletized ethylene used in industries. The pelletized biodegradable film was tested in an extruder at 200°C. The following characterization were carried out: tensile strength, biodegradability, density, water adsorption and thermal property. Comparison of the biodegradable film was made with two other materials, namely paper and synthetic polythene films.

3.0 Results and Discussion

The moisture content of the cassava was reduced to 13% of the original moisture which is the universally acceptable value according to Ezenwane (2013). It was noticed that drying the film above 80°C, the film would become charred, noting that the glass transition temperature is greater than room temperature, and it is an indication that the plastic film produced was an elastomer (Akula, 2015). The tensile strength of the film produced was compared with paper (its biodegrades) and polyethene (non-biodegradable). Tables 1 to 3 showed the result of the tensile strength of the biodegradable plastic, polyethene and paper respectively, presenting the forces applied and their extensions with the corresponding stress and strain calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force, F (N)</th>
<th>Extension, Ext(mm)</th>
<th>Stress, δ =F/A (N/mm²)</th>
<th>Strain, ε= Ext/L(m/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>2.00exp-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>2.60exp-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>19.70</td>
<td>2.14exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>23.63</td>
<td>5.02exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>23.63</td>
<td>8.33exp-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Results of Tensile Strength for Polyethene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force, F (N)</th>
<th>Extension (mm)</th>
<th>Stress, δ= F/A (N/mm²)</th>
<th>Strain, ̇ε= Ext/L(mm/mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>7.80exp-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>2.80exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>6.30exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>8.00exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>1.08exp-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>1.65exp-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>2.05exp-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of Tensile for Paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force, F (N)</th>
<th>Extension (mm)</th>
<th>Stress, δ= F/A (N/mm²)</th>
<th>Strain, ̇ε= Ext/L(m/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>1.0exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>2.00exp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>2.88exp-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the tensile strength result it can be deduced that the biodegradable plastic produced has the highest tensile strength of 23.63 N/mm² and this could be as a result of the plasticiser used (glycerol) in the production of the plastic. This was added to improve the workability/mechanical property of the polymer (Akula, 2015). The strength was much higher than that of the paper (8.29 N/mm²) and the polyethene (10.86 N/mm²) materials. Paper which has the least tensile strength failed the force applied within a very short time. Figure 1 shows a comparative chart of the tensile strength of biodegradable plastic, polyethene, and paper. From the graph, the tensile strength (i.e. stress- strain ratio “young modulus”) of the biodegradable plastic is higher than that of conventional polyethene and paper. The gap between the two materials are very dissimilar, although the strain is approximately same for polyethene and bio plastic but the stress is not. Paper has the least stress- strain ratio. This is the point at which the material can no longer retain its plastic property. Any point at which there is a constant stress the material has the tendency of breaking.
In the case of water absorption, the produced biodegradable plastic absorbed 1.3% of its original weight after 24 hours which is the acceptable maximum water adsorption for plastic materials (www.scientificamerican.com). This is yet another prove that the produced biodegradable plastic has good moisture resistance. The density of the produced biodegradable plastic was found to be 0.833g/ml indicating a low-density polyethene (LDPE). The scanning electron microscope (SEM) of the produced biodegradable plastic revealed a polymer material, fibre-like structure bounded around amorphous structure. The SEM also showed spaces in-between the polymer produced; meaning it was not totally compact. This would give room for actions of microorganisms to act on them at any chance of interaction with microorganisms. From the organic matter content, paper had the highest organic carbon content of 82.55% nowonder its biodegradation is within 2-5months in accordance to Mobley (1994). It was followed by the produced biodegradable plastic with 61% organic matter content. This showed a good tendency for microorganisms to mineralise and fragmentise the plastic which is the target of biodegradability. The conventional polyethene material had the least organic matter content of 18.22%. This makes polyethene material non-biodegradable. The results of the burying test of the materials are given in Table 4. It was observed that after 7 days, the produced biodegradable plastics had increased form 5.20g to 6.10g.
Table 4. Biodegradable Test Result of the Materials Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample (g)</th>
<th>Initial sample weight (g)</th>
<th>Weight after 7 days (g)</th>
<th>Weight after 14 days (g)</th>
<th>Weight after 21 days (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is one of the actions of the microorganisms on the biodegradable plastic and created pore spaces for the plastic to adsorb moisture from the compost soil and resulted to the increase in weight. The colour still remained unchanged however, the plastic had swollen and little deformation was noticed in the structure of the biodegradable plastic. One of the proves of biodegradability is the swelling of the material (Hans, 2009). After 14 days, the sample showed little green colour, an effect of algae on the biodegradable plastic, reduction in the compatibility of the material.

4.0 Conclusion

Without question, the challenges surrounding plastics waste treatment are multifaceted and complex as numerous studies have indicated, and are further being compounded as time progresses. It could be concluded from the results obtained in the research that the production of biodegradable plastic from cassava starch is viable as revealed in the various biodegradability tests. The total carbon content was found to be 61% against 18.22% of conventional synthetic plastic. The introduction of biodegradable plastic into the world market would over time, replace the conventional polymers, and eradicate the world environmental challenge generated from the use of conventional synthetic polymers. The properties; strength, strain, elongation and toughness of the biodegradable plastic produced were excellent in comparison with synthetic polymers. Hence, the production of biodegradable plastic product is as useful as the conventional plastic with lesser menace to the environment.
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Abstract

The study was aimed to (1) isolate and identify jellyfish alkaloids using Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC), Ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, Infrared (IR) and Hydrogen-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance ('H-NMR) methods (2) protein profiles and (3) the histopathology of tiger grouper (Epinephelus fuscoguttatus) liver. This research was experimental method with Completely Randomized Design (RAL). Using alkaloid on 1 and 7 days with bath immersion for 1 hour, then it was challenging test with Vibrio harveyi of 10⁵ cfu/ml bathing for 7 days. There were 5 treatments and 2 replications as follows: A = 6.4 ppm; B = 8.4 ppm; C = 10.4 ppm, D = 12.4 ppm and Control = 0 ppm. Blood plasma taking for protein profile and liver for histopathology was performed after giving immunostimulants and after infection. The results of the study were: (1) alkaloid characteristic was N-1 Benzylalcohol, 4-Ocilli Piperidine) (2) protein profile after immunostimulant addition resulted in 8 bands and sample after infection, it appeared 10 protein bands (3) Result of the best alkaloids in the treatment of C dose 10.4 ppm alkaloids, was a minor damage to liver tissue including inflammation, Hemorrhagic and necrosis. It is suggested for the future researchers to use dose of 10.4 ppm alkaloid through the immersion because it can increase non-specific immunity through protein profile and minor damage to liver histopathology.

Keywords: Isolation and identification of jellyfish alkaloid, Immunostimulant, Protein profile, liver histopathology, Vibrio harveyi infected
1. Introduction

The intensification of grouper culture has led to a number of disease outbreaks with an increasing range of pathogens causing them. Vibriosis, a common disease caused by *Vibrio carhariaceae*, *Vibrio alginolyticus*, *Vibrio parahaemolyticus*, *Vibrio harveyi* and is one of the most serious problems in various stages of grouper culture. Fish farming is the mortality rate of the seeds up to 99% which mainly caused by pathogenic bacteria infection (Hariskrishnan *et al.*, 2011).

The Rate of *Vibrio harveyi* outbreak in tiger grouper hatchery fish can be calculated within a few hours. Vibrio sp attack can lead to the destruction of organs in fish, and the wounds on the skin (Moriarty, 1997). To control the disease, particularly bacterial diseases, various types of antibiotics have been used such as chloramphenicol, and erythromycin and oxytracycline. But apparently a lot of antibiotics raise the resistance of new bacteria strains in the response to disease (Hariskrisnan *et al.*, 2010; Hameed, *et al.*, 2003). Thus it is necessary to control the disease using natural materials, which are still limited to saponins and rotenon, so it needs a new break through in the utilization of jellyfish that are environmentally friendly as immunostimulants (Hariskrisnan *et al.*, 2010; Sakai, 1999).

Based on previous findings, it is necessary to explore unconventional natural resources in order to get the benefits of bioactive compounds from the jellyfish as immunostimulant, particularly for tiger grouper seed. It can increase non-specific immunity through protein profile and minor damage to liver histopathology.

2. Method

Extraction of jellyfish (Bougainvilliasp) alkaloids using the modified method of Maldoni (1991). The extract was centrifuged and the supernatant was analyzed Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC), UV Spectrophotometer, Irradiated Red (IR) and Hydrogen Nuclear Magnetic Resonance ('H-NMR).

The method used in this research was experimental method with Completely Randomized Design (RAL). Using alkaloid on 1 and 7 days with bath immersion for 1 hour, then it was challenging test with *Vibrio harveyi* of $10^5$ cfu/ml bathing for 7 days. There were 5 treatments and 2 replications as follows: A = 6.4 ppm; B = 8.4 ppm; C = 10.4 ppm, D = 12.4 ppm and Control = 0 ppm, the tested fish used were Tiger grouper (*Epinephelus fuscoguttatus*) 7-8 cm in size at the age of D 90. The fish was kept in a glass tank with a volume of 15 liters (5 levels of treatment), with the density of 10 fish per tank. Blood plasma taking for protein profile was performed after giving immunostimulant on Day 7 and after Day 9 of infection, then it was analyzed using electrophoresis method (SDS-PAGE). The liver sample for histopathology was taken after day 8 of immunostimulant and after infection bacterial on Day 15. The preparation of liver histology used Lightner (1996) methods.
3. Results

3.1. Characterization of alkaloids *Bougainvillia* sp

The result of analysis with a spectrophotometer H'-NMR spectrum supported by ultraviolet (UV) and infra-red spectrum (IR), the molecular structure of the alkaloid contained in the chloroform extract (is shown in Figure 1.

![Chemical Structure of alkaloid substance from Bougainvillia sp.](image)

Figure 1. Chemical Structure of alkaloid substance from *Bougainvillia* sp. (N-1 – Benzilalkohol, 4 – Oktil Piperidin)

3.2  Electrophoresis of Plasma protein

Result of electrophoresis of plasma protein of tiger grouper is described in figure 2.

![Profiles of plasma proteins of Grouper by SDS PAGE electrophoresis methods](image)
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Fig.2. Profiles of plasma proteins of Grouper by SDS PAGE electrophoresis methods: (I) given immunostimulan (II) after infection, treatment with different doses of immunostimulant comprised: control K, treatment A, B, C and D in columns (2,3,4,5, 6), and (M = 1) kDa molecular weight marker.

3.3  Liver histopathology

Based on the results of the study, the condition of the tiger grouper's liver after being given an alkaloid immunostimulant showed a normal histological form with the appearance of the cell nucleus, hepatocyte cells, and sinusoids in the liver based on
Setyowati et al., (2010), After tested challenge with *Vibrio* liver damage liver damage such as inflammation, Hemorrhagic and Necrosis as Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Normal cross section of the liver after an alkaloid immunostimulant consisting of (1) hepatocytes (2) Sinusoid (3) Cell nucleus, 400x HE (bar = 100 μm).

(B) After tested challenge with *Vibrio* liver damage such as (1) Inflammation; (2) Hemorrhagic; (3) Necrosis 400 x HE, (bar = 100 μm).

### 4. Discussion

The result of analysis with a spectrophotometer H'-NMR spectrum supported by ultraviolet (UV) and infra-red spectrum (IR), the molecular structure of the alkaloid contained in the chloroform extract from *Bougainvillia* sp. Is N-1 – Benzilalkohol, 4 – Oktil Piperidin. The alkaloid as immunostimulants are chemicals may increase the production of hydroxyl radicals which are supposed to kill *Vibrio harveyi*. Sahan and Duman, (2010) mentioned that as immunostimulants can activate fish leukocytes cells to be more resistant to fungal, viruses and bacteria.

Microbial pathogens is a very important process in the mechanism of disease prevention. In addition, one of humoral defense mechanism indicator is the number of protein found in fish blood plasma increased by administering extracts of plants / animals (Dugency et al., 2003). Plasma protein-containing alkaloids showed 8 bands including 149.28 kDa, 103.51 kDa, 83.95 kDa, 61.37 kDa, 44.87 kDa, 29.58 kDa, 19.50 kDa and 11.56 kDa. And after infected with *Vibrio harveyi* formed 10 bands of protein that is 154.52 kDa, 103.04 kDa, 84.33 kDa, 66.22 kDa, 49.88 kDa, 37.67 kDa, 25.18 kDa, 16.78 kDa, 14.89 kDa, 12.67 kDa. Presumably the missing protein is a protein after infection of 12.67 kDa and 14.89 kDa protein and 37.67 kDa. Apparently these changes are caused by bacterial activity in the fish's body post-infection, which affects the damage of certain proteins so that the protein is to be lost, also the presence of new proteins are synthesized which may function in helping the immune system of fish during bacteria attacks. This finding is supported by Bullock, Conroy and Snieszko (1985); Andayani (2007) who stated that the thinner bands of plasma protein appeared in Infected fish.

In addition, alkaloids as immunostimulants can inhibit bacteria as seen in normal
liver histology (Fig. 3A). Because Alkaloid compounds can damage nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) of bacteria as the basic structure of these alkaloids are alkylating agents and other substances that react covalently with purine and pyrimidine bases so that they can join to DNA / RNA as well as cut its hydrogen bonding (Bullock et al., 1985; Jawetz et al., 1987). These toxins can damage cell membranes by interfering with the transport of compounds in and out of cells, capable of penetrating cell walls and also destroy the existing system in cells. But fish infected with bacteria damage to the liver inflammation, Hemorrhagic and necrosis. And on treatment C is reduced damage.

5. Conclusion

- Chemical Structure of alkaloid substance from Bougainvillia sp. (N-1 – Benzilalkohol, 4 – Oktil Piperidin)
- Plasma protein electrophoresis results of SDS PAGE after being given the alkaloid 8 bands and after infected by Vibrio harveyi 10 bands.
- It can increase non-specific immunity through protein profile and minor damage to liver histopathology. And on treatment C is reduced damage
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Abstract

The use of probiotics in the catfish culture with Red Water System (RWS) serves as a live microbial feed additive that affects the host by improving the balance of microorganisms in the digestion so as to help improve the digestive system of fish, because it produce extracellular protease that can help hydrolyze the protein in the fish. The purpose of this research was to identify the effect of RWS technique towards the amount of bacteria in the gut, protease activity, and retention of protein and energy of C. gariepinus on different density. The research method was experimental using completely randomized design (CRD) with 3 treatments and 3 replications of 250, 500, and 750 fish/m³ stocking density. The results obtained wasn’t significantly give different effect on the retention of protein and energy of (C. gariepinus), but the highest results was found on treatment B (500 fish/m³) which 44.94%, and 39.70%. The highest average of bacteria growth in treatment C with 152 x 10⁵ cfu/ml, the lowest growth in treatment A (64.67 x 10⁵ cfu/ml). Protease activity was not significantly difference between treatments. Protease activity in treatment A was 55.93 ± 10.59 U/ml, treatment B was 60.08 ± 3.05 U/ml, and treatment C was 75.15 ± 9.91 U/ml. Based on the result suggested that stocking densities of 750 ind/m³ was economically better in catfish (C. gariepinus) culture using Red Water System (RWS).

Keyword: Catfish, Red water system, Probiotic, Protease, Protein.
1. **Introduction**

Catfish (*Clarias gariepinus*) is the most popular commodity and cultivated by the community in Indonesia, this is reinforced by statistic fishery data of Indonesia in 2014 which indicate that catfish ranked first freshwater fish production in Indonesia and followed by carp (Anonymous, 2014).

Because of the large demand of catfish then the current cultivation is done intensively. Intensive aquaculture brings an unfavorable impact on the preservation and environmental health.

Utilization of bacteria in cultivation still revolves around the biofloc technique, which is on the application requires an aeration supply for sustains the oxygen demand of the organism inside it. Use of aeration requiring electrical power sometimes it becomes constraints for the cultivators. So there are ones trying application of bacteria utilization without using aeration, using a density below 250 fish / m. This is the basic for Red Water System (RWS), which is still requires in-depth related studies about the amount of optimal stocking density.

Red water cultivation system is a development of biofloc cultivation system utilizing lactic acid bacteria (LAB) to improve fish digestibility. Yulvizar *et al.* (2014), said that acidic bacteria in the form of probiotics bacteria have the ability to produce compounds that can inhibit pathogenic bacteria growth.

Utilization of probiotics in RWS is expected to help improve the digestive system of fish, because on the use of RWS techniques utilizes facultative anaerobic bacteria which produce protease, extracellular enzymes that can help hydrolyze the protein in the fish body. Extracellular protease-producing enzyme bacteria will increase the concentration of enzymes. So it is expected the addition of probiotics can increase the enzyme protease inside digestion (Ahmadi *et al.*, 2012). Other than addition of enzyme, bacteria is also affected by stocking density, because it can increase fish body temperature.

The purpose of this research was to identify the effect of RWS technique towards the amount of bacteria in the gut, protease activity, and retention of protein and energy of *C. gariepinus* on different density

2. **Methods**

2.1 **Fish**

Juvenile Catfish (*C. gariepinus*) that used was 5-7 cm length. Feed with commercial catfish feed in the form of fermented pellets.

2.2 **Probiotics**

A commercial probiotics was used for the water i.e. SGF BIOLIZER® contained $7.6 \times 10^7$ CFU/ml *Bacillus subtilis, Agrobacterium tumefaciens*. and *Lactococcus lactis*
2.3 Red Water System

Creating media in RWS, water to be used coupled with fermented manure. Fermentation of manure is done using one liter molasses plus 10 ml of commercial probiotics, then wait for one month. Dosage of manure given as much as 5 kg/m. Other ingredients were agricultural lime (dolomite) with dose of 700 g/m.

2.4 Total Bacteria

Bacteria identification was done three times, before treatment, 15 and 30 days after treatments; using biochemical identification and total plat count method. Amount of bacteria was counted using this formula (cfu/ml/day):

\[
(\Sigma \text{bacteria } H_n) - (\Sigma \text{ bacteria } H_0)
\]

\[
t \text{ (time)}
\]

which:

\[
\Sigma \text{bacteria } H_n = \text{amount of bacteria in } H \text{ day}
\]

\[
\Sigma \text{bacteria } H_0 = \text{amount of bacteria in } 0 \text{ day}
\]

Biochemical tests performed include oxidase and catalase, gram, TSIA, Indol, Motility, MR-VP, Simon citrate, urease, O / F, Gelatin, Nitrogen, Malonate, KCN (Potassium Cyanide Test), Lysin decarboxylase, Ornythin, Arginine, salt resistance, carbohydrate fermentation, and DNAse test.

2.4 Protease activity

After maintenance within 30 days, Dumbo catfish (C. gariepinus) is taken throughout the digestive tract and smoothed using mortar and pestle. The fine sample was inserted into the labeled film bottle and added with 5 ml aquades then homogenized, after which 1 ml was taken into the measuring tube mixed with 1 ml of 5% casein solution with 0.5 ml and phosphate buffer (pH 4) then it incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes. The sample was then added with a 4% TCA solution of 2.5 ml and incubated at room temperature (27°C) for 30 min, the sample was centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 10 min for filtrate separation and precipitate. The filtrate was taken 1 ml and gave 5 ml aquadest and then measured the value of absorption on the length of 200-350 nm wave using spectophotometer.

2.5 Protein energy retention

Protein energy retention was counted based on Buwono (2004) in Hendrawati (2011) using:

\[
RP = (\text{JPS final} - \text{JPS early}) g \times 100\%
\]

\[
\text{JPB (g)}
\]
Information:

Final JPS: Number of final body proteins

Early JPS: Amount of initial body protein

JBP: The amount of feed protein given

According to Yuwono (2011) in Kristanti, (2014) energy retention can be formulated as follows:

\[
RE = \frac{(E_{\text{end}} - E_{\text{early}})}{E_{\text{feed}}} \times 100\%
\]

Which:

\(E_{\text{end}}\): initial body energy (kcal / kg of meat)

\(E_{\text{Early}}\): End-body energy (kcal / kg of meat)

\(E_{\text{feed}}\): Feed energy (kcal / kg of feed)

2.6 Data Analysis

Data obtained from the results of the study were analyzed statistically by using diversity analysis (ANOVA) in accordance with the design used was RAL consisting of 3 treatments and 3 repetitions

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 Total Bacteria

The result of total bacteria can be read on Table 1

**Tabel 1. Data Rata-Rata Pertambahan jumlah Koloni Bakteri Lambung Ikan Lele Dumbo (C. gariepinus)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Repetition (10^5 cfu/ml)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average ± Deviation standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Increasing growth of bacterial colonies in the stomach of dumbo catfish (C. gariepinus) may be affected by the addition of probiotic bacteria added through feed. Anto (2012) in his research is the addition of probiotic bacteria in the feed, all probiotic bacteria added to the feed is found in the hull of the treated fish. The result of dumbo catfish (C. gariepinus) gastric bacteria identification showed that four genera of bacteria added to feed in RWS technique only Bacillus sp. was found in the hull. This happens allegedly because only Bacillus sp. can survive in pH conditions in the stomach. According to Setijaningsih (2011), several factors that caused bacteria can not grow in an environment are levels of nutrients, temperature, and environmental pH. According to Fukamizo et al. (1994), bacteria were found in the digestive system was Bacillus pumilus sp. In addition to the condition of gastric pH, suspected to inhibit the growth of other probiotic bacteria is quorum sensing conducted by Bacillus sp., where between bacterial cells occur coordination of activity to become a colony with a high density that can inhibit the growth of other bacteria. According to Setiawati (2013), the role of quorum sensing in bacteria is regulating survival in the environment and avoiding colonization by antagonistic bacteria. The growth rate of bacterial colonies in the stomach of catfish (C. gariepinus) will increase as the amount of bacterial stomach density increases.

Increasing the amount of density is influenced by several factors, including the availability of feed for bacteria and environmental pH. In addition to the condition of the fish body, which affects the increase of bacterial colony growth rate in the stomach is the addition of fermentative bacteria that exist in the fermentation diet. By no means the direct probiotic bacteria that exist in the fermentation feed can maintain the balance of growth of other bacteria in the stomach. Verschuere et al. (2000), states that the development of bacterial communities influenced by the amount and quality of the feed given, and the opportunity that an organism has to be in the right time and time to enter proliferate in a supportive environment

3.2 Protease activity

The result of protease enzyme activity on catfish (C. gariepinus) digestion in treatment A got an average of 55.93 ± 10.59 U / ml, B 60.08 ± 3.05 U / ml, and C 75.15 ± 9.91 U / ml. it showed no significant difference (p> 0.05). According to Poedjiadi and Supriyanti (2006), factors affecting enzyme activity include temperature, pH, inhibitor, enzyme concentration and substrate concentration. According to Wang (2007), the use of probiotics with photosynthetic bacteria types and Bacillus sp. gave effects to the activity of digestive enzymes (protease, amylase, and lipase) in the white shrimp intestine. Not significantly different were also caused by the addition of proteins as protease enzyme activators of each treatment, ie 5% per biomass of catfish (C. gariepinus) maintained. According to Zairin and Handayani (2003), the greater feed protein feeding the greater activity of protease enzymes in the digestion of Gurame fish.

3.3 Protein Energy Ratio

The average value of protein retention in catfish seeds can be seen in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Average data of protein retention of Dumbo catfish (C. gariepinus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average ± Deviation standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>36.63 47.18 39.33</td>
<td>123.14</td>
<td>41.05 ± 5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>49.48 38.48 46.86</td>
<td>134.82</td>
<td>44.94 ± 5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>33.18 41.09 38.87</td>
<td>113.14</td>
<td>37.71 ± 4.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the data of protein retention contained in Table 3, showed protein retention value in catfish seed Dumbo (C. gariepinus) at each treatment is not differs markedly. Average protein retention value between treatments are relatively the same. It means the use of RWS technique with different stockings density didn’t affect the value protein retention in catfish seed (C. gariepinus). This was because the type of feed was given for each treatment was the same.

According to Supriyanto (2010), granting probiotics in the diet, affecting speed of fermentation of feed in the gastrointestinal tract, so it will be very helpful the process of food absorption in the digestion of fish. Giving probiotics to the pellet can leads to fermentation of the pellets and improves digestion speed. Setiawati et al. (2013), adds that probiotics can regulate the microbial environment of the intestine, blocking pathogenic microorganisms in the intestine by releasing enzymes that aid food digestion. One of the bacteria that is believed to be able to increase digestibility in fish is Bacillus sp. Bacillus sp. has the ability to express protease enzymes, lipases, and amylases.

3.2 Energy retention

The average value of energy retention in catfish (C. gariepinus) can be seen on Table 3.

Table 3. Average data of energy retention of catfish (C. gariepinus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average ± Deviation standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>33.86 44.19 33.98</td>
<td>112.03</td>
<td>37.34 ± 5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>43.46 32.85 44.46</td>
<td>120.77</td>
<td>40.26 ± 6.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>28.37 37.68 34.39</td>
<td>100.44</td>
<td>33.48 ± 4.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the varied prints contained in Table 3 showed that energy retention value on catfish (C. gariepinus) in each treatment was not differs markedly. Average energy retention value between treatments are relatively similar. This was because of the type of feed given to fish at each treatment equally, where in this feed have the same nutritional content, besides the amount of feeding on the same fish although densely stocked fish differently on each treatment.

Average energy retention both showed that feed energy can be utilized efficiently to compose body proteins. According to Buwono (2010), the main function of food is
as a provider of energy for the activity of body cells. Carbohydrates, fats and proteins are nutrients in the diet that serves as a source of energy body. Proteins, along with mineral and water are the main ingredients in the formation of body cells and tissues, while proteins together with minerals and vitamins, function in regulation of body temperature, pressure settings osmotic body fluids, as well as process settings metabolism in the body. Fish takes energy to process metabolism, body care (maintenance), physical activity, growth and reproduction (Haetami et al., 2012). If there is excess energy will be used for growth. Energy was needed mostly filled by non-protein nutrients, such as fat and carbohydrates (Santoso and Agusmansyah, 2011).

4. Conclusion

The results obtained wasn’t significantly different on protease activity, retention of protein and energy, and total bacteria in gut of C. gariepinus. The highest average of bacteria growth was in treatment C with 152 x 10^5 cfu/ml, Stocking densities of 750 ind/m^3 was economically better in catfish (C. gariepinus) culture using Red Water System (RWS).
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Abstract

Citric acid (CA) coated Fe3O4 ferrofluids (FFs) have been conducted for biomedical application. The magneto-optical retardance of CA coated FFs was measured by a Stokes polarimeter. Optimization and multiple regression of retardance in FFs were executed by Taguchi method and Microsoft Excel previously, and the $F$ value of regression model was large enough. However, the model executed by Excel was not systematic. Instead we adopted the stepwise regression to model the retardance of CA coated FFs. From the results of stepwise regression by MATLAB, the developed model had highly predictable ability owing to $F$ of $1.70875e+6$ and correlation coefficient of one. The average absolute error of predicted retardances to measured retardances was just 0.019%. Using genetic algorithm (GA) via MATLAB, the optimized parametric combination was determined as [5.499 0.12 39.369 90] corresponding to the pH of suspension, molar ratio of CA to Fe3O4, CA volume, and coating temperature. The maximum retardance was found as 42.411°, close to that obtained by the evolutionary solver in Excel and a relative error of -0.047%. Above all, the stepwise regression method was successfully used to model the retardance of CA coated FFs, and the maximum global retardance was determined by the GA method.

Keyword: Retardance, Stepwise regression, Genetic algorithm.
1. Introduction

It has been known that citric acid (CA) coated Fe₃O₄ ferrofluids (FFs) may have biomedical applications such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and hyperthermia (heat treatment of tumor). The surface of the magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) can be stabilized in an aqueous dispersion by the adsorption of CA. This process, as described by Sahoo et al., occurs by the CA being coordinated via the carboxylate functionalities [1]. Srivastava et al. synthesized CA coated Fe₃O₄ MNPs of 6 nm particle size, which exhibits excellent magnetic properties [2]. Effect of synthesis conditions on the properties of CA coated iron oxide nanoparticles was discussed in [3].

In the present investigation, Fe₃O₄ MNPs were prepared by an improved co-precipitation of Fe³⁺/Fe²⁺ salts and then the MNPs were stabilized against agglomeration by surfactant encapsulating of CA [4]. Afterwards, the CA coated Fe₃O₄ MNPs were used as the precursor of water-based FFs, and the retardance (magneto-optical property as the phase retardation of linearly birefringent medium, such as quartz and certain liquid crystals) of FFs were measured by a developed Stokes polarimeter [5]. It is known that Taguchi orthogonal design method may provide a powerful and efficient ways to find an optimal combination of factor levels that may achieve optimum. Hence, Taguchi method with range analysis was employed to find the parametric combination for CA coated FF with high retardance readily [4].

Optimization and multiple regression of retardance in FFs were executed by Taguchi method and Microsoft Excel, and the F value of regression model was large enough [6]. However, the model of retardance executed by Excel was not in a systematic way. Further, using Taguchi-based measured retardances as the training data, an artificial neural network (ANN) model was developed for the prediction of retardance in CA coated FF. Based on the well-trained ANN model, the predicted retardance at excellent program from Taguchi method showed less error of 2.17% compared with a multiple regression (MR) analysis of statistical significance [7].

The aim of this study was to use the stepwise regression for modeling the retardance of CA coated FFs. The stepwise regression via MATLAB was executed to model the retardance of CA coated FFs successfully. The regression model had highly predictable ability and had a high correlation coefficient of one. Moreover, two optimization techniques, including the evolutionary algorithm (in Microsoft Excel) and the genetic algorithm solver (in MATLAB® Optimization Toolbox), were used to find the global maximum retardance value. Then the CA coated FFs could be more useful in practical applications.

2. Method

In this study, the methods including Taguchi orthogonal design method, stepwise regression method, evolutionary algorithm and genetic algorithm were briefly described.
2.1 Taguchi Method

Taguchi method is straightforward and easy to apply to many engineering situations, making it a powerful yet simple tool. Subsequently, the optimal synthetic condition of CA coated Fe3O4 FFs with high retardance was determined by the Taguchi orthogonal design method-L9(3^4), i.e. four parameters with three levels, respectively, and nine tests of FFs with 1000 g/L, correspondingly [4]. Influence parameters were (A) pH value of suspension after coating (4.5, 5, 5.5), (B) molar ratio of CA to Fe3O4 MNPs (0.03, 0.06, 0.12), (C) CA volume (10 ml, 20 ml, 40 ml), and (D) coating temperature (70 ℃, 80 ℃, 90 ℃). Procedure of the chemical co-precipitation method for producing CA coated FFs could be found in [4]. The retardance of FF was measured by a Stokes polarimeter with a feasible algorithm [5]. Results of the retardance under 64.5 mT were as shown in Table 1 [4]. Moreover, the influence sequence between these parameters on the retardance and the excellent program (parametric combination) of maximum retardance were decided by a simple range analysis. Above all, before the performance of Taguchi method, two single-parameter tests including pH value of suspension after coating and double centrifugations were executed; the appropriate values of parameters in the middle level were determined [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Retardance (deg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.8228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.9872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29.3618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.0525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.6294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.4628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Stepwise Regression

While dealing with large number of independent variables, it is of significant importance to determine the best combination of these variables to predict the dependent variable [8]. Stepwise regression method is a routine statistic technique used for variable selection and is a combination of forward and backward procedures. The method starts with an initial model which includes a subset of all the candidate variables. And then, a so-called stepping procedure which iteratively altering the model established at the previous step by adding or removing variables in accordance with the stepping criteria is used in order to add significant variables or remove insignificant variables.

The stepping procedure terminates when the model has been optimized, or when a specified maximum number of steps have been reached. The obtained model can be tested for validity through a variety of statistical methods. Usually, the evaluation of the
model is made by using some criteria: correlation coefficient ($R$), adjusted square of correlation coefficient (adjusted $R^2$), standard error (SE), and $F$ statistic [9]. The details on the use of stepwise model-building procedure could be found [8, 10].

In our previous study, optimization and multiple regression of retardance in FFs were executed by Taguchi method and Microsoft Excel, and the $F$ value of regression model was large enough [6]. However, the model of retardance executed by Microsoft Excel was not in a systematic way, and the execution is time-consuming. Therefore, the stepwise regression method (or called as the optimized regression) can be used to model the retardance of CA coated FFs precisely and efficiently.

2.3 Evolutionary Algorithm in Microsoft Excel

We can use the evolutionary solver in Microsoft Excel to solve optimization problems [11]. A genetic or evolutionary algorithm applies the principles of evolution found in nature to the problem of finding an optimal solution. In a “genetic algorithm,” the problem is encoded in a series of bit strings that are manipulated by the algorithm; in an “evolutionary algorithm,” the decision variables and problem functions are used directly.

Most commercial solver products are based on evolutionary algorithms. The evolutionary solver combines genetic algorithm methods such as mutation, crossover, and natural selection with classic methods drawn from linear programming, nonlinear optimization, and pattern search, to find better solutions in less time. Further, on smooth nonlinear problems where the GRG (Generalized Reduced Gradient) solver can find only a locally optimal solution, the evolutionary solver can often find a better solution or even a globally optimal (or close to globally optimal) solution, which is described by Frontline System [11]. Therefore, the optimized parametric combination and the maximum retardance of CA coated FFs could be obtained by the use of evolutionary algorithm in Microsoft Excel, which is capable of solving smooth and non-smooth global optimization problems.

2.4 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm (GA) technique is based on the natural process of evolution to solve optimization and search problems. There are three main operators in GA which are reproduction, crossover and mutation [12]. GAs were pioneered by Holland in the 1960s and 70s [13] and have emerged as a highly effective technique for solving a wide variety of optimization problems [14].

Figure 1 presents a simple flowchart representation of a typical GA solution procedure [14]. As shown, the process commences by creating an initial population of random solutions to the problem of interest. Each potential solution is then evaluated using a fitness function, i.e. an objective function which quantifies the optimality of each solution such that it can be ranked against that of all the other potential solutions. If the termination criteria are not satisfied, multiple candidate solutions are
selected for modification via reproduction, crossover and mutation operations in order to create a new population pool. The optimality of each member of the population pool is then re-evaluated using the fitness function.

![Flowchart of genetic algorithm.](image)

**Figure 1:** Flowchart of genetic algorithm.

### 3. Results

Based on the Taguchi-based measured retardances and the retardance obtained under the double-centrifugation test of CA coated FFs, the results of stepwise regression (the first order and the second order) are provided below. And the optimized parametric combination and the maximum retardance of CA coated FFs are obtained by the genetic algorithm, which are compared with those results obtained by the evolutionary solver in Microsoft Excel.

#### 3.1 Results of Stepwise Regression

Regression model is based on the Taguchi-based measured retardances (as shown in Table 1, the retardance value of the A7 sample is not considered due to the possible error) and the retardance of 15.24° obtained under the double-centrifugation test with parametric combination of [5 0.06 20 80], corresponding to the pH of suspension, molar ratio of CA to Fe₃O₄, CA volume, and coating temperature. The results of the first order stepwise regression executed by MATLAB are as shown in Figure 2. We can see the meaningfulness degrees of input variables. This degree of meaningfulness is determined via being value of $p$-val ($P$ value, $P$ represents probability) below 0.05.
Thus meaningfulness ranking of input variables is determined as variable 2 and variable 3, i.e. molar ratio of CA to Fe₃O₄ MNPs and CA volume, respectively. The variable 2 (molar ratio of CA to Fe₃O₄ MNPs) involved in this model represents the most significant influencing factor for the retardance of CA coated FFs. Based on the results obtained; equation of the first order stepwise regression model is given by equation (1):

\[ Retardance = 29.3825 - 3.25319X_1 + 150.45X_2 + 0.42055X_3 - 0.227538X_4 \]  

(1)

From the results of Figure 2, the \( R^2 \) value is 0.967851. This indicates that the current equation is able to describe 96.7851 percent of the variation in the response variable; this doesn’t guarantee the appropriateness of the first order model. In addition, \( t \) statistic \((t \text{ Stat})\) in Table 2 is equal to the ratio of respective standard error to the coefficient value and tests the significance of individual regression coefficients for a confidence interval as 95%. Under the normality assumption, for \( n \) number of observations, \( t \) statistic follows student’s \( t \) distribution with \((n-2)\) degrees of freedom (DF), and critical value of \( t \) can also be found out by using TINV function in Microsoft Excel which comes out to be 2.3646. As can be seen that \( X_2 \) coefficient \((6.7298 > t \text{ critical value of 2.3646})\) has the strongest effect on the regression model followed by the \( X_3 \) coefficient. \( P \) value in Table 2 is the probability that for a particular confidence level as 95%, a random variable having a student’s \( t \) distribution is greater than absolute value of observed \( t \) statistic and hence significant. It is noted that the probability is 0.2033 and 0.065 for parameter \( X_1 \) and parameter \( X_4 \), respectively, is higher than 0.05.

For testing whether the simple stepwise regression model gives any useful information about the response variable or not, as shown in Figure 2. \( F \) statistic is the ratio of mean squares due to regression model and error, and is used to test the significance of regression model for a confidence level. The \( F \)-test is executed by comparing the observed \( F \) statistic with the appropriate critical value obtained from the standard \( F \) distribution table. Critical value of \( F \) for the current regression model can be found out from standard \( F \) distribution table by \( F(7, 1, 0.05) \) or by using FINV function in Microsoft Excel, which comes out to be 236.7684. As can be seen that the observed \( F \) value of 30.1056 < 236.7684, it implies the regression model is not significant enough. Figure 2 also shows the corresponding probability value as \( P(F) \). It can be deduced that the regression model is not statistically significant although \( P \) value \((0.003034, \text{ chance of } 0.3034\% \text{ that such model } F\text{-value could occur due to noise})\) is less than 0.05 (i.e. 95% confidence level).

Compared to the results obtained by multiple linear regression in Microsoft Excel for Taguchi-based measured retardances of 9 samples [6], the determination coefficient \( R^2 \) and the observed \( F \) value of the first order stepwise regression model as shown in Figure 2, are larger than those of 0.888 and 7.954, respectively [6]. It is seem that the first order stepwise regression is more reliable than the multiple linear regression. However the first order stepwise regression model is not statistically significant enough (the \( F \) value of 30.1056 is not high enough). Next, we will perform the second order stepwise regression.
Figure 2: Results of stepwise regression (the first order).

Table 2. Results of stepwise regression (the first order).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t Stat</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>29.3825</td>
<td>13.0136</td>
<td>2.2578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_1$ (pH)</td>
<td>-3.25319</td>
<td>2.1411</td>
<td>-1.5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_2$ (Molar Ratio)</td>
<td>150.45</td>
<td>22.3557</td>
<td>6.7298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_3$ (CA Volume)</td>
<td>0.42055</td>
<td>0.0723</td>
<td>5.8194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_4$ (Temperature)</td>
<td>-0.227538</td>
<td>0.0902</td>
<td>-2.5240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently, we aim to increase the precision of regression model and precede the second order stepwise regression. The results of stepwise regression by MATLAB are shown in Figure 3, the model has highly predictable ability owing to the $F$ value of $1.70875e+6$ and has a high correlation coefficient $R$ of one, which is suggested that this regression model is statistically significant and gives useful information about the
response variable. In addition, as shown in Figure 3, the corresponding probability value $P(F)$ (0.000589, chance of 0.0589% that such model $F$-value could occur due to noise) is much less than 0.05 (i.e. 95% confidence level).

The average absolute error of predicted retardances is less just as 0.019%. The equation for the second order stepwise regression model is given by equation (2):

$$\text{Retardance} = 37.1582 - 1298.73X_2^2 + 872.578X_3^2 - 0.0188368X_1X_3 - 0.00796541X_4^2 + 0.326095X_1X_3 - 2.75515X_2X_3 + 17.0993X_2X_4$$

(2)

As shown in Figure 3 and Table 3, we can see the meaningfulness degrees of input variables. This degree of meaningfulness is determined via being value of $p$-val below 0.05. Thus meaningfulness ranking of input variables is determined as $8(X_4^2)$, $13(X_2X_4)$, $2(X_2)$, $10(X_1X_3)$, $7(X_3^2)$, $12(X_2X_3)$, and $6(X_2^2)$. As shown in Figure 3, the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) value is 0.0071221 and is much lower than that of 2.20824 in the first order stepwise regression as shown in Figure 2. Further, the $R^2$ value is determined as one and is higher than 0.967851 in the proposed first order stepwise regression (in Figure 2) and 0.9999998 in the multiple nonlinear regression model [6]. It is indicated that the ability of prediction in the second order stepwise regression model is excellent.

Figure 3: Results of stepwise regression (the second order).
Table 3. Results of stepwise regression (the second order).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>( t ) Stat</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>37.1582</td>
<td>0.046098017</td>
<td>806.0696</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_2 )</td>
<td>-1298.73</td>
<td>2.336825771</td>
<td>-555.7652</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_2^2 (X_6) )</td>
<td>872.578</td>
<td>3.738517427</td>
<td>233.4022</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_3^2 (X_7) )</td>
<td>-0.0188368</td>
<td>4.92012E-05</td>
<td>-382.8522</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_3^2 (X_9) )</td>
<td>-0.00796541</td>
<td>9.93093E-06</td>
<td>-802.0811</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_4^2 (X_8) )</td>
<td>0.326095</td>
<td>0.000592187</td>
<td>550.6618</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_2X_3 (X_{12}) )</td>
<td>-2.75515</td>
<td>0.009623698</td>
<td>-286.2883</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_2X_4 (X_{13}) )</td>
<td>17.0993</td>
<td>0.026339539</td>
<td>649.1864</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R^2 = 1 \)  \( R^2 \text{adj} = 0.999999 \)

The significance \( t \)-test of each variable is listed in Table 3. It is seen that the significant influence of each term on the retardance of CA coated FFs is given by: \( X_2^2 \) \( > X_2X_4 \) \( > X_2X_1X_3 \) \( > X_2X_3 \) \( > X_2X_3 > X_2^2 \). This indicates that the effect of the molar ratio of CA to Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) \( (X_2) \) on the retardance is the most significant, and the effect of CA volume \( (X_3) \) on the retardance is of the least significance \( (X_2 > X_1 > X_4 > X_3) \). The influence sequence for these four parameters is different from that \( (X_2 > X_1 > X_4 > X_3) \) obtained by the range analysis of Taguchi orthogonal method with 9 samples (the possible error of the retardance in the A7 sample was included in the range analysis) [6].

In addition, the cross correlation of the molar ratio of CA to Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) and coating temperature \( (X_2X_4) \) is more significant than the other cross correlations of two parameters such as pH value of suspension and CA volume \( (X_1X_3) \) and as molar ratio of CA to Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) and CA volume \( (X_2X_3) \). The relative influence of cross correlations on the retardance of CA coated FFs (from examining the magnitude of the \( P \) value or from \( t \) Stat checking the significance level of the cross items) is given by: \( X_2X_4 > X_1X_3 > X_2X_3 \). In addition, factors at higher order (i.e. \( X_2^2, X_3^2 \) and \( X_4^2 \)) in equation (2) denote positive and negative quadratic relationships, respectively. Therefore, the effect of each factor on the experiment indices must be taken into account during the experiment.

### 3.2 Results of Optimization using Genetic Algorithm

Based on equation (2), the evolutionary solver in Microsoft Excel is used to solve optimization problem firstly. The optimized parametric combination and the maximum retardance of CA coated FFs are obtained as \([5.499997 \ 0.12 \ 38.8397 \ 89.99992]\), corresponding to the pH of suspension, molar ratio of CA to Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\), CA volume, coating temperature, and 42.431°, respectively. Also, the GA in MATLAB is used to solve the optimization problem. As shown in Figure 4, the optimized parametric combination and maximum retardance of CA coated FFs are determined as \([5.499 \ 0.12 \ 39.369 \ 90]\) and 42.411°, close to those obtained by the evolutionary solver in Microsoft Excel and a relative error of -0.047%. Above all, we successfully model the retardance in CA coated
FFs by the stepwise regression and the maximum global retardance is determined by the use of GA method.

It is noted that the fitness function as @FitFun425 is obtained by changing the sign of equation (2) and is used to find the minimum value. The results obtained by twelve times of executions of GA in MATLAB are listed in Table 4, and Figure 4 is corresponding to the results of the seventh execution of GA. It is noted that the lowest retardance was obtained as 37.787° in the tenth execution and the corresponding molar ratio of CA to Fe₃O₄ is just 0.106.

![Optimization Tool](image)

Figure 4: A graph output using the GA in MATLAB® optimization.

Table 4. Optimized parametric combination and maximum retardance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Molar Ratio</th>
<th>CA Volume</th>
<th>Coating Temp.</th>
<th>Retardance (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.498</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>38.917</td>
<td>89.992</td>
<td>41.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>38.555</td>
<td>89.993</td>
<td>42.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.498</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>38.821</td>
<td>89.999</td>
<td>42.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.498</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>32.385</td>
<td>89.99</td>
<td>41.612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In overall, Taguchi method is a discontinuous optimization approach, which can only obtain the local discontinuous optimal solution of pre-selected parameter level value, and cannot find out the global optimal solution [4]. The integration of Taguchi method with various approaches including numerical simulation, principal component analysis (PCA), artificial neural network (ANN), response surface methodology (RSM), and genetic algorithm (GA) could be used to enhance the efficiency of the optimization process. In addition, it is noted that GA based on a neural network model has been applied successfully to optimize complicated bioprocesses [4].

In future work, the predicted retardance value obtained by the trained ANN model [7] could be adopted as the fitness value, further, the GA operation such as select, crossover, and mutation are executed to find the global retardance of CA coated FFs. Moreover, the multiple-objective optimization including maximum retardance and low dichroism of CA coated FFs [4] or in other double-layer coated FFs is supposed to be performed in future. Therefore, the practical biomedical applications such as hyperthermia (magnetic inductive heating of cancer tumour) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) could be executed.

4. Conclusion

The stepwise regression method was used to model the retardance of CA coated FFs precisely and efficiently. According to the MATLAB results of the second order stepwise regression, the $F$ value was obtained as high as 1.70875e+6 and had a correlation coefficient of one; the developed regression model had highly predictable ability. Therefore, the retardance value, corresponding to each parametric combination, built by four parameters with three levels in Taguchi method, could be precisely determined by the stepwise regression equation. Also, using the genetic algorithm in MATLAB, the optimized parametric combination was determined as [5.499 0.12 39.369 90]. The maximum retardance was found as 42.411°, close to that obtained by the evolutionary solver in Microsoft Excel and a relative error of -0.047%.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.498</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>34.824</td>
<td>89.991</td>
<td>42.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.498</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>38.814</td>
<td>89.996</td>
<td>42.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.499</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>39.369</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>39.42</td>
<td>89.847</td>
<td>41.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.494</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>39.378</td>
<td>89.993</td>
<td>39.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.496</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>39.832</td>
<td>89.976</td>
<td>37.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>38.682</td>
<td>89.985</td>
<td>42.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>39.346</td>
<td>89.975</td>
<td>41.550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Energy planning plays an important role for the development or retrofitting of university campuses towards sustainability. University campuses offer a great potential for testing innovative energy concepts at both the demand and supply sides. University campus usually comprises of a group of buildings, so-called building clusters. Energy management at the building cluster level enhances improving energy efficiency, reducing primary energy use, increasing renewable energy sources, and reducing CO2 emissions in the building sector. This paper presents a framework of energy planning for university campus buildings based on a multi-objective optimization approach for providing energy planning strategies. This paper focuses on the development of a tool for campus-wide energy planning. Building clusters in university campus offer synergies for optimized energy supply system and the demand of energy services can exchange among buildings with a different pattern of energy requirements. The paper describes a framework and model for multi-objective approach in energy systems planning. This framework can be served as a tool to managing energy services and efficient use of resources in the development and planning of sustainable university campuses.
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1. Introduction

The built environment has been recognized for implementing energy management strategies and CO₂ emission reduction actions. There are many attempts to integrate sustainability into university campus operations, for example the International Sustainable Campus Network. The development of university campuses presents many opportunities to investigate the options that can minimize the inefficient use of energy resources, as well as to explore new ideas to improve energy efficiency, and to reduce primary energy sources while providing the same energy services.

University campus buildings can provide a living laboratory for testing innovative energy concepts at both the demand side (the building) and supply side (the energy system), for example energy matching between supply and demand based on the quality of energy (Kilkiş et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). Also, there is a need for future university campus development or retrofitting to plan for utilizing local energy sources and maximizing the use of renewable energy resources. The energy use in any building type is usually during the operation stage of the building’s life-cycle. Many initiatives and efforts have been taken to reduce energy use and to increase energy efficiency on a single building basis. It is clearly that the energy-related issues are the area of strategic for sustainable development (Kilkiş et al., 2017).

In the literature, existing studies involve various aspects of energy-related issues in university campus buildings. Various publications have conducted the studies from the equipment and building levels to the energy system level in university campuses. The analysis at the equipment level is mainly for heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment, such as Escrivá-Escrivá et al. (2010) and Dong et al. (2014). At the building level, the analysis involves the evaluation of measures for promoting more efficient buildings, energy-saving potential, and simulation the gaps between real and estimated energy usage (Chung and Rhee, 2014 and Herrando et al., 2016). There is a growing research with the analyses involving energy system level at university sites, and to develop efficient models and application, as well as to propose new concepts for the university campuses, for example Kilkiş et al., 2017 and Wang et al., 2017. The abovementioned studies highlight that university campus buildings can provide effective testing grounds for assessing energy-related issues at various levels.

Thus, innovative and systematic solutions are required to support the transition towards sustainability and to minimize the impact of climate change and environmental footprints. Many studies have developed methods and tools for optimizing and reducing the energy use in buildings (Dong et al., 2017). The design methods have been developed over the years with the focus on developing both low-emissions and energy efficient buildings (Fesanghary et al., 2012; Evins, 2013). However, in the case of campus buildings that comprise of a group of buildings, few studies have been performed the design of energy systems and services through building cluster modeling (Han et al., 2013; Rees et al., 2014).

Analysis of energy systems and services at the building cluster level provides high potential of energy sharing between buildings in a cluster. Energy management in campus buildings is possible in energy exchange, distribution, and collective production. In the published work, a limited study was used optimization analysis for energy systems at the building cluster level. Some investigations limited their
optimization on the building scale (Chantrelle et al., 2011; Fesanghary et al., 2012) but some applied for a city level (Sampaio et al., 2013) and industrial area (Buoro et al., 2013). Energy planning is an important task for managing university campuses. However, in many cases energy use data availability and insufficient data is a significant barrier for energy planning. On the other hand, most energy system planning models focus on a single objective, for example minimization of total cost. The energy planning objectives are naturally conflicting. Hence, a multi-objective approach helps to identify compromise solutions that benefit all stakeholders.

The primary objective of this paper is to propose and describe a conceptual framework for energy planning from both the demand side (the building) and the supply side (the energy system) based on simulation-based optimization approach. The multi-objective optimization (MOO) is proposed to find the optimal mix of energy conversion technologies to cover the energy requirements at the building cluster level (university campus buildings). The framework can be used to facilitate the testing of potential strategies for energy planning in university campus areas.


Energy planning is predominantly to find the least cost solution or a single objective. In recent years, there is a growing need to incorporate sustainability concern in energy systems planning, which results in the increased application of multi-criteria approaches. The energy planning is a multi-objective problem in nature. The solution to this kind of problem must be solved by the method that provides an optimal or near optimal solution to generate useful results. MOO is a scientific area that offers various methods with large potential for the solution of complicated problems.

A large number of MOO techniques have been developed over the past decades. Some techniques convert the problem to a single objective problem. This is referred to as a classical approach to MOO. A new group of MOO techniques have been developed based on the principles of natural evolution. They are often referred to as multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. They handle groups of possible solutions and able to find several solutions of the Pareto set in a single run (Deb, 2001). They are powerful methods for problems with discrete and integer variable, such as building materials and energy systems designs.

The evolutionary MOO algorithm becomes an established field of research and application with many dedicated books, for example Deb (2001). Several algorithms have been proposed and applied to engineering problems, including energy studies (Deb, 2001; Alarcon-Rodriguez, 2010). The primary reason is the ability to deal with a set of possible solutions and finding Pareto optimal solutions. Applying optimization problem to energy systems planning is the structured process of optimization energy technology types, sizes, and locations to achieve a set of objective(s) and subject to a set of constraint(s). MOO enables to address the issue of conflicting objective functions, for example the life cycle cost, the life cycle CO₂ emissions, the indoor thermal comfort level, and the structural design analysis. The approach finds a set of solutions by varying the impact of each objective function in the global optimum. A generic MOO
problem can be expressed as follows:

\[
\min F(x) = \min([f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_m(x)])
\]  

Subject to

\[
x \in \Omega
\]

\[
g_j(x) = 0, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, p
\]

\[
h_k(x) \leq 0, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, p
\]

Where \( F(x) \) is a vector of \( m \) objective functions \( f_i(x) \). All objectives are expressed as minimization. A maximization objective can be formulated by minimizing the negative of the objective function as \( \min -f_i(x) \), where \( x \) is the decision vector, such as technology types and envelop-related variables that includes a set of decision variables \( [x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n] \). The decision domain \( \Omega \) is defined by the possible values that the decision variables can take or the search space. The optimization problem is also bounded by equality constraints \( g_j \) and inequality constraints \( h_k \). A problem with conflicting objectives has no single solution, but a set of optimal solutions that satisfies the objectives at an acceptable level without being dominated by any other solution (Deb, 2001).

The optimization procedure finds a set of decision variables that allow the minimization of objective functions. The optimization determines the values of variable \( x \) in Eq. 1–4. In the context of building energy system modeling, these variables are often focused on the design of energy technologies to supply energy services, such as heating, cooling, lighting, hot water, and electrical appliances. The constraint functions reduce the variability of the design variables. The equality and inequality constraints in Eq. (3) and (4) can be involved in design characteristics and operating parameters.

The goal of MOO is to identify solutions in the Pareto optimal set. A practical approach is to investigate a set of solutions that represent the Pareto optimal set by means of computational algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA) (Deb, 2001; Konak et al., 2006). MOO problems have a large number of solutions defined by the Pareto front. Finding all Pareto solutions is practically impossible. Therefore, a subset of the Pareto set is usually looked for. Previous studies, such as Deb (2001), Konak et al. (2006), and Alarcon-Rodriguez et al. (2010), suggested that solving MOO problems involve satisfying three areas: (i) accuracy finding a set of solutions as close to the real Pareto front as possible; (ii) diversity finding a set of solutions as diverse as possible; and (iii) spread finding a set of solutions that capture the whole spectrum of the true Pareto front.

Finding the optimal solution can be done with various state-of-the-art optimization tools that coupling with the energy performance simulation tools and energy systems models. With regard to the optimization algorithms in the literature, it is found that four algorithms, namely NSGA-II (non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm), MOPSO (multi-objective particle swarm optimization), MOGA (multi-objective genetic
algorithm), and MODE (multi-objective differential evolution), are the most widely used for building performance optimization problems (Li et al., 2017).

3. Proposed Framework

3.1 Framework for Optimizing Energy Planning

There is a growing concern in improving building performance in terms of energy and environmental perspectives. In the context of university campus buildings which can be characterized as building clusters, the energy use profiles are the fundamental information for energy planning. Also, there is a need for some tools that offer a holistic integration of sustainability aspect in energy systems planning and optimizing the energy planning strategies.

Having identified the research gap, this paper proposes a generic framework of MOO energy planning for university campuses to find energy planning strategies for university campus. The system boundary can be seen as building clusters. A number of studies have been developed the simulation-based optimization tools for a building scale. But few studies have been developed for a building cluster level (Phdungsilp et al., 2013). Therefore, this paper focuses on developing tool for building cluster scale or university campus in particular. The proposed framework is based on techniques of three modules: building energy modeling; energy systems modeling; and simulation-based optimization. A generic framework is presented in Figure 1.
The building energy performance module can be modeled with various building energy performance programs, for example EnergyPlus, IDA ICE, ESP-r, and TRNSYS (Chantrelle et al., 2011; Hamdy et al., 2012; Evins, 2013; Phdunsilp et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017). These tools can provide hourly load profiles for heating, cooling, hot water, and electricity. All of the load profiles are taken as the inputs to the energy system simulation and optimization. In the proposed framework, EnergyPlus will be used for testing the framework and modeling building energy performance. Similarly to building energy modeling, there are some sophisticated tools for preliminary design and assessment of the energy system configurations, such as RETScreen. The tools can also help to identify the potential of available energy sources for the local areas, as well as energy conversion technologies.

The interfaces or data interactive module reads input and output files with simulation models and optimization tool, such as MATLAB, MOBO, and GenOpt.
(Phdungsilp et al., 2013; Magny et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017). At the beginning of each iteration during the searching procedure, the interface module reads variables from optimization tool and passes the data to simulation model. Then, the module reads the results from the simulation model and passes the data to optimization tool to evaluate the objective functions. The processes work with the data by text files.

Having identified the energy conversion technologies, the simulation-based optimization model uses the energy conversion technologies as the design variables. These variables can be continuous and discrete or binary. Continuous design variable are the size of energy technologies. Discrete or binary variables are the number of energy technologies. Then, the optimization process finds a set of design variables that minimize the desired objective functions. In addition, the proposed framework can apply to optimize the demand side. Building design variables can be used into the optimization framework and can also be optimized together with energy conversion technology variables.

The energy planning often involves conflicting objectives between different stakeholders involved in the processes, for example the life-cycle cost, life-cycle CO2 emissions, and non-renewable primary energy use. The proposed framework employs MOO technique based on GA to find a set of optimal solutions. This can be solved using several customized or generic optimization tools.

3.2 Towards Application of the Framework

The proposed framework will be applied to a case study of university campus in Bangkok, Thailand. The campus consists of office buildings, lecture buildings, and student apartments. The energy systems that connect with various energy supply technologies to provide building energy services will be determined by means of energy system model to provide energy planning strategies. The hourly energy use profiles for each building will be obtained through a building energy performance modeling tool (EnergyPlus). The objective functions are calculated by the developed MATLAB script that models and simulates the energy system. A generic optimization software (MOBO) is used to solve the MOO problem.

The case study will be tested using the research question: what are the measures to achieve low emissions and high energy efficiency campus development under the sustainability criteria? Regarding solution strategy, it is expected to find the optimal mix of energy technologies to cover the energy requirements of the case study. The framework presented in this paper could provide new strategies to achieve sustainable campus development. The application would allow other researchers to test their strategies to identify campus-wide sustainability measures.
4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes and describes a generic framework based on a MOO approach for energy planning at the building cluster level. The study focuses on the development of a tool for campus-wide to achieve low emissions and high energy efficiency. The proposed framework is based on techniques of three modules, namely building energy modeling, energy systems modeling, and simulation-based optimization to select the optimum energy planning strategy. The framework can be applied to optimize the energy system from both supply and demand side. For the supply side, the energy conversion technologies and corresponding energy resources are optimized, and on the demand side, building design parameters are optimized together with energy technology parameters. The framework is also flexible to allow addition, deletion, and modification of new energy supply and demand technologies for other cases. The proposed framework can support the realization of energy planning for university campuses and enhance urban sustainability because university campuses can be considered as downscaled versions of cities. In addition, the proposed framework can be further developed by connecting with information systems for visualizing the results. The integrating with visualization platform can potentially serve as a tool for decision-making. The performance of the MOO algorithms and case studies will be conducted in the future work.
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Abstract

In Indonesia, biological processes such as Activated Sludge, Anaerobic-Aerobic Biofilter, and Fluidized Bed Biofilm Aeration process have been used but still less effective which meet the water quality standards are only 52%. The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the capability of Aerated Fixed Film Biofilter (AF2B) reactor as an alternative process in reducing pollutants discharged from hospital wastewater. This study used AF2B reactor consisting biofilter shaped Honey comb as a medium for the growth of microorganisms. The microorganisms used were endogenous bacterial consortia obtained from the isolated bacteria in hospital wastewater. The hospital wastewater used discharge from some hospital. The research conducted with flowing an hospital wastewater into the AF2B reactor with circulation flow and through a number of biofilter. Experiment data were obtained through measuring the concentration of BOD5, fecal coli, phenol, and Pb at influent-effluent reactor that using APHA method. Results showed that AF2B reactor could remove BOD5, fecal coli, phenol and Pb were 91.59 %, 85.42 %, 62.5 %, 60 %, respectively. Thus it can be concluded that AF2B process has large capability of pollutants removal in hospital wastewater such as BOD, fecal coli, phenol, Pb.
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1. Introduction

Hospital wastewater is wastewater discharged from all hospital activities, both medical and non-medical activities, including activities at health care rooms, health check rooms, laboratories, radiology rooms, kitchens, and laundry rooms (Nasr and Yazdanbakhsh, 2008). Hospital wastewater contains hazardous pollutants such as pathogenic microorganisms (bacteria, viruses), the remaining of medicine and laboratory chemicals (antibiotics, antitumor, phenol, and chloroform), chemicals toxic (Pb), and biodegradable organic materials such as protein, fat, and carbohydrate (Al-Ajlouni et al., 2013; Altin et al., 2003; Nasr and Yazdanbakhsh, 2008; Prayitno et al., 2013). In Indonesia, the processing and management of hospital wastewater are very worrying, where only 36% of hospitals have a Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) and 64% of wastewater is discharged directly into receiving water bodies or using infiltration wells (Altin et al., 2003). The materials pollutant that exceeds the quality standards and was mixed into an aquatic environment can cause pollution and health problems for humans being (Acharya et al., 2014; Al-Ajlouni et al., 2013; Nasr and Yazdanbakhsh, 2008; Sarafraz et al., 2007).

Some pollutants that often exceed quality standards, among others: BOD5, Pb, phenol, fecal coli, ammonia free, orthophosphate, and chlorine free (Prayitno et al., 2013). Several biological processes have been used in HWWTP, namely the Activated Sludge Biological Contactor (ASBC) (Rodgers, 1999), Submerged Membrane Bioreactor (SMB) (Wen et al., 2004), Anaerobic Aerobic Fixed Film Bioreactor (A2F2B) (Rezaee et al., 2005) and Anaerobic - Aerobic Biofilter (A2B) (Rezaee et al., 2005). Low quality of discharges on HWWTP especially toxic pollutants (Pb, phenol) can be caused by not-yet-optimal biological process. In biological process, pollutants removal is affected by the temperature, pH, kinds of microorganism, time contact, the type of reactor, and the presence of inhibitors (Dhokpande and Kaware, 2013; Nair et al., 2008; Tchobanoglous et al., 2003; Wiesmann et al., 2007). Furthermore, several kinds of microorganisms are proven effective to reduce heavy metal compounds (example: Pb) contained in wastewaters (Chaalal et al., 2005; Farooqi et al., 2008; Tchobanoglous et al., 2003; Wiesmann et al., 2007).

Thus, process of toxic pollutant removal in hospital wastewater can be done through using selected microorganisms (Mixed Bacterial Culture, MBC) and increasing contact time in biological process by using circulation flow in the biofilters. The purpose of this research was to investigate the capability of Aerated Fixed Film Biofilter (AF2B) process in reducing BOD5, fecal coli, phenol and Pb pollutants discharged from hospital wastewater.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

The pilot system which consists of Aerated Fixed Film Biofilter Reactor (AF2B reactor) was designed as given in Fig.1. AF2B reactor is divided into 3 equal parts where each part contains biofilter which is made of plastic and shaped like a Honey
comb. pH controller is fitted on the inlet of AF2B reactor while the submerged pump is fitted on the sedimentation tank to recycle some of the sludge into each biofilter. A diffuser is placed at the bottom of the biofilter which is connected to a blower that supplies air for the growth of microorganisms and for the perfection of the mixing process.

The characteristic of biofilter is material (plastic), density (0.125 g/cm³), volume (2,160 cm³), specific surface area (150 - 240 m²/m³), and number (3). While wastewater was taken from hospitals in Malang City which had characteristics as follow: Temperature: 30°C, pH: 8, BOD5: 240.25 mg/L, phenol: 0.04 mg/L, fecal coli: 2,400 MPN/100 ml, Pb: 0.025 mg/L. The microorganisms used were bacterial consortium (Mixed Bacterial Culture, MBC) obtained from the isolated bacteria in hospital wastewater (bacterial endogenous) by Central of Biotechnology Research – ITB, Bandung which MCB consists of several types of bacteria, such as: Pseudomonas capica, Pseudomonas diminuta, Bacillus sp1, Bacillus sp2.

2.2 Methods

The experiment was conducted by flowing the hospital wastewater into the AF2B reactor by using the submerged pump (Type: Voss SN 3500). Influent flow rate of wastewater was set by using a flow meter of 0.1 L/min or Hydraulic Residence Time (HRT) of AF2B reactor was maintained constant for 3 hours. Wastewater flowed from the top of the biofilter towards the bottom and then moved circulation in every part of biofilter and flowed to the sedimentation part where the sludge were formed and partly recycled while the overflow flowed into tank. Each biofilter contained MBC derived from the results of the acclimatization process that had been adapted to the hospital wastewater.

The sample were taken from effluent of the AF2B reactor on every 2 hours for 24 hours and followed every 12 for 120 hours. Furthermore, the samples were analyzed by using APHA methods where the parameters analyzed, among others: BOD5, phenol, fecal coli and Pb. Determination of test parameters based on the results of the research where the parameters often exceed the quality standard.

Pb was measured using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS) (Type: Perkin-Elmer AA900), fecal coli was measured using the Most Probable Number (MPN) method, phenol was measured using a UV-Vis (Type: Hitachi-U900), BOD5 was measured using the modified Winkler method, and Mixed Liquor Suspended Solid (MLSS) was measured using a Gravimetric method.
3. Results and Discussion

This research used real hospital wastewater as feed which hospital wastewater contained pollutants in different concentrations and AF2B reactor’s performance was measured based on the initial concentration of pollutants in the feed.

The results of acclimatization and adaptation MBC in hospital wastewater media showed that MLSS concentration increased continuously until 1,500 mg/L. These conditions indicated that the MBC had grown and adapted to fit well with its surroundings and was ready for use in the biodegradation of pollutants. The pollutants concentration (BOD5, fecal coli, phenol, Pb) in the effluent AF2B reactor was measured at each period (Fig. 2).

The concentration of BOD5 and fecal coli decreased at the first 4 hours and reached a maximum decrease at 96 hours with the percentage of pollutant removal of 91% (Fig. 2). The largest decrease of the concentration of pollutants occurred in the period of 2 - 96 hours when BOD5, fecal coli, phenol, Pb were 74.01%, 67.6%, 62%, 60%, respectively. This happened because at the first 4 hours, microorganisms (MCB) were still adapting to the environment so the growth of MCB was not maximized, and it was indicated on the little slime formed on the surface of the biofilter. While, at time of 4-12 hours, the MCB began to adapt so the growth of MCB and the biodegradation process began to take place, and it was shown by the increased thickness of the slime on the surface of the biofilter. Biofilm formation in a submerged biofilter takes place in five stages: initial attachment, irreversible attachment, maturation 1, maturation 2 and dispersion (Kaplan et al., 2003).

AF2B reactor is composed of several biofilter shaped like a Honey comb that has a large specific surface area (150-240 m2/m3) where microorganisms grow and are in contact with wastewater (Rezaee et al., 2005). At the time of 12-96 hours, MCB growth is increasing, in line with the increasing consumption of substrate (pollutant) by MCB which causes all surface of biofilter covered by the MCB to increase the speed of
biodegradation process. On the other hand, by making the flow circulation in the reactor, supplies of air uniformly and continuously will increase the contact time in the Biofilter, causing biodegradation processes of pollutants going on rapidly (Dhokpande and Kaware, 2013; Rezaee et al., 2005; Wiesmann et al., 2007). At time 96-120 hours, stationary phase was reached where the rate of growth was proportional with rate of death of MCB in the biofilter so that the biodegradation of pollutants in stayed in steady state. These conditions reduced BOD5 and fecal coli up to 91.59% and 85.42%, respectively.

In the aerobic biological process, biodegradation rate of organic material and phenol by microorganisms were affected by the temperature, initial concentration, pH, type of microorganism, HRT, the type of reactor and the presence of inhibitors (Dhokpande and Kaware, 2013; Nair et al., 2008; Wiesmann et al., 2007).
Furthermore, Bioremoval of Pb by microorganisms in the AF2B reactor had the same pattern with phenol biodegradation, where biodegradation was running slow and low. Increasing initial concentration of Pb may cause a decrease in the removal of BOD5. However, BOD5 removal re-increased by microorganisms acclimation to changes (Naja et al., 2009).

At time 36 - 96 hours, the largest removal of Pb was 40%, and it was followed with the achievement of steady state. Bioremoval of Pb is affected by initial concentration of Pb and the number of microorganisms at pH 7-8 while aeration time at 48 hour and the initial concentration of Pb (30 mg/L) can reduce Pb concentration by 93.3% (Chojnacka, 2010). This experiment was with HRT: 3 hours, pH 8, biodegradation time at 120 hours and initial concentration of Pb (0.01 mg/L) had decreased the removal of Pb (60%).

Phenols are aromatic organic compounds and Pb are the toxic substance (inhibitor) for microorganisms, making the biodegradation of phenol and Pb by microorganisms slower than that of BOD5 and fecal coli in the AF2B reactor. So Phenol and Pb concentrations began to reduce at 12 hours and reached a maximum decrease at 96 hours with the removal percentage up to 62% (Fig. 2). The biggest decrease of phenol and Pb occurred in a period of 24 - 84 hours which were 55 % and 52 %, respectively. Then they reached steady state at 96 hours with the percentage of pollutants phenol and Pb were 62.5% and 60%, respectively.

Phenol biodegradation by microorganisms is influenced by the shape of phenol compound, HRT, initial concentration and form of the enzyme (Faroqui et al., 2008). The Biodegradation of phenol by mixed cultures is more efficient than that by pure cultures with biodegradation of phenol produce simple compounds such as carboxylic acids, CO2 (Sridevi et al., 2012). This research used mixed cultures (MCB) so that biodegradation of phenol was faster than the other, and biodegradation period of HTR was 3 hours. This made biodegradation time of 120 hours could reduce phenol by 62.5%. MCB consists of Pseudomonas capica and Bacillus sp1 that has the ability to degrade organic compound such as phenols and lead in aerobic / anaerobic (Sridevi et al., 2012; Varghese et al., 2012). UASB reactor with HRT of 40 days was able to reduce phenol by 80 % while SBR reactor with HRT of 30 days was able to reduce phenol by 95% (Dey and Mukherjee, 2010).

The ASBC process was able to decrease the concentration of COD and coliform up to 87.8% and 99.98%, respectively (Rodgers, 1999). The combination of the Upflow Anaerobic Fixed Bed (UAF-B), Suspended Aerobic Reactor (SAR) with the Membrane (Micro Filtration, MF) can reduce the concentration of COD (94-98%) (Kocadagistan et al., 2005). Submerged Membrane Bioreactor (SMB) can reduce the BOD5 (47.7-70%) and coliform (50-75%) (Wen et al., 2004). A2F2B process can reduce the concentration of pollutants in the hospital wastewater, namely BOD5, COD and coliform up to 89%, 82%, and 90%, respectively (Rezaee et al., 2005).
The AF2B reactor was able to reduce of BOD5, fecal coli, phenol and Pb, with the biggest pollutant removal capability at 96 hours when it could reduce BOD5, fecal coli, phenol, and Pb up to 91.59%, 85.42%, 62.5%, and 60%, respectively (Table.1). This means that AF2B reactor began operating optimally at 96 hours.

Table. 1. Total removal of pollutants in AF2B reactor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Quality Standard</th>
<th>AF2B Reactor</th>
<th>% Removal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inlet</td>
<td>Outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOD5 (mg/L)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>240.25</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal coli (MPN/100 ml)</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenol (mg/L)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb (mg/L)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

It can be concluded that The Aerated Fixed Film Biofilter (AF2B) process has a large capability of pollutants removal in hospital wastewater such as BOD5, fecal coli, phenol, and Pb up to 91.59%, 85.42%, 62.5%, and 60%, respectively.
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Abstract

Since the advent of greenhouse technology there has been a rapid increase in basic production and being independent of specific seasons compared to the open areas. Protected cultivation in greenhouses, it’s highly consistent atmosphere and desirable environmental conditions has encouraged most farmers to invest in making greenhouses. Greenhouses form an important part of the agriculture and horticulture sectors in our country as they can be used to grow plants under controlled climatic conditions for optimum produce. Current method for greenhouse climate control and monitoring is the traditional way of farming. As the farmer have to visit greenhouse continuously which is time consuming and require lots of effort. However in recent years, greenhouse technology in agriculture is to automation, information technology direction with the IoT (internet of things) with rapid development and wide application. It is now possible for Afghan farmers to equip their greenhouse with wireless sensor network due to their low-cost, simplicity and mobility. The project discussed in this paper focus on a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server, Blynk framework web and mobile apps as client. The project aims at solving traditional greenhouse monitoring problems faced by Afghan farmers.
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1. Introduction

Greenhouse is a limited agriculture area covered by plastic or transparent materials to grow late off season crops such fruits and vegetables. A Greenhouse monitoring system controls the temperature, humidity, light, Co2 and other environmental changes inside a greenhouse. Tomato and cucumber are the main products which are highly consumed in the markets. [1] IoT can be used for various applications in agriculture, such as smart agriculture and smart animal farming. Smart agriculture focuses on soil and environmental condition monitoring for maximizing the yield and ensuring the product quality. [2]

The rapid development of greenhouse in all provinces of Afghanistan in recent years led to increased employment opportunity for many farmers in rural area. Greenhouse main crops are Tomato, chili and cucumber, which are largely grown in the greenhouses. Current method of monitoring is the traditional method of farming. Farmers are required to visit the greenhouse to check the humidity level, temperature level and soil moisture. Afghan farmers do not possess any technology to control and monitor greenhouse. However, due to increasing number of greenhouses, this type of continuous monitoring is apparently time consuming, labor-intensive and needs a lot of work and effort which is difficult a job on a daily bases. When the farmers are in remote area less or no information are available about crops nutrition. In addition winter is critical for agriculture in Afghanistan. Most of the farmers in Afghanistan make little or no income during the winter months. Furthermore, the high start-up costs for cold storage to boost farmer income is not feasible for the average small and medium-scale farmer. In Herat province, the approximately 1.5 million inhabitants must consume imported fresh fruit and vegetables from Iran or Pakistan at high prices during winter. [3] Due to environmental factors and lack of the technology to grow late-season or off-season fruits and vegetables, greenhouse productivity drops to zero in winter season. Above mentioned factors are causes that agriculture is difficult to be stable throughout the year with large demand of the country.

This study present a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server, DHT11 sensor for getting real-time temperature and humidity and grove sensor for Soil Moisture changes. The system sends data to two different clients a web server and a Mobile App that uses Blynk framework to request for the latest data using an HTTP request to the Yún server.

2. Research Purpose

Majority of Afghans rely on agriculture for their livelihoods and their family’s sustenance. However Agriculture sector is highly dependent on manual and labour work, less effective, time-consuming and expensive. In addition Agriculture plays a critical role to the economies in Afghanistan. Our country is a large agricultural nation, the stand or fall of agricultural development is key factors which are effect on our country's economic development and social harmony, greenhouse, taken as the important content of facilities agriculture, where agricultural needs to move toward modernization. ICT has been defined as a tool which contributes agricultural
development, poverty alleviation, speed-up agriculture, adds value to people live and income, therefore this research aims to:

- To Design a Greenhouse Environment Monitoring system using IOT Technology
- To improve crop quality and reduce farmers workload.
- To introduce tools for creating the first statistical data of greenhouse production in Afghanistan

Research Questions:

1. What kind of infrastructure are affordable for Greenhouse Monitoring, what is their knowledge on the ICTs facilities?
2. What are the available ICT solution and what are barriers with the existing system?
3. How to develop a need-base system to improve productivity and quality of crops for greenhouse in Afghanistan?
4. Finding out how a combination of Arduino Yun, Blynk framework and web, mobile application could affect greenhouse productivity and reduce farmers workload?

3. Methodology

In order to verify research hypotheses quantitative approach was applied to gain a deep insight and understanding of the government and agriculture experts views on greenhouse automation in Afghanistan. The approach also helped us to be more specific and concise in our research objectives.

4. Survey

An online survey was conducted using Google Forms and the link was shared through email with government officials and agriculture experts on social media platforms such as Facebook for the public to respond. This method was selected because the responses are automatically saved in a spreadsheet making analysis of results easier. From the survey results 75% agreed that using greenhouse monitoring system will increase productivity. Fig. (1) And 80% are interested to use the system in the future. Fig. (2)
5. Related Work

Sustainable improvements in farmers’ incomes are linked to sustained production. However, with the improvement of smart greenhouses, IoT based wireless greenhouse monitoring system are developed and tested in many countries [8]. Smart greenhouses using IoT have been rapidly developed and widely applied in various industries particularly in environmental monitoring and agriculture. IoT deployment in agriculture is a proven solution to many challenges and increase in quality, quantity, and cost-effectiveness of agricultural production. [4]

Zhaing Qain (2007) developed and tested a greenhouse monitoring and control system using wireless solution based on ZigBee technology [5]. Izzatdin Abdul (2009) developed a temperature remote monitoring and alerting system which utilizes wireless sensor for temperature level detection, as well as GSM and SMS technologies for sending alert notification message to farmers.[6] The use of sensors in a greenhouse as a Wireless Sensor Networks System, is an efficient method of technology used in agricultural development by sending data to the cloud and controlling values such as
Therefore rural competitiveness in Afghanistan requires a significant improvement by involving ICT in greenhouses to stabilize the productivity throughout the year. Agriculture has always been a high-risk, labor-intensive, low-reward industry in Afghanistan. However IoT based wireless greenhouse monitoring system is a concrete answer to the challenges due to its liability, simplicity, and low cost in both installation and maintenance.

6. Solution Overview

The developed system in this study is a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server which has built in Wi-Fi and Web application, Mobile app as clients. The Arduino Yún server is wired to temperature and humidity sensor (DHT11) and soil moisture sensor (ER-SPM32100S). The Yún server receives and stores sensors data and sends it to the clients upon request. The mobile app uses Blynk framework to receive Temperature, humidity and soil moisture levels from the Yún server. When the condition is abnormal, the application alerts and informs farmer of the greenhouse condition. The web application can be accessed by any website browser of any local PC in the same LAN using YUN server IP. Wi-Fi is chosen to improve system security (by using secure Wi-Fi connection), and to increase system.

7. Hardware Design

The system architecture consists of two major parts: software and hardware design. Hardware configuration involves arranging microprocessor, micro controller, sensors and the software portion encloses programming that is written and uploaded in each of the micro controllers and microprocessor. Fig (3) shows the hardware and software overall interaction. The specifications and information regarding various components are described below.
Figure 3. System Architecture components used in this system are descriptively explained below.

7.1 Microcontroller Unit - Arduino Yún

Arduino Yún: is a micro-controller board based on the ATmega32u4 and the Atheros AR9331[8]. The Atheros processor supports a Linux distribution based on OpenWrt named Linino OS. The board has built-in Ethernet and WiFi support, a USB-A port, micro-SD card slot, 20 digital input/output pins (7 of them can be used as Pulse Width Modulation(PWM) outputs and 12 as analog inputs), a 16MHz crystal oscillator, a micro USB connection, an ICSP header, and 3 reset buttons. In this project, a 4GB SD card is used to store the sensor’s data and exchange with the client upon request. Arduino Yún can be used as a server. This means that once the Yún is configured to connect via WiFi, a client web page will be uploaded smoothly on the SD card (plenty of space) and user can access it from any browser in the same LAN. In the connection part, all the regular Arduino pins can be controlled from a web page using Javascript. Arduino Yún can be used via USB like a regular Arduino board, even though in this project it is used via WiFi.[8]

The power supply is 5VDC which is connected to a portable battery as shown in the system architecture in Figure 3.

7.2 Sensor Unit

DHT11 is a digital temperature and humidity sensor. It is a composite sensor which contains a calibrated digital signal output of the temperature and humidity. DHT11 is cheap, has a long-term stability, relative humidity and temperature measurement,
excellent quality, fast response, strong anti-interference ability, long distance signal transmission, digital signal output, and precise calibration. DHT11 has four pins VCC connected to (5V power) of Yún Board. Data output is connected to digital pin7 on Arduino Yún, the third pin can be left as Not connected it is not used and Ground (GND) is connected to the ground on the Arduino board. A 10K resistor between VCC and the data pin, acts as a medium-strength pull up on the data line.

Soil Moisture Sensor (ER-SPM32100S) is used to detect the moisture of soil or plant's water level. The Interface is very easy to use with power of V4.0. In this system a 10k resistor is used to maintain the power.

Pocket Wi-Fi (ZTE) pocket Wi-Fi is used in this project as a communication protocol to exchange data between clients and server. Pocket Wi-Fi can be carried anywhere in the greenhouse area and is reliable and highly secure. The device can access the Internet in two ways and it allows multiple clients to surf on the Internet at the same time. All appliance and sensors in this project are connected must be in the same LAN.

Portable battery is used to keep the Arduino Yún Power stable. Portable battery regulate the 5V connectivity to the Yún. The portable battery is easy to use and be carried out anywhere with the Yún.

7.3 User Interface

The graphical interfaces is divided into two parts.

1. Mobile Application: The app was built using Blynk for smartphone and tablet application in the form of android design. The application consists of a gauge for temperature and another gauge for humidity. A Level H control is designed to display soil moisture level and even handler with push notification is added in the App, graph-plotter, LCD and sensor-value display.

The user can simply download the app, log in and then monitor and control greenhouse temperature, humidity and soil moisture. The application was designed in a way that when the temperature goes across the normal temperature, Figure 4. System Architecture a notification will be pushed to the user whether the temperature become warm or cold. Similarly, when the humidity and soil moisture changes the farmer will be notified until the farmer confirm the notification. The farmer can check at the real-time data received from the greenhouse.

2. The second part of the user interface is a web application [7] developed using HTML5, CSS, JSON, and JavaScript. For accessibility and data exchange between Yún and clients the Arduino IDE is used by adding the bridge library. Yún is configured to connect via Wi-Fi, the Web Application created uploads on the SD card each time by running the source code on Arduino IDE and sending the request through Yún IP or name which is selected from the port. The client web page will update automatically every 2 seconds to receive the real-time data from the Yún server.
Each time Arduino IDE is uploading, HTML files will be automatically stored on SD card of the Yún. The webpage can be accessed using the Yún dedicated IP address for inspecting the status from desktop PCs and laptops. The user can monitor real-time data coming from the greenhouse, generate reports for specific range of date, read list of warnings and notifications. Arduino Yún can be access using its IP address or the name given by the developer in the Wi-Fi setup procedure.

8. Results and Application

The proposed prototype consist of Three different parts: i) The Arduino Yún server with sensors controlled ii) Mobile application iii) Web Application. Through the mobile app the user can access current greenhouse temperature and humidity as shown in Figure 5.

DHT11 detects temperature and humidity and send the updates to the mobile application. The soil moisture measure the soil moisture level and send to the application. The screenshots of the results of the designed system obtained on android application are shown in Figure 5.
When the temperature, humidity and soil moisture is not normal the user will be notified by an alert pop-up on the screen. The alert will be stopped when the user confirms it. The application can be shared with more than one farmer and can also be used as a stand-alone application for greenhouse management. The second part of the UI is a web application which displays temperature, humidity and soil moisture shown in the figure 6.
gauges which is very user friendly.

Warnings: The second tab is a list of warnings that a user will receive during the day for any abnormal changes taking place in the greenhouse.

Report: this page displays the overall history of data (soil moisture level, temperature and humidity). The user can also specify a range of dates and generate a report for what happened during past weeks in the greenhouse.

Three gauges are designed for simplicity which clearly shows the temperature, humidity and soil moisture.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we discussed the wireless solution of greenhouse monitoring and control system based on Arduino Yun and Blynk framework.

This paper mainly focused on overcoming everyday problems faced by farmers in Afghanistan. Currently, the greenhouse is controlled as traditional farming which is highly time consuming and requires lots of effort. The system is capable of receiving real-time data from the greenhouse environment and send to the users such farmers or monitoring officer within two seconds. The system also notifies farmers of any abnormal condition when occurring in the greenhouse. The system has been smoothly running after lab testing which proved its accessibilities and reliabilities. We, therefore, conclude that the Yun-based monitoring system can be a good solution for greenhouse monitoring and control.

For the future work, we will move the system from LAN to WLAN where the users will be able to control the greenhouse when they are not in the city by adding more actuators to be activated and make possible remote control.
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Abstract

In recent decades, generation of electricity from photovoltaic (PV) arrays has been increased to meet the world's growing energy demand. However, the utilization rate of the power conditioner system in the grid-tied solar power system is low because the operation of solar panels is dependent on sunlight. So, we pair to the solar panel a wind power plant for increasing the utilization rate of the PCS. However, the power conditioner of the PV cell cannot control optimally the wind turbine because the output characteristics of the solar panel and the wind power plant are different. Thus, in previous research [1], we studied the method that the small scale wind power generating system can be connected to the grid-tied power conditioner of the solar power system by emulating technical characteristic of PV cell with 2 model equations. In this paper, we propose a new model with 3 equations to improve the accuracy of the existing system. The simulation results verify that this new design is functional and permit the output characteristic of the PV Cell Emulating system in the stand alone mode to be more stable.

Keyword: PV Cell emulating system, Power converter circuit, Control system.
1. Introduction

Nowadays, solar power generation systems for home scale application are more and more widely used in many countries in the world. For converting produced energy in available energy, a power converter system (PCS) has been introduced at the output of the PV cell. However, the power production of the PV cell depending on the sunlight and the weather condition is not regular, so the utilization rate of the PCS is low as can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Utilization ratio of the power conditioner in the grid-tied PV system](image)

We can connect the small scale wind power system to the existing solar power generation system to improve the utilization rate of the PCS because the small scale wind turbine utilizes possibly the PCS at night and also can use the remaining capacity of the PCS during the daytime. Therefore, we proposed the solution [1] that the small scale wind turbine could be connected to the grid-tied PCS of the solar power system by emulating characteristic of the solar panel with 2 model equations. However, 2 equations make the system output having more fluctuation because the operating point will switch between the equations. In this research, the efficiency of new control system design with 3 model equations for PV cell emulating system is analyzed in detail.

2. PV Cell Emulating system in the stand alone mode

2.1. System configuration

The typical grid-tied solar power system is shown in Figure 2. This system includes the PCS composed of a DC/DC converter and a grid-tied DC/AC inverter. The PV array is then linked to the boost-type DC/DC converter which uses the P&O (Perturb & Observe) method [2] for performing the maximum power point tracking (MPPT). The grid-tied DC/AC inverter converts the electrical power from the output terminals of the PV array in a suitable power to the utility grid.
The PV cell emulating system comprises the small scale wind power generating system, a battery and the power converter circuit. The battery is charged by the small scale wind power generating system. The power converter circuit converts the output voltage and output current of the battery thanks to the control system.

When the sunlight is nonexistent, the PV cell is not functional and the PV cell emulating system is called in the stand-alone mode (Figure 3). Thus, in this mode, the PV cell is bypassed to avoid that it becomes the load,

### 3. Control System of the Power Converter Circuit

#### 3.1. Old model of Stand-alone mode using 2 equations

In the stand-alone mode, the power converter circuit emulates the technical output characteristic of the PV cell. Figure 4 shows the real behavior of the output current and output voltage of the PV cell. The old configuration modeled the PV cell characteristic by two linear equations joining at the maximum power point as can be seen in Figure 5.
The maximum power point current $I_{\text{max}}$ is determined by dividing generated power from the small scale wind turbine by the maximum power point voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ while the maximum power point voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ is calculated considering the operating voltage of the PCS. The open voltage and the short current are computed by multiplying correlative constant factors by the maximum power point voltage and the maximum power point current respectively. The two linear equations (1-1) and (1-2) are determined as follows:

$$V_{\text{ref}} = - \frac{V_{\text{open}} - V_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{max}}} i_o + V_{\text{open}}$$  \hfill (1-1)

$$V_{\text{ref}} = - \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{short}} - I_{\text{max}}} i_o + \frac{V_{\text{max}} I_{\text{short}}}{I_{\text{short}} - I_{\text{max}}}$$  \hfill (1-2)

with $V_{\text{max}}$ and $I_{\text{max}}$ are the maximum power point voltage and the maximum power point current respectively; $V_{\text{open}}$ is the open voltage; $I_{\text{short}}$ is the short current; $V_{\text{ref}}$ calculated by the linear model equations is the reference voltage to PI controller; $i_o$ is the output current of the PV cell emulating system.
3.2. New model of Stand-alone mode using 3 Equations

The two model equations are connected at the maximum power point. So, when operating in the steady state, the maximum power point will continuously permute between 2 reference equations. Therefore, the output current of the PV cell emulating system can be strongly fluctuated and it leads to reduce the quality of the output power. We propose a new model with 3 equations including 4 parameters (Figure 6) to solve the disadvantage of the old model as the operating point will be moving on a linear equation and not fluctuating around the intersection of linear equations. The parameters of the new model are:

- The maximum power point $P_{\text{max}} (V_{\text{max}}, I_{\text{max}})$,
- The open circuit voltage $(V_{\text{oc}}, 0)$,
- The short circuit current $(0, I_{\text{sc}})$
- And a voltage width $V_h$ (which will determine the width of the center equation).

![Figure 6: 3 model equations of the PV Cell technical characteristic](image)

After resolving the system, we have the following equations:

$$V_{\text{ref}} = \frac{V_{\text{max}}^2}{P_{\text{max}}} i_o' + \frac{V_{\text{max}}^2}{P_{\text{max}}} i_{\text{max}} + V_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-1)

$$V_{\text{ref}} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} + V_h - V_{\text{oc}}}{V_{\text{max}}} i_o' + V_{\text{oc}} - \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{V_{\text{max}}} V_h + i_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-2)

$$V_{\text{ref}} = \frac{V_{\text{max}} - V_h}{V_{\text{max}}} (i_o' - i_{\text{sc}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-3)
In this paper, an example of 3 linear model equations is used in Figure 7 with the parameters in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameter of the 3 linear model equations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power point voltage $V_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>100 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power point current $I_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>1 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open voltage $V_{\text{oc}}$</td>
<td>171 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short current $I_{\text{short}}$</td>
<td>1.5 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Width $V_{\text{h}}$</td>
<td>7 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Power converter circuit

First of all, the small scale wind power generating system is connected to the battery and charges it. When the battery is completely charged, it disconnects from the small scale wind turbine and connects to the power converter which will convert the power suitable for the power conditioner.

Figure 7 presents the configuration of the power converter circuit in the stand alone mode. A bi-directional chopper circuit is used, as a boost chopper, for increasing the battery voltage to the operating voltage of the power conditioner. The current $I_o$ coming into the power conditioner and the voltage $V_o$ are measured for the control system.
The PV emulator control block determines the used model equation to calculate the voltage reference $V_{\text{ref}}$ by comparing the output voltage value with $V_{\text{max}}-V_h$ or $V_{\text{max}}+V_h$. Then, a PI controlled PWM compares the reference voltage with the output voltage $V_o$ for determining the duty factor. The power is then converted by the two switches and smoothed by the inductor $L_2$ and the capacitor $C_2$.

4. Simulation result

Figure 8 shows the circuit of the grid-tied PV system in the stand-alone mode, including three main parts are the PV cell emulating system, the DC/DC bi-direction converter and the grid-tied DC/AC inverter. The parameters of the different component are written in the table below.

![Figure 8: PSIM Circuit of Grid-Tied PV System](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage of battery</td>
<td>52 VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductor $L_1$, $L_2$</td>
<td>10 mH, 2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor $C_1$, $C_2$</td>
<td>13.2 μF, 15 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input capacitor $C_3$</td>
<td>400 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC bus capacitor $C_4$</td>
<td>300 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductor $L$, $L_3$</td>
<td>1 mH, 2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak grid voltage</td>
<td>155 VAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Inductor $L_{\text{filter}}$</td>
<td>150 mH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9: State Switches of 2 old Model equations

In the old topology, the two switches of the power converter circuit were permuting continuously in Figure 9 but we can see with the new model, the state of the switches are more stable as can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10: State Switches of 3 new Model equations

To validate this new model, we need to compare the value of the output characteristics of the PV cell emulating system in both configurations.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that the value of the current of the new model equation is more stable than the value of the old model equation. Through the calculation of the different gap, we find that there is a fluctuation of the output current of about $0.7\%I_{\text{max}}$ for the old model equation and only $0.15\%I_{\text{max}}$ for the new model equation. That’s mean the new model is about 4.5 times more steady than the old one.
Figure 13: Output characteristics for new model equations

Figure 13 presents the simulation result of the output voltage $V_{olpt}$ and the output current $I_{olpt}$ of the PV cell emulating system. The simulation results match with maximum power point characteristics (MPP voltage of 100V, MPP current of 1A) of the linear model equations. Hence, the PV cell emulating system can connect to the PCS.

Figure 14: Grid-tied results of the PCS

Simulation result of output current after the low pass filter of grid tie DC/AC inverter and grid voltage is shown in Figure 14. The PV cell emulating system can connect and supply the power to the utility grid by the grid tie PCS because the magnitude and frequency of the output current is sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltage.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, emulating more accurately the technical characteristics of an PV array in adding one more equation allow the whole system to not switch between the different reference equation which bring a more accurate behavior of the value of the output current and output voltage of the PV cell emulating system. The output current fluctuation of the PV cell emulating system using new model equations is about 4.5 times smaller than the old model equations and the state of the switches are more stable. Therefore, the quality of the output power is increased by using the new model equations.
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Abstract

The design of proper materials to create tissue replacements is a key topic of research. This paper investigates suitable photopolymerizable alginate hydrogels for bioprinting cartilage replacements. Alginate, chemically-modified with methacrylate groups containing different photoinitiator concentrations, was crosslinked using ultraviolet (UV) radiation (10 mW/cm2). Photo-rheology was used to assess the curing (crosslinking) reaction. The viscoelastic behaviour of the polymerized hydrogels is presented and its printability characteristics discussed. Results shown that alginate-methacrylate hydrogels exhibit a shear thinning behaviour making them good candidates for 3D bioprinting applications. Findings also show that gelation time depends on alginate concentration and photoinitiator type and concentration. It was also possible to observe that the reaction conditions are of paramount importance to control the extent of methacrylation and rheological properties, which are critical to design bioinks with appropriate properties for bioprinting applications.

Keywords: Alginate polymers, Hydrogels, Rheological characterization, Cartilage applications
1. Introduction

Bioprinting comprises a group of additive biofabrication technologies developed to precisely printing biocompatible materials, cells and biochemical factors in predefined spatial positions (Pereira & Bártolo, 2015). Photocrosslinkable hydrogels are attractive materials for bioprinting as they provide fast polymerization under cell-compatible conditions and exceptional spatiotemporal control over the crosslinking process. Hydrogels are polymeric materials widely investigated for several biomedical applications due to their potential use in a wide variety of applications such as, scaffolds for tissue engineering applications, drug delivery, contact lenses, corneal implants and wound dressing (Bashir et al., 2016)(Bertassoni et al., 2014)(Ren et al., 2015)(Catanzano et al., 2015)(Caló & Khutoryanskiy, 2014). Photocrosslinkable hydrogels can be synthesized according to specific requirements in terms of mechanical stability and degradation properties (Bonino et al., 2011). Additionally, hydrogels synthesized from natural materials are biodegradable and low toxic materials (Bonino et al., 2011).

Alginate is one of the most used natural hydrogel due to its relatively low cost, natural origin and easy handling. Alginate gels are currently being explored for cell encapsulation, drug delivery and cartilage replacements (Lee et al., 2012)(Bidarra et al., 2014). This paper reports on the synthesis of methacrylate-functionalized alginate hydrogels aimed to be used as bioinks for bioprinting of cartilage constructs. This hydrogel can be tailored to have different degree of reticulation and mechanical properties to replicate the different layers of cartilage (see Fig (1)). Moreover, these hydrogels must also present adequate printability characteristics, which strongly depends on the rheological properties, allowing the printing process to occur at low stress levels and providing a proper microenvironment to embedded cells. These characteristics strongly depend on the level of unsaturation of the functionalized hydrogels.

This paper investigates different alginate-methacrylate materials. Alginate was primarily reacted with methacrylic anhydride (MA) for different reaction times in order to assess the effect of reaction time on the degree of functionalization and rheological properties. Additionally, photo-rheological tests were performed to investigate the crosslinking properties of hydrogels containing different photoinitiator concentrations.
2. Methods And Materials

2.1 Synthesis of methacrylated alginate

Alginate was functionalized with methacrylate groups according to a published protocol (Lee et al., 2012). Low molecular weight sodium alginate 2% (w/v) (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was dissolved in Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and then mixed with methacrylate anhydride (MA) (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) at 15 mL MA/g of alginate under vigorous stirring. The pH of the solution was kept around 7.5-8.0 during the reaction time by adding of 5M NaOH. Different reaction times (8, 12 and 24 hours) were used to assess the effect of the reaction time. After the chemical modification, the polymeric solution was precipitated with cold ethanol, dried in an oven overnight at 50 °C and purified through dialysis membranes SnakeSkin™ Dialysis Tubing, 10K MWCO, 22 mm (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK) for 4 days. The solution was freeze at -80°C and the polymer recovered by lyophilization. Photo-polymerization tests were performed by heading different amounts of two photo-initiators (PI): Irgacur2959 a 2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone initiator (Sigma Aldrich, UK) and VA-086 a 2, 2′-Azobis [2-methyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl) propionamide azo initiator (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, USA). The photo-polymerization process of alginate-methacrylate with PI is a radicular polymerization process started by the absorption of UV light by the PI.

The Photo polymerization mechanism is briefly presented in Fig (2).

![Photo-polymerization process of alginate-methacrylate. Adapted from (Bonino et al., 2011).](image-url)
2.2 Characterization of chemical modification through $^1$H NMR

The chemical structure of functionalized alginate was assessed through Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy ($^1$HNMR), using the B400 Bruker Avance III 400 MHz. Polymeric materials were dissolved in Deuterium oxide (D2O), transferred to NMR tubes and the spectra acquired with 128 scans.

2.3 Rheological characterisation

The rheological analyses were carried out using the Bohlin Gemini (Malvern Instruments) system. Oscillation tests were considered. It is assumed that the material flows by applying a stress being the response measured. A controlled stress was applied and the resulting movement measured. Small strain oscillations have been used to measure viscoelastic properties without destroying the sample structure. The oscillatory test provides a mechanical spectrum for the material. The rotational speed depends on viscosity computed by means of stress and shear rate. Photo-rheology was performed using the OmniCure® S1000 curing system, irradiating in the range of 254-450 nm wavelength. The light intensity was 10 mW/ cm$^2$.

3. Result and discussion

3.1 Chemical modification through $^1$H NMR

The alginate functionalization with methacrylate anhydride was performed under standard conditions, allowing the introduction of photoreactive methacrylate groups into the polymer backbone, as confirmed by $^1$HNMR analysis (Fig 3). After alginate functionalization, results show the appearance of new characteristic peaks of methacrylate (MA) at 5.63 ppm and 6.09 ppm attributed to the methylene group in vinyl bond, and a peak at 1.82 ppm assigned to the methyl group (Fig. 3b), which are not present in the non-modified polymer (Fig. 3a). The results presented in (Fig 3) are related to hydrogels obtained considering 8,12 and 24 hours of reaction time between alginate and methacrylate.

![Figure. 3 Representative $^1$H NMR spectra of a) pure alginate and b) methacrylated alginate after 8, 12 and 24 hours of reaction.](image-url)
3.2 Prepolymerised alginate hydrogels characterisation

Stress versus shear rate analysis indicates that functionalized alginate exhibits a shear-thinning behaviour (Fig. 4). This behaviour characterized by a decrease in the viscosity as a function of increased shear rate, is crucial for bioprinting applications, since less extrusion force is required during the deposition or extrusion process. These results are particularly relevant as the nozzles used by most bioprinters are small in diameter to control macro-porosity.

It is also possible to observe that the reaction time has a significant impact on the viscosity of the hydrogels being investigated. Results show that polymers modified with the highest reaction time (24 hours for AlgMA) present lower viscosity at low shear rates, but the viscosity decrease with the shear rate is less pronounced. Since the polymers exhibit a shear-thinning behaviour, a power law model can be used to fit the experimental data.

According to this model, the rheological behaviour of the material is described by the following equation

\[ \tau = \eta \gamma^n \]  

(1)

where \( \tau \) is the shear stress (Pa), \( \gamma \) the shear rate (s-1), \( \eta \) the consistency index (Pa s) and \( n \) is the power law index (dimensionless).

Figure 4 Rheological behavior of 2% alginate prepared with different reaction times. a) Stress versus shear rate; b) Viscosity versus shear rate

According to this model, the rheological behaviour of the material is described by the following equation

Table I, presents the results of both the power law index and the effect of reaction time on the modification degree of alginate, showing a good approximation (R^2 around 0.98) between the power law and experimental, showing that all hydrogels present a shear-thinning behaviour. The increase of reaction time leads to an increase on the power law index, resulting in reduced printability properties. The alginate reaction time was varied between 8 and 24 hours, and the degree of modification was determined by dividing the relative integrations of methylene to carbohydrate protons (Smids et al., 2001). Results show that the degree of modification increases with increased reaction time, reaching a maximum value of 33 % at 24 hours.
Table I: shows the power law index and degree of modification of alginate methacrylated for three different reaction time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction time between alginate and methacrylate</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Degree of modification (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 h</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.9635</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 h</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Photopolymerized alginate hydrogels characterisation

The elastic or storage modulus ($G'$) and the viscous or loss modulus ($G''$) were measured at room temperature through a controlled frequency of 1Hz to provide quantitative information on viscoelastic properties of different polymeric samples. Photo-rheology was used to characterise the curing (photopolymerization) process of functionalised alginate polymers. In this case, alginate methacrylate (2%ALG-15 mL of MA) obtained through a 24-hour reaction time was mixed with different concentrations of two photoinitiators: 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% of VA-086; 0.05%, 0.075% and 0.1% of Irgacure 2959. The curing kinetics was assessed by monitoring the variation of $G'$ and $G''$ along time. Results are presented in Figures 5 and 6. During the polymerization process, the polymer becomes less viscous increasing the mechanical properties.

For all investigated polymeric formulations, it was possible to observe that increasing the curing time, increases $G'$, which becomes significantly higher than $G''$. The increase of the elastic behaviour seems also to be strongly dependent on the type of photoinitiator and its concentration. As observed, Irgacure 2959 is more efficient than VA-086. Therefore, relatively small concentrations of Irgacure 2959 are required for the curing reaction (the polymerization process requires less irradiation time), while polymeric solutions containing VA-086 require long irradiation times, high photoinitiator concentration or high light intensities.
Figure. 5 2% alginate methacrylated, 24 h was the functionalization time A) 0.5% VA-086 B) 1% VA-086 C) 1.5% VA-086

Figure. 6 2% alginate methacrylated, 24 h was the functionalization time A) 0.05% Irgacure 2959 B) 0.075% Irgacure 2959 C) 0.1% Irgacure 2959

From (Fig 5 and 6) it is also possible to observe that by increasing the photoinitiator concentration the gelation time, which corresponds to the time point where the $G'$ curve crosses the $G''$ curve, decreases. From Figure 6, the crosslinking density increases by increasing the photoinitiator concentration. In the case of alginate-methacrylate containing 0.075% of Irgacure 2959, $G'$ reaches a plateau which corresponds to a vitrification stage of the curing process, i.e., from a chemical point the polymerization process stopped. However, the same behaviour is not observed in (Fig 6c), which corresponds to the curing process of alginate-methacrylate containing 0.1% of photoinitiator. The possible explanation for this observation is that, for the layer thickness considered in this study (~100 μm), a critical concentration of initiator was already been achieved. This means that by increasing photo-initiator concentration above the critical values, the polymerisation occurs very fast at the polymer surface, reducing light penetration and, consequently, the overall polymerisation reduces.

### 4. Conclusion

Alginate hydrogels can be tailored for bioprinting applications by reacting them with methacrylate solutions. Results show that the reaction time plays a key role on the functionalization process. It was possible to observe that by increasing the reaction time, the polymeric solutions become less shear-thinning and consequently easy to process. In order to use alginate-methacrylate polymeric solutions for photo-curing based additive bioprinting applications, photoinitiators must be added. Two types of photo-initiators were considered (Irgacure 2959 and VA-086). Results show that the most suitable formulations are obtained with Irgacure 2959, which allows fast photo-polymerization with higher mechanical properties (viscoelastic characteristics) in comparison to VA-086. The results reported in this paper are particularly important to prepare future alginate-based bioinks for cell encapsulation, as long irradiation times or high light intensity values might cause cell dead.
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Abstract

The temperature distributions into a building depends on several factors. One of those is wall material. Simulation of transient heat conduction into a model house through the different kinds of wall materials is presented in this research. To investigate the effect of temperature distribution within the materials, two-dimension heat conduction equation in Cartesian coordinates system was utilized. This is under the assumption of homogeneous materials, no convection nor radiation effects. Finite element method (FEM) under Taylor Galerkin principle with iterative technique was created as a software using C language. The results demonstrate the temperature distributions passing through the wall of each material type and temperature distribution within the building. It seems that the temperature variety significantly, especially with the temperature near the wall. The heat can pass into the building built using yellow pine harder than those built using adobe brick, autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC), common brick and glass, respectively.

1. Introduction

Several buildings were constructed and designed according to necessity and usability. For example, brick house, Thai house, clay house, and igloo. In addition, the temperature inside the building is one of the things to pay attention. 

![Image of buildings](http://www.sansiri.com) ![Image of buildings](www.zoopla.co.uk)

![Image of buildings](https://www.pinterest.com) ![Image of buildings](http://www.bansuanporpeang.com)

Fig.1 Example of buildings

Home designers are interested in choosing the right building materials. In terms of materials used to make the roof, various mirrors and the colors used to paint buildings. In addition, home style is one of the things to consider. For example, Thai homes are elevated to protect against floods and animals as well as there are also many windows for easy air circulation. Brick houses are sturdy and weather resistant. The clay house is made of easily accessible materials and reduces the cost of moving raw materials as well as being cheap. On the other side, a number of researches are trying to study and devise ways to build a building for maximum benefit.

In 1998, P. Taksatian [1] studied roof slopes and three materials (Cpacmonier tiles, Asbestos tiles and Ceramic tiles) in order to conserve energy. After many years, P.Chitsakul and S.Siriteerakul [2] simulated heat transfer within three geometric shape buildings. Their simulation illustrated that octagon, the heat through is less than hexagon and rectangle respectively. Foreover, they [3] compared thermal distribution pass plain glass and filmed glass. In 2012, S. Siriteerakul et.al [4] simulated thermal distribution as well as did an actual physical experiment on three different types of roof tiles (smooth, CPAC Monier and double wave) to find out how they affected heat transfer into the model houses. In later years, S. Siriteerakul and S. Thenissara [5] studied the effect of arrangement of wall to heat transfer with building. They found that the more glass divided by heat, the more difficult to pass. A few years ago, S.
Siriteerakul et al. [6, 7] simulated heat transfer in model houses with the different roof angle and roof geometries by using finite difference method and finite element software (Easy FEM) which created by P. Dechaumpai and S. Phongthanapanich [8]. Moreover, they presented steady-state temperature distributions of three model triangular tent, each with windows of different position. Recently, Nongrat et al. [9] investigated transient heat conduction in kitchenware materials.

In this study, we divided the calculation into two parts. First, transient heat conduction through the different kinds of wall materials were investigated by using the finite element method in two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system. Second, we gave examples of the temperature distribution at steady state in each model house at selected period by using finite different method. The assumptions made were that each material was homogeneous and smooth surface. The building was of closed space. Convection and radiation were not considered.

2. Governing Equation

In this paper, the transient heat transfer in five materials of wall were illustrated and example of the distribution of temperature in the model houses with different wall materials. They were solved by using a heat equation under the assumptions of no convection and nor radiation.

The governing equation of heat conduction in two-dimensional rectangular coordinate system can be expressed as:

$$\frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial T}{\partial t}$$

where $T$ is the temperature and $c^2$ is the thermal diffusivity. At steady state, the equation becomes Laplace equation.

3. Methodology

To determine the solution, numerical methods which consists of finite difference method, finite element method and iterative technique were used as follows

3.1 Finite difference method

Finite difference method (FDM) is one of an introductory method to solve engineering problems which are in term of differential equations. Domains of the problems should be simple. In 1980, this method has been used by Runge [10]. After that this method was famous and popular in research groups around the world. Many researchers take this method to solve the problem of thermal conductivity [11]. Moreover, some researchers applied this method with elastics and fluid dynamics problems [12-14].
For solving any problem, domain was separated by uniform grid point which shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, solution of the problem with complicated domains is not as precise as it should be. Most problems are in term of differential equations so FDM was used approximate their derivatives at any point of domain. There are three schemes to approximate the derivatives as forward difference, backward difference and central difference schemes. For this problem, the numerical solution based on central difference or Crank-Nicolson scheme.

![Generating grid points](image)

From Governing equation, the heat equation was estimated the derivatives by using Taylor series expansion as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} = \frac{T_{i+1,j} - 2T_{i,j} + T_{i-1,j}}{h^2} \quad \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} = \frac{T_{i,j+1} - 2T_{i,j} + T_{i,j-1}}{k^2}
\]

After that, we substituted and rearranged the equation and given \( h=k \). It becomes

\[
T_{i+1,j} + T_{i+1,j} - 4T_{i,j} + T_{i,j-1} + T_{i,j-1} = 0
\]

Then, the equations for each unknown point were obtained. Then, they were written in a linear system. This system of equation (Ax=b) was solved numerical technique such as direct technique (Gauss Elimination, LU Factorization, or Cholesky decomposition LDL\(^T\)) and iterative technique (Jacobi iterative method, Gauss-Seidel iterative technique, or Successive Over-Relaxation).
3.2 Finite element method

Finite element method is one of the method developed from finite different method for solving boundary value problems. It can be obtained the accuracy solutions while the domains are complex shapes. In 1965, Zienkiewicz and Cheung [15] has been used first. Then, many researchers applied and developed this method to various problems, for example, beam, truss, and heat transfer. In addition, the finite element method can be solved the complex problems such as vibration problem and continuum fluid dynamics [16,17]. Our group and other groups attempted create software program to solve the problems. Some group created software by Fortran, some group created by visual basic. Our group created software by visual C program which used the scheme of finite element method under Galerkin principle and iterative technique.

In this paper, the structured meshes were consider. Therefore, each element was considered in linear rectangular mesh and transform to major axis as shown in Fig 2.

![Fig. 3 linear rectangular mesh](image)

Their linear shape functions and their derivative are following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape functions</th>
<th>Derivative of $\xi$</th>
<th>derivative of $\eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_1(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1-\xi)(1-\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} N_1(\xi, \eta) = -\frac{1}{4}(1-\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \eta} N_1(\xi, \eta) = -\frac{1}{4}(1-\xi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_2(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1+\xi)(1-\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} N_2(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1-\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \eta} N_2(\xi, \eta) = -\frac{1}{4}(1+\xi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_3(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1+\xi)(1+\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} N_3(\xi, \eta) = -\frac{1}{4}(1+\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \eta} N_3(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1+\xi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_4(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1-\xi)(1+\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} N4(\xi, \eta) = -\frac{1}{4}(1+\eta)$</td>
<td>$\frac{\partial}{\partial \eta} N_4(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{4}(1-\xi)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Iterative technique

The system of linear equation \((Ax=b)\) can be solved by direct technique or iterative technique. Although, some problems can be solved by direct technique which it comfortable and it would deliver an exact solution, several problems which in the algebraic equations should be determined by iterative technique.

The iterative technique is a mathematical procedure that generates a sequence of improving approximate solutions for a class of problems, in which the n-th approximation is derived from the previous ones. This technique need to uses an initial guess to generate successive approximations to a solution. Then, good initial solution effect to good final solution. The iterative technique consists of several methods as follows:

**Jacobi method** is a basic method of solving a matrix equation that has no zeros along its main diagonal. Each diagonal element is solved for, and an approximate value plugged in. The process is then iterated until it converges.

For each \(k \geq 1\), generate the components, \(x_i^{(k)}\) of \(x^{(k)}\) from \(x^{(k-1)}\) by

\[
x_i^{(k)} = \frac{1}{a_{ii}} \left( \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} (-a_{ij} x_j^{(k-1)}) + b_i \right)
\]

where \(i = 1,2, \ldots, n\)

The definition of the Jacobi method can be expressed with matrices as

\[
x = D^{-1} (L + U)x + D^{-1} b
\]

where the matrices \(D\), \(-L\), and \(-U\) represent the diagonal, strictly lower triangular, and strictly upper triangular parts of \(A\), respectively.

**Gauss-Seidel method** is a developing method of Jacobi method but it uses previously computed results as soon as they are available.

For each \(k \geq 1\), generate the components, \(x_i^{(k)}\) of \(x^{(k)}\) from \(x^{(k-1)}\) by

\[
x_i^{(k)} = \frac{1}{a_{ii}} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} (a_{ij} x_j^{(k)}) + \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} (a_{ij} x_j^{(k-1)}) + b_i \right)
\]

where \(i = 1,2, \ldots, n\)

In terms of matrices, the definition of the Gauss-Seidel method can be expressed as

\[
x^{(k)} = (D - L)^{-1} U x^{(k-1)} + (D - L)^{-1} b
\]
This paper used Gauss-Seidel to computed the temperature at each time.

4. Problem Specification

In this paper, the problem was separated in 2 problems as shown in Fig. 2. First, the transient heat conduction along each material were computed. Next, the output of first problem became input of second problem as display in Fig. 4. Second problem, the example of steady state temperature distribution within the model houses with materials. We chose 5 popular materials to shown in this case. Autoclaved aerated concrete(AAC), common brick, adobe brick, yellow pine, and glass were chosen. Materials parameter which obtained by Wikipedia are shown in Table 2:

![Diagram showing heat pass from outside to inside of house](image)

Table 2 Materials parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters/Materials</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>Common brick</th>
<th>Adobe brick</th>
<th>Yellow pine</th>
<th>Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pictures</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross section size (cm.)</td>
<td>20 x 12.5</td>
<td>6.2 x 3</td>
<td>8 x 4</td>
<td>10.16 x 5.08</td>
<td>4 x 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal diffusivity (m²/s)</td>
<td>$2.48 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$5.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid number</td>
<td>10 x 10</td>
<td>5 x 5</td>
<td>10 x 10</td>
<td>10 x 10</td>
<td>5 x 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, initial temperature of first problem obtained by Meteorological Department since January 2009 to December 2014. Outer wall is the average temperature which is 33.97778. Texture in the wall is a minimum temperature which is 25.25417. Grid points of each material are showed in table 3:

For the governing equation, it was discretized to algebraic equation by using finite element method under Taylor Galerkin principle and Crank-Nicolson scheme as follow:
\[
\left( [A] + \frac{1}{2} \Delta t^{n+1} C^2 [B] \right) (T_j)^{n+1} = \left( [A] - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t^{n+1} C^2 [B] \right) (T_j)^n
\]  

(8)

where each element \( A_{ij}^e, B_{ij}^e \) can write in term of \( \xi, \eta \) as following equations

\[
A_{ij}^e = \int_{\Omega} N_i N_j \left| J \right| d\xi d\eta  
\]  

(9)

\[
B_{ij}^e = \int_{A} \left[ \frac{\partial N_j}{\partial x} \frac{\partial N_j}{\partial y} \right] \left[ \frac{\partial N_i}{\partial x} \frac{\partial N_i}{\partial y} \right] \left| J \right| d\xi d\eta  
\]  

(10)

Table 3 Grid points of each material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Grid points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="ACC Grid" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common brick</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Common brick Grid" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe brick</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Adobe brick Grid" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow pine</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Yellow pine Grid" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Glass Grid" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Results

The results demonstrate that each material that effects the temperature distribution passed into the building. The heat can be through into the building of yellow pine less than adobe brick, autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC), common brick and glass, respectively. It can be shown as in Fig.5.

From the results, heat from outside can be through into the building of yellow pine less than adobe brick, autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC), common brick and glass, respectively.

The glass can heat pass rapidly. It used less time to the outside and inside temperatures equal. Autoclaved aerated concrete and common brick gave the similar result. The heat entering the building of these two materials is about 2 times slower than the glass. Adobe brick is a good choice because it can reach temperatures about 2 times slower than conventional bricks. For the case of yellow pine, it is the building block material that brings the least heat. Moreover, when we considered that round at 90000, average temperature within materials and temperature at the outlet are shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>Common brick</th>
<th>Adobe brick</th>
<th>Yellow pine</th>
<th>Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average temperature</td>
<td>31.56253</td>
<td>31.63738</td>
<td>30.04627</td>
<td>26.75563</td>
<td>33.64208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature at the outlet</td>
<td>31.15452</td>
<td>31.14589</td>
<td>28.52591</td>
<td>25.56644</td>
<td>33.63167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temperature distributions of each material at this time were illustrated in Fig.6
After the passing temperatures were known, they became input temperature of the model houses in the second problem.

This following is the example of model houses with different wall materials. All model was similar shape. The outside temperatures were the outlet temperature of each material which received from first problem. Domain and grid point of the model house as shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 The temperature distribution within these model houses

The different of materials effect to the temperature distribution passed into the building and the temperature inside the residence significantly, especially with the temperature near the wall.

6. Conclusion

Type of materials effect to the temperature distribution passed into the building and the temperature inside the residence significantly, especially with the temperature near the wall. The heat can be through into the building of yellow pine less than adobe brick, autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC), common brick and glass, respectively.

Therefore, yellow pine is the best material for the person who need the building less heat pass. However, bringing wood to build houses is destroying the forest which is the reason for global warming. Another good way, cray house (house made from adobe brick) is a good choice for saving energy. Moreover, adobe brick is a cheap material and it is an inherently natural material with no boundaries. By the way,

The material selection depends on consumer necessity and usability.
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Abstract

Identify text location in images is one of the fundamental tasks in image understanding. There are so many applications to this task such as traffic direction sign understanding for autonomous vehicle or people with limited vision. This paper combined two of the state of the art methods for text localization, Stroke Width Transform (SWT) and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) by searching for connected neighboring pixels in image and color space.

1. Introduction

Although an image can be worth a thousand words, sometime, a single sentence in an image can be crucial information that we want to identify. For example, it would be easy for us to travel to places, if we have a system which identifies and reads the sign for location or direction. In order to understand text in image, first we have to identify its location (Karatzas et al, 2013). This paper proposes a method to correctly identify text location based on combination of the two state of the art methods, Stroke Width Transform (SWT) and Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER).

2. Relevant Theories and Methods

Text localization is one of the popular field of research. There are two major approaches to this problem: region based approach and component based approach. The region based methods typically apply sliding windows to an image and try to identify if that window contains text information or not. The accuracy of this approach lies on the quality of the classification features extracted from the image (although it can be helped by Deep Learning). However, this approach can be slow since the size and the number of sliding windows in an image can be large.

On the other hand, the component based methods rely on identify components which are likely to be a part of text. This approach can group pixels together based on chromatic information as in Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) based method (Forssen and Lowe, 2007) or characterize each pixel as belonging to a certain stroke width and group pixels with similar stroke width together as in Stroke Width Transform (SWT) based method (Epshtein et al, 2010). After identifying the components, these methods group them together according to text-like properties. Methods using this approach can be faster than those using region-based approach. However, the component detection can be effected severely by noise and local light.

3. Text Localization Framework

This paper couples two component-based methods to create an accurate text-detection framework. First, Maximally Stable Extremal Regions – MSER is a way to form a component based on similar chromatic information. Then, these components are group together if they become more likely to be a character. Matas et al. (2002) and Forssen and Lowe (2010) utilized this approach with good results. This approach has also adopted by Neumann and Matas (2015) with addition information such as baseline information to improve detection accuracy. We utilize MSER-based components finding with relaxing parameter to find candidate component with good recall.

Then, Stroke Width Transform – SWT (Epshtein et al, 2010) is performed to examine the stroke width of the candidate regions. The SWT is done by first detecting edges using Canny method (Canny, 1986). Then, stroke width is done by measuring distance between edge to edge in gradient direction. If the component is a text region,
there must be enough pixel with similar stroke width. Our proposed framework can be summarized as in fig. 1.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

This section describes experimental setup such as dataset and results with discussion.

4.1 Dataset

Images used for testing our proposed was taken from a competition, Text Location Detection Contest (BEST 2015), in Thailand from Benchmark for Enhancing the Standard for Thai language processing (BEST) organized by National Electronics and Computer Technology (NECTEC), Thailand. There are 29 images in the final round of the competition (see fig.2 for image examples). The images are taken from uncontrolled natural scene. They vary in light, text size, color, font, and direction. The scenes also contain components which are similar to character which make the detection very challenging.

Fig.2: Example image from the testing dataset
4.2 Experimental Result

Results from testing our approach on 29 images are shown in table 1. The average of precision recall and F-score are 0.385, 0.655, and 0.436 accordingly. Our F-score is the second best in the BEST 2015 competition. The best F-score achieve by the winner was 0.713 which taken Deep Learning approach which require much higher computational power.

From table 1, our approach failed to detect text location in image 5 and 20 which resulted non-horizontal orientation of image 5 (Fig.3 left) where our system has not been prepared for. On the other hand, in image 20 (Fig.3 right), our system produced some error which result in fail to detect. Even though our system can detect the text fairly well.

In the other images, there are some of which that can be hard to identify which components are text. For example, images in Fig.4 contain components with similar stroke width within the component but are not text regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Avg** 0.38 0.65 0.43

Table 1: Experimental result
Fig. 3: Images with fail detection result

Fig. 4: Images with bad detection result

Images with good detection results are displayed in Fig. 5. The left image shows that our approach can detect text written on a transparent surface such as glass. The right images demonstrated that text can be detected even in a low contrast environment.

5. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates performance of a detection framework which combines MSER and SWT approach. The system can sufficiently localize text in images even in a transparent surface or a low contrast environment. However, the system can confuse region with similar stroke width with text region.
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Abstract

Information Technology (IT) has been recognised as a key business enabler. Throughout the last decade, IT alongside other technology and engineering solutions have transformed organisations and communities to make use of technology to revolutionise practices and services achieving significant productivity gains. This study examines the shift in generations of information technology platforms, solutions, and applications to identify the possible impact on both the nature of solutions and strategies for solution deployment. The preliminary results suggest that there are potentially significant shifts in platforms, infrastructure, solutions, the use of solutions, and deployment strategies.
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1. Introduction

Since the establishment of the philosophy, practices, and standards of managing and deploying Information Technology solutions and Information Technology Governance (in the 1990s), the IT industry has undergone significant changes. Most of the changes experienced in the sector originate from rapid advancement of networking technologies, including mobile networks. The advancements have resulted in a significant shift in computing platforms, the use of IT in businesses and the social and economical of the impact of IT and engineering solutions. The shift in generations of technology platforms and solutions have also transformed how solutions are deployed and managed (Asgarkhani 2005, Asgarkhani 2013).

One of the most significant developments in the recent times has been advancements in technologies that support the practice of Cloud Computing. The advancements have resulted in increased uptake of Cloud Services resulting in a major paradigm shift in the management of applications and infrastructure of IT (Chinyao, Yahsueh & Mingchang 2011; Venkata, Reddy & Chandra 2012).

Moreover, rapid network technology advancements have made it possible to manage complex systems remotely via complex network solutions. For instance, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are deployed to manage critical systems (such as the electricity grid) remotely through complex networks (Asgarkhani & Sitnikova 2014; Nicholson, Webber, Dyer, Patel & Janicke 2012).

This paper examines the most significant changes in technology platforms and the impact on technology solutions and the management and deployment of technology solutions. The paper presents the work-in-progress results of the study. The study is based on an exploratory, descriptive approach. It is a qualitative study based on analysis of the literature on generations of technology platforms and solutions.

2. An Overview of Cloud Services

In 1969, Leonard Kleinrock, one of the chief scientists of the original Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), said: “As of now, computer networks are still in their infancy, but as they grow up and become sophisticated, we will probably see the spread of computer utilities’ which, like present electric and telephone utilities, will service individual homes and offices across the country”. This vision of the computing utility based on the service provisioning model anticipates the massive transformation of the entire computing industry in the 21st century whereby computing services will be readily available on demand, like other utility services available in today’s society (Bhagyashree & Vaishali 2012; Buyya, Yeo & Venugopal 2008).

The term Cloud originated from a telecommunications term in the 1990s when service providers began using virtual private network (VPN) services for data communication (Buyya, Yeo & Venugopal 2008). VPNS maintained the same bandwidth as fixed networks with considerably less cost: these networks supported dynamic routing, which allowed for a balanced utilisation of the network and an increase in bandwidth efficiency, and led to the coining of the term telecom cloud.
Cloud computing’s premise is very similar in that it provides a virtual computing environment that’s dynamically allocated to meet user needs. Cloud computing is defined as “A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction”. The term Cloud Computing is a general term for IT solutions and services that involve delivering hosted services over the Internet (Jaimin, N. & Shah, UA. 2012; Kaufman 2009). Cloud computing encompasses a range of services that can be hosted in a variety of approaches.

Typical services offered via Cloud are (Jaimin, N. & Shah, U. a. N. 2012; Mandala, Bhaskar & Marepalli 2012):

- **Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)** - Delivers computer infrastructure as a utility service, typically in a virtualized environment. Also, provides enormous potential for extensibility and scale.
- **Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)** - Delivers a platform or solution stack on a cloud infrastructure. It also sits on a top of the IaaS architecture and integrates with development and middleware capabilities as well as database, messaging and queuing functions.
- **Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)** - Delivers the application over the Internet or Intranet via a cloud Infrastructure. It is built on underlying IaaS and PaaS Layer.

Cloud platforms such as Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service and Software as a Service are dynamically built through virtualisation with provisioned hardware, software, networks, and datasets. Cloud Computing is comprised of virtual services being delivered through a virtualized environment. Cloud customers can access their data anywhere in the world on demand. For that reason, the Cloud is seen as a single point of access to the computing needs of its customers delivering a robust and readily available infrastructure (Jaimin and Shah 2012). Alongside providing effective solutions, Cloud Computing also introduces challenges and concerns. Some of these challenges impact on specific domains of ITG (for instance in the area of risk management). Cloud service delivery by companies offering Cloud solutions requires new standards and regulatory requirements (Ramgovind, Eloff & Smith 2015; Wen & Hsu 2012). New Zealand Institute of IT Professional (IITP) developed and put in place a set of regulatory requirements knows as Cloud Code of Practice (**https://cloudcode.nz/**).

Adopting cloud solutions in organisations require governance models to ensure a secure cloud computing environment and to comply with all relevant organisational information technology policies. Some governance models have been developed to facilitate the adoption of cloud solutions. Governance of cloud solutions will need to be acknowledged and may impact on upon current ITG standards (Stieningera, Nedbala, Wetzlinger, Wagnera & Erskineb 2014; Luftman & Derksen 2012, Mandala, Bhaskar & Marepalli 2012).
3. SCADA Systems

Recent technological advancements have evolved the Internet into a complex global network that has resulted in both higher risks and new opportunities for network-based management of critical systems and infrastructures (Wen, Hsi & Hsu, Lydia 2012). Deployment of complex solutions implemented on global networks may benefit from review and changes in ITG standards and frameworks.

Critical systems such as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems were originally designed to operate stand-alone. The advancements in networking technologies have made it possible to connect SCADA systems to networks via the Internet for more efficient communication of signals and information (Asgarkhani & Sitnikova 2014; Chinyao, Yahsueh & Mingchang 2011; Nicholson, Webber, Dyer, Patel & Janicke 2012).

SCADA systems are used to automate complex processes where human interference to collect data in assessing the overall performance of systems is not possible. Alternatively, SCADA systems can be deployed to increase efficiencies significantly via automation of data gathering and transmission processes. Cases of SCADA in managing electricity generation and distribution or in managing water resources are examples of SCADA as strategic technology system with benefits that reach beyond an organisation or one community (Dickman 2011; NSW Government 2015; Vale, Morais & Faria 2010; WaterWorld 2011).

Traditionally, SCADA was seen as being a technical engineering tool to automate complex processes. However, soon it was realised that what SCADA systems achieve benefit not only engineers but also decision makers within organisations. In recent times, SCADA has moved from being an engineering solution to become as a key corporate system for management decision making (Asgarkhani & Sitnikova 2014; Chinyao, Yahsueh & Mingchang 2011; Luftman & Derksen 2012).

SCADA solutions are complex strategic solutions. They represent all characteristics of a typical IT solutions. However, they introduce significant differences from common IT solutions. More specifically, SCADA solutions deal with highly critical data (measurements by sensors) that play a vital role in automated decision making. SCADA is not only connected to the internal networks within the organisation but also to the Internet. Therefore, security management (governance) of SCADA should involve:

a) the risk management domain of a typical standard ITG framework
b) the specialist network security management frameworks


- ISO27001 – This standard looks at the requirements for establishing, implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and improving documented Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) within an organisation.
PCIDSS - The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCIDSS) is an internally adopted standard defined by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council. It was created to help an organisation that process credit card transactions to prevent credit card fraud by implementing strict data controls.


ANSI/ISA-99.02.01-2009 - In 2008 NIST released a comprehensive guidance on securing SCADA systems in the special paper 800-82, Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security. This document addresses issues ranging from an outline of SCADA systems, security program development and technical controls and network architecture.

Generic SCADA Risk Management Framework for Australian Critical Infrastructure (ITSEAG).

Critical Infrastructure Resilience Strategy (TISN).

c)  

4. Internet of Things: An Overview

Alongside major developments resulting in the new generation of technologies and solutions known as Cloud Services and Remote Sensor and Data Acquisition systems, we have been witnessing another development that has resulted from advancements in networking technologies. Internet of Things (IoT) is known as the interconnection of objects in day-to-day life equipped with sufficient intelligence to give objects the ability of presence anytime and anywhere (referred to as ubiquity). Consequently, IoT will enable the Internet to provide an environment where every object can interact (via embedded systems and a highly distributed network of devices) and communicate with human and other devices.

Rapid developments in underlying technologies, IoT is opening tremendous opportunities for applications that can potentially improve the quality of lives and a more effective management critical resources.

It should be noted that overall the literature does not indicate a universally agreed definition for IoT. In simple terms and to sum up, what was outlined above, IoT is the upcoming generation of the Internet where objects with sensors are connected to the Internet so they can gather, send and get data, facilitate smarter solutions. For instance, wearables are connected and enable us to send and receive data; vehicles get connected, home appliances, industrial assets, street lights, etc. (Source: i-Scoop). Figure 1 outlines the basic aspects of IoT.
5. Potential Implications of the New Generations of Technology Solutions

Previous sections outlined a broad overview of potential new generations of technology solutions. The emergence of cloud, Remote Sensory Solutions, and IoT have transformed the landscape of technology solutions.

The use of new generation of solutions heavily reliant on networking technology have implications on both solutions and the practices of solution deployment strategies. Preliminary results of the study identify some of the implications to be as follows.

- Increased volume of data stored and made available – The new technologies and related solutions make it possible for communities greater access to data than ever before. Similarly, companies can start taking advantage of increased availability of data to gain data-based insights to develop more effective methods of developing solutions and connecting with clients. At the same time, organisations face increased complexities and challenges of managing risks to security and privacy of information.
- Flexible hours of working or remote working – Increased use of networked solutions creates an opportunity for some organisations to rethink the concept of office and workspace. The concept of a physical space and a desk may no longer be the only method of conducting work. Employees can potentially work and be in communication from any location any time.
- Increased accessibility and timely access to information - the speed of access to information – Timely access to information through interconnected networks of devices will speed up the decision-making process.
- Increased efficiency and productivity – In addition to the speed of access to information, the new generation of solutions should make it possible to increase the number of tasks performed in a certain unit of time. The latest Cloud and IoT
developments are likely to make it possible to accomplish tasks faster and with greater precision making use of more effective data analysis and data management solutions.

- Changed client expectations and needs – Increased access to more data is likely to change customer expectations. They are likely to expect more advanced solutions and faster (and easier) access to data.
- Changed skills and competency needs – Accessing, analysing and making sense of data in organisations to facilitate better decision making requires skills beyond traditional IT skills. Employees need skills in IoT and Cloud technologies and skilled workers in integrating IoT devices into current procedures and data analysis.

6. Conclusion

Computing platforms have undergone major developments throughout the last two decades. Technology platforms have evolved from centralised computing and storage to large data centres, commodity hardware and portable devices.

Alongside changes in platforms, advances in networking technologies have made it possible for new generations of computing and IT Solutions (such as Cloud Services, IoT, and other remote sensors and control technologies) transforming how technology is deployed and used in organisations.

The preliminary findings of the study indicated that the change in computing platforms is likely to impact on various aspects of day to day use of IT in communities and organisations. Some of the implications included:

- Increased availability of large volumes of data
- Flexible hours of working or remote working
- Increased accessibility and timely access to information
- Increased efficiency and productivity
- Changed client expectations and needs
- Changed skills and competency needs
- The need for new management of data including risk and security management
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Abstract
Since the advent of greenhouse technology there has been a rapid increase in basic production and being independent of specific seasons compared to the open areas. Protected cultivation in greenhouses, it’s highly consistent atmosphere and desirable environmental conditions has encouraged most farmers to invest in making greenhouses. Greenhouses form an important part of the agriculture and horticulture sectors in our country as they can be used to grow plants under controlled climatic conditions for optimum produce. Current method for greenhouse climate control and monitoring is the traditional way of farming. As the farmer have to visit greenhouse continuously which is time consuming and require lots of effort. However in recent years, greenhouse technology in agriculture is to automation, information technology direction with the IoT (internet of things) with rapid development and wide application. It is now possible for Afghan farmers to equip their greenhouse with wireless sensor network due to their low-cost, simplicity and mobility. The project discussed in this paper focus on a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server, Blynk framework web and mobile apps as client. The project aims at solving traditional greenhouse monitoring problems faced by Afghan farmers.
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1. Introduction

Greenhouse is a limited agriculture area covered by plastic or transparent materials to grow late off season crops such fruits and vegetables. A Greenhouse monitoring system controls the temperature, humidity, light, CO2 and other environmental changes inside a greenhouse. Tomato and cucumber are the main products which are highly consumed in the markets. [1] IoT can be used for various applications in agriculture, such as smart agriculture and smart animal farming. Smart agriculture focuses on soil and environmental condition monitoring for maximizing the yield and ensuring the product quality. [2]

The rapid development of greenhouse in all provinces of Afghanistan in recent years led to increased employment opportunity for many farmers in rural area. Greenhouse main crops are Tomato, chili and cucumber, which are largely grown in the greenhouses. Current method of monitoring is the traditional method of farming. Farmers are required to visit the greenhouse to check the humidity level, temperature level and soil moisture. Afghan farmers do not possess any technology to control and monitor greenhouse. However, due to increasing number of greenhouses, this type of continuous monitoring is apparently time consuming, labor-intensive and needs a lot of work and effort which is difficult a job on a daily bases. When the farmers are in remote area less or no information are available about crops nutrition. In addition winter is critical for agriculture in Afghanistan. Most of the farmers in Afghanistan make little or no income during the winter months. Furthermore, the high start-up costs for cold storage to boost farmer income is not feasible for the average small and medium-scale farmer. In Herat province, the approximately 1.5 million inhabitants must consume imported fresh fruit and vegetables from Iran or Pakistan at high prices during winter. [3] Due to environmental factors and lack of the technology to grow late-season or off-season fruits and vegetables, greenhouse productivity drops to zero in winter season. Above mentioned factors are causes that agriculture is difficult to be stable throughout the year with large demand of the country.

This study present a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server, DHT11 sensor for getting real-time temperature and humidity and grove sensor for Soil Moisture changes. The system sends data to two different clients a web server and a Mobile App that uses Blynk framework to request for the latest data using an HTTP request to the Yún server.

2. Research Purpose

Majority of Afghans rely on agriculture for their livelihoods and their family’s sustenance. However Agriculture sector is highly dependent on manual and labor work, less effective, time-consuming and expensive. In addition Agriculture plays a critical role to the economies in Afghanistan. Our country is a large agricultural nation, the stand or fall of agricultural development is key factors which are effect on our country’s economic development and social harmony, greenhouse, taken as the important content of facilities agriculture, where agricultural needs to move toward modernization. ICT has been defined as a tool which contributes agricultural development, poverty
alleviation, and speed-up agriculture, adds value to people live and income, Therefore this research aims to:

- To Design a Greenhouse Environment Monitoring system using IOT Technology
- To improve crop quality and reduce farmers workload.
- To introduce tools for creating the first statistical data of greenhouse production in Afghanistan

Research Questions:

1. What kind of infrastructure are affordable for Greenhouse Monitoring, what is their knowledge on the ICTs facilities?
2. What are the available ICT solution and what are barriers with the existing system?
3. How to develop a need-base system to improve productivity and quality of crops for greenhouse in Afghanistan?
4. Finding out how a combination of Arduino Yun, Blynk framework and web, mobile application could affect greenhouse productivity and reduce farmers workload?

3. Methodology

In order to verify research hypotheses quantitative approach was applied to gain a deep insight and understanding of the government and agriculture experts views on greenhouse automation in Afghanistan. The approach also helped us to be more specific and concise in our research objectives.

4. Survey

An online survey was conducted using Google Forms and the link was shared through email with government officials and agriculture experts on social media platforms such as Facebook for the public to respond. This method was selected because the responses are automatically saved in a spreadsheet making analysis of results easier. From the survey results 75% agreed that using greenhouse monitoring system will increase productivity.Fig. (1) And 80% are interested to use the system in the future. Fig. (2)
Figure 1. Opinions of agriculture experts on effect of automatic monitoring on productivity

Figure 2. Number of people agreed to replace current manual monitoring with the proposed system

5. Related Work

Sustainable improvements in farmers’ incomes are linked to sustained production. However, with the improvement of smart greenhouses, IoT based wireless greenhouse monitoring system are developed and tested in many countries [8]. Smart greenhouses using IoT have been rapidly developed and widely applied in various industries particularly in environmental monitoring and agriculture. IoT deployment in agriculture is a proven solution to many challenges and increase in quality, quantity, and cost-effectiveness of agricultural production. [4]

Zhaing Qain (2007) developed and tested a greenhouse monitoring and control system using wireless solution based on ZigBee technology [5]. Izzatdin Abdul (2009) developed a temperature remote monitoring and alerting system which utilizes wireless sensor for temperature level detection, as well as GSM and SMS technologies for sending alert notification message to farmers.[6] The use of sensors in a greenhouse as a Wireless Sensor Networks System, is an efficient method of technology used in agricultural development by sending data to the cloud and controlling values such as temperature, humidity, soil moisture levels, etc.[9] Therefore rural competitiveness in Afghanistan requires a significant improvement by involving ICT in greenhouses to stabilize the productivity throughout the year. Agriculture has always been a high-risk, labor-intensive, low-reward industry in Afghanistan. However IoT based wireless greenhouse monitoring system is a concrete answer to the challenges due to its liability, simplicity, and low cost in both installation and maintenance. [5]
6. **Solution Overview**

The developed system in this study is a wireless greenhouse monitoring system using Arduino Yún as server which has built in Wi-Fi, web application and Mobile app as clients. The Arduino Yún server is wired to temperature and humidity sensor (DHT11) and soil moisture sensor (ER-SPM32100S). The Yún server receives and stores sensors data and sends it to the clients upon request. The mobile app uses Blynk framework to receive Temperature, humidity and soil moisture levels from the Yún server. When the condition is abnormal, the application alerts and informs farmer of the greenhouse condition. The web application can be accessed by any website browser of any local PC in the same LAN using YUN server IP. Wi-Fi is chosen to improve system security (by using secure Wi-Fi connection), and to increase system.

How the proposed system working is shown on Fig (3).

![Figure 3 : How the proposed system works](image-url)
7. Hardware Design

The system architecture consists of two major parts: software and hardware design. Hardware configuration involves arranging microprocessor, microcontroller, Sensors and the software portion encloses programming that is written and uploaded in each of the microcontrollers and microprocessor. Fig (4) shows the hardware and software overall interaction. The specifications and information regarding various components used in this system are descriptively explained below.

A. Microcontroller Unit - Arduino Yun

Arduino Yun: is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega32u4 and the Atheros AR9331[8]. The Atheros processor supports a Linux distribution based on OpenWrt named Linino OS. The board has built-in Ethernet and WiFi support, a USB-A port, micro-SD card slot, 20 digital input/output pins (7 of them can be used as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) outputs and 12 as analog inputs), a 16MHz crystal oscillator, a micro USB connection, an ICSP header, and 3 reset buttons. In this project, a 4GB SD card is used to store the sensor’s data and exchange with the client upon request. Arduino Yun can be used as a server. This means that once the Yun is configured to connect via WiFi, a client web page will be uploaded smoothly on the SD card (plenty of space) and user can access it from any browser in the same LAN. In the connection part, all the regular Arduino pins can be controlled from a web page using Javascript. Arduino Yun can be used via USB like a regular Arduino board, even though in this project it is used via WiFi.[8]

The power supply is 5VDC which is connected to a portable battery as shown in the system architecture in Figure 4.
Sensor Unit

1. DHT11: is a digital temperature and humidity sensor. It is a composite sensor which contains a calibrated digital signal output of the temperature and humidity. DHT11 is cheap, has a long-term stability, relative humidity and temperature measurement, excellent quality, fast response, strong anti-interference ability, long distance signal transmission, digital signal output, and precise calibration. DHT11 has four pins VCC connected to (5V power) of Yún Board. Data output is connected to digital pin7 on Arduino Yún, the third pin can be left as Not connected it is not used and Ground (GND) is connected to the ground on the Arduino board. A 10K resistor between VCC and the data pin, acts as a medium-strength pull up on the data line.

2. Soil Moisture Sensor (ER-SPM32100S)

The Moisture Sensor is used to detect the moisture of soil or plant's water level. The Interface is very easy to use with power of V4.0. In this system a 10k resistor is used to maintain the power.

3. Pocket Wi-Fi:

ZTE pocket Wi-Fi is used in this project as a communication protocol to exchange data between clients and server. Pocket Wi-Fi can be carried anywhere in the greenhouse area and is reliable and highly secure. The device can access the Internet in two ways and it allows multiple clients to surf on the Internet at the same time. All appliance and sensors in this project are connected must be in the same LAN.

4. Portable battery:

For Arduino Yún Power a portable battery is used which can regulate the 5V connectivity to the Yún. The portable battery is easy to use and be carried out anywhere with the Yún.

User Interface

The graphical interfaces is divided into two parts.

1. Mobile Application: The app was built using Blynk for smartphone and tablet application in the form of android design. The application consists of a gauge for temperature and another gauge for humidity. A Level H control is designed to display soil moisture level and even handler with push notification is added in the App, graph-plotter, LCD and sensor-value display.

   The user can simply download the app, log in and then monitor and control greenhouse temperature, humidity and soil moisture. The application was designed in a way that when the temperature goes across the normal temperature, Figure 4. System Architecture a notification will be pushed to the user whether the temperature become warm or cold. Similarly, when the humidity and soil moisture changes the farmer will be notified until the farmer confirm the notification. The farmer can check at the real-
time data received from the greenhouse.

2. The second part of the user interface is a web application [7] developed using HTML5, CSS, JSON, and JAVAScript. For accessibility and data exchange between Yún and clients the Arduino IDE is used by adding the bridge library. Yún is configured to connect via WiFi, the Web Application created uploads on the SD card each time by running the source code on Arduino IDE and sending the request through Yún IP or name which is selected from the port. The client web page will update automatically every 2 seconds to receive the real-time data from the Yún server.

![Application view](image)

Figure 5. Application view

Each time Arduino IDE is uploading, HTML files will be automatically stored on SD card of the Yún. The webpage can be accessed using the Yún dedicated IP address for inspecting the status from desktop PC's and laptops. The user can monitor real-time data coming from the greenhouse, generate reports for specific range of date, read list of warnings and notifications. Arduino Yún can be access using its IP address or the name given by the developer in the WiFi setup procedure.

8. Results And Application

The proposed prototype consist of Three different parts: i) The Arduino Yún server with sensors controlled ii) Mobile application iii) Web Application. Through the mobile app the user can access current greenhouse temperature and humidity as shown in Figure 4.

DHT11 detects temperature and humidity and send the updates to the mobile application. The soil moisture measure the soil moisture level and send to the application. The screenshots of the results of the designed system
Obtained on android application are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the Mobile Application show current temperature, humidity and soil moisture. The second screenshot shows a pop-up screen alert for high humidity.

When the temperature, humidity and soil moisture is not normal the user will be notified by an alert pop-up on the screen. The alert will be stopped when the user confirms it. The application can be shared with more than one farmer and can also be used as a stand-alone application for greenhouse management.

The second part of the UI is a web application which displays temperature, humidity and soil moisture shown in the figure 7.

Figure 7. Screenshot of web application interface
Home page: In this page, the overall data received from the sensors are displayed using gauges which is very user friendly.

Warnings: The second tab is a list of warnings that a user will receive during the day for any abnormal changes taking place in the greenhouse.

Report: This page displays the overall history of data (soil moisture level, temperature and humidity). The user can also specify a range of date and generate a report for what happened during past weeks in the greenhouse.

Three gauges are designed for simplicity which clearly shows the temperature, humidity and soil moisture.

9. Conclusion And Future Work

In this study, we discussed the wireless solution of greenhouse monitoring and control system based on Arduino Yun and Blynk framework.

This paper mainly focused on overcoming everyday problems faced by farmers in Afghanistan. Currently, the greenhouse is controlled as traditional farming which is highly time consuming and require lots of effort. The system is capable of receiving real-time data from the greenhouse environment and send to the user such farmers or monitoring officer within two seconds. The system also notify farmers of any abnormal condition when occurring in the greenhouse. The system has been smoothly running after lab testing which proved its accessibilities and reliabilities. We, therefore, conclude that the Yun-based monitoring system can be a good solution for greenhouse monitoring and control.

For the future work, we will move the system from LAN to WLAN where the users will be able to control the greenhouse when they are not in the city by adding more actuators to be activated and make possible remote control.
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Abstract

Thin pure ZnO films, Lanthanum doped La (3%), and Lanthanum-lithium co-doped La (3%) - Li (1-3-5-10-%) were successfully prepared by dip coating method. The effect of lithium atom as an element of co-doping was investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) has shown that all films were highly c–axis oriented, with hexagonal wurtzite structure. Due to the reduced ionic radius of Li (0.68Å) compared to those of Zn (0.74Å) and La (1.16Å), Li ions had been easily incorporated in the ZnO matrix and may be the responsible for tensile stress in the lattice, which increases with the rate of Li. The estimated crystallite size of the samples decreased from pure ZnO to La 3% - Li 1% co-doped samples, then increases linearly with the increase of Li concentration. The UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy showed over 90% transmission for all samples and the energy gap was enhanced with Li co-doping percentage of 5%Li.

Keyword: ZnO, co-doping, Lanthanum, Lithium, X-ray diffraction, UV-VIS-NIR.
1. Introduction

Zinc oxide, (ZnO), a typical n-type compound semiconductor with its wide and direct band gap (3.37 eV) in the near-UV spectral region, its high exciton binding energy (60 meV), crystallizes according to hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure. ZnO thin films are polycrystalline, with a strong c-axis (002) oriented perpendicular to the surface, are used in various applications such as optical and magnetic memory devices, light emitting diodes, solar cells... Doping ZnO thin films with the proper elements can enhance their properties. Different methods to obtain doped ZnO materials have been studied. The incorporation of rare-earth elements such as La make efficient donors for producing an n-type ZnO material with low resistivity but substitution creates a charge imbalance, as La3+ ions substitutes the Zn2+ sites in the ZnO. La serves as an electron donating group to ZnO. The charge compensation from the local defect sites results in lattice deformation, thus it is necessary to provide a charge compensating material such as, Li for the formation of a stable compound. Lithium may behave both as a donor and as an acceptor in ZnO. when lithium occupies an interstitial position in the ZnO matrix. Indeed, due to its small ionic radius Li can easily occupy interstitial positions; in that case; the donor behavior of Li arises when lithium substitutes on a Zn site it acts as donor [1-6; 12].

In this paper, pure; La doped and lithium-Lanthanum co-doped ZnO films have been deposited by sol gel technique at low temperature. We mainly studied effects of Li and La co doping on structural and optical properties of the ZnO films.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Films preparation

In this experiment, zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O, Merck, N99.5%) and lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate (La(NO3)3·6H2O, Merck, N99.00%) are used as starting material and dopant sources, respectively. Moreover, absolute ethanol (C2H5OH, Merck, N99.9%) and monoethanolamine (MEA) (C2H7NO, Merck, N99.8%) are used as solvent and stabilizer, respectively. In a typical preparation procedure, for La-ZnO thin films, Zinc acetate dihydrate is first dissolved in a mixture which was composed of ethanol and MEA at 60 °C. The molar ratio of MEA to zinc acetate dihydrate maintained at 1.0 and the concentration of zinc acetate was 0.6 mol/L. The mixed solution was stirred at 60 °C for 1 h and, then, ethanolic solutions of lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate with optimized [La/Zn; Li/Zn] ratio at [3%; 0-1-3-5-10%] was added to it. The final solution was stirred for an additional two hours. After stirring, the solution became clear and homogeneous and was used as the coating solution after cooling to room temperature and allowed to age for 24 h before initiating deposition. The films were obtained by a dip-coating procedure. The deposition process was performed by dipping cleaned microscope slide glass into the prepared solution for 60 s, and pulling them out at a rate of 12 mm/s. After the coating step, the films were dried at 225 °C for 10 min. Then, they finally were annealed at 550 °C in air for 1 h.
2.2 Characterization techniques

The structural studies were performed using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD; PANalytical with Cu Kα radiation, 40 kV, 30 mA. The optical properties were studied using an UV–VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer (Varian 5000).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Structural analysis

For comparison of the structural quality of undoped and La doped and Li-La co-doped ZnO films on glass substrate, XRD measurements were taken from 5° to 90° with a 0.050° step size.

It can be seen from the DRX spectra pattern on figure 1, that two peaks at $\theta = 34^\circ$ and $\theta \approx 63^\circ$ appeared in both Li and La-doped and pure ZnO samples, assigned to (002) and (103) reflection of hexagonal wurtzite ZnO structure respectively (JCPDS card no. 89-0510) [9]. No extra peaks of lanthanum oxide or other materials were observed, which reveals that there is no detectable additional phase present in the samples. This suggests that the rare earth ions have been incorporated in the Zn$^{2+}$ sites of the ZnO lattice. The (002) peak is much more intense than the other peaks which indicates that all films have a preferential growth with the c-axis perpendicular to the film plan.

![Figure 1. XRD patterns of undoped and Li-La co-doped ZnO films with doping concentrations](image)

(a) Undoped ZnO films (0L); (b) 3 mol%-La(3L); (c) 3 mol%La -1 mol% Li(3L1); (d) 3 mol% La -3 mol% Li(3L3); (e) 3 mol% La- 5 mol% Li(3L5); (f) 3 mol% La- 10 mol% Li(3L10).
Compared to pure ZnO, as shown in the inset of Figure 1, there is a slight shift of the (002) peak, into lower position (34.4269° to 34.2289°) for 3% La doping, but slight shift into higher position will appear with respect to Li co-doping for main diffraction peaks and reaches the maximum value at 5% Li content (table 1). This lead to dramatic intensity decrease of (002) peak for 3% La doping, this intensity gradually improves and reaches the highest value at 5% Li doping.

On table 1, we have reported, for different 2θ(002), the calculated values of the full width at half-maximum (FWHM), the lattice constants c and a, the crystallite grain size \( G \), the in-plane stress \( \sigma \), the Zn–O bond length of ZnO thin films, \( L(A^\circ) \)

The interplanar distances of the diffracting planes \( d \) were identified using the Bragg equation:

\[ n\lambda = 2d \sin \theta. \]

Where \( n \) is the order of the diffracted beam, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-ray and \( \theta \) is the angle between the incoming X-ray and the normal of the diffracting planes.

The grain sizes of the crystallites were determined from X-ray diffraction data. The crystallite grain size \( G \) can be estimated using the Scherrer Formula [7]:

\[ G = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}. \]  

The lattice constants c and a, for ZnO films are estimated for 2θ(002) orientation, by using the following relation [8]:

\[ c = \frac{\lambda}{\sin \theta}. \]

\[ a = \sqrt{\frac{1}{3}} \frac{\lambda}{\sin \theta}. \]

The volume of the unit cell (V) of the hexagonal ZnO, the internal parameter (\( u \)) and the Zn–O bond length (L) are determined using the following equations [12]:

\[ V = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} a^2 c. \]

\[ u = \left( \frac{1}{3} \right) \left( \frac{a^2}{c^2} \right) + \frac{1}{4}. \]

\[ L = \sqrt{\left( \frac{a^2}{3} + \left( \frac{1}{2} - u \right)^2 c^2 \right)} \]
For hexagonal crystals with a highly c-axis preferred orientation, the in-plane stress of the films can be calculated using the biaxial stress–strain model [10]:

$$\sigma = 4.5 \times 10^{11} \frac{c_0 - c}{c_0} N/m^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $c_0$ is the corresponding value for bulk ZnO (5.2054Å).

**Table 1**: Values of $2\theta(002)$, full width half-maximum (FWHM), the lattice constants $a$ and $c$, the crystallite grain size $G$, the in-plane stress $\sigma$, the Zn–O bond length of ZnO thin films, $L(Å^0)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$2\theta(002)$ ($°$)</th>
<th>FWHM(002) ($°$)</th>
<th>$a$ (Å$^0$)</th>
<th>$c$ (Å$^0$)</th>
<th>$G$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (N/m$^2$)$\times10^9$</th>
<th>$L(Å^0)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>34.4269</td>
<td>0.5412</td>
<td>3.2461</td>
<td>5.2039</td>
<td>25,268</td>
<td>0.1297</td>
<td>1.9759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L</td>
<td>34.2289</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>3.2576</td>
<td>5.2331</td>
<td>15,451</td>
<td>-2.3946</td>
<td>1.8808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L1</td>
<td>34.4154</td>
<td>0.4428</td>
<td>3.2699</td>
<td>5.2056</td>
<td>15,853</td>
<td>-0.0173</td>
<td>1.8879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L3</td>
<td>34.4217</td>
<td>0.1968</td>
<td>3.2685</td>
<td>5.2046</td>
<td>25,009</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
<td>1.8871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L5</td>
<td>34.5800</td>
<td>0.1476</td>
<td>3.2894</td>
<td>5.1815</td>
<td>33,038</td>
<td>2.0661</td>
<td>1.8991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3L10</td>
<td>34.4153</td>
<td>0.3936</td>
<td>3.2522</td>
<td>5.2056</td>
<td>16,941</td>
<td>-0.0173</td>
<td>1.8776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table, we have plotted the evolution of $2\theta$ and FWHM for all samples (figure 2-a) (undoped and doped thin films) and the grain size evolution with doping rate(figure 2-b). The FWHM decreases at first from undoped ZnO (0%La) to (3.0%La), then increases for 1%Li doping, then decreases swiftly again with the incorporation of Li atoms into the ZnO host matrix, till 5.0% Li doping. The grain size estimated by using the Scherrer formula, decreases gradually from 25,268 nm to15,451 for (3.0%La), then increases gradually to 33,038 nm for for 5.0% Li doping. For 10.0% Li doping, we observe a dramatic change: crystallinity is destroyed: The incorporation of Li atoms into the ZnO host matrix results in better crystal quality for the Li$^+$ doping till the limit of 5%Li. For 10%Li, there a saturation phenomena. In higher doping levels, the excess Li atoms occupy the interstitial sites and lead to the formation of electrically inactive LiZn–Li$_i$ pairs leading to reduced crystallinity [1-2].
From table 1, we have plotted the evolution stress values and lattice parameter c, figure 3, for undoped and co-doped thin films. We observe that the crystallites change state from compressive for 3%La doping to tensile with increase of Li doping level of 5.0% Li doping, the lattice parameters (c) consequently diminishes: it decreases to 5,1815Å° for 5% Li content as shown in Table 1. This reduction indicates an amelioration of the quality of crystallinity [11]. For 10% Li co-doping, here too we observe the saturation phenomena: the atoms in excess occupy Zn interstitial positions and the effect of La doping is annihilated [10].

On figure 1, we have plotted, from table 1, the evolution of the bond length Zn-O, L, and a/c ratio. We observe a decrease of L with La doping; this is in accord with the increase of compressive stress for 3%La doping; then L reaches higher values when co-doping with Li+. This Zn-O bond stretching may be attributed to the difference in ionic radii of Li+,Zn2+ and La+2 atoms. With the concentration of Li further increasing, Li ions entered into the grain boundaries destroying crystallinity.
Figure 4. Evolution a/c ratio and bond length of ZnO thin films with La-Li doping

3.2 Optical properties

3.2.1 Transmittance spectra

Figure 5. The transmittance spectrum of undoped and La doped ZnO thin films

On figure 5, are reported the transmittance spectra of undoped and La doped ZnO thin films. The spectra show a high transmittance of all thin films, higher than 90% except for pure ZnO and 3L10 samples. This phenomenon can be attributed to less scattering effects, structural homogeneity and an improvement of the crystalline state for doping of Li less than 5% (3L5). Besides, the presence of the interference phenomenon indicates a smooth and homogeneous surface of all observed films. An increase of transmittance had also been observed when the crystallite size is smaller due to decreased optical scattering [13]. With the concentration further increasing, to saturation, the doping Li ions may occupy interstitel sites and even entered into the grain boundaries, inducing scattering centers increase by enhancement in roughness of surface morphology resulting in reduction of transmittance [10].
3.2.2 Band gap energy calculation

In order to estimate the optical band gaps of the films, the first derivative of the optical transmittance is calculated. The curves of $(dT/d\lambda)$, vs. $(E = \frac{h\nu}{\lambda})$ were plotted as shown in Figure 6. The Optical band gaps can be obtained through the maximum photon energy [14]. These values are reported on table 2 and plotted on figure 7.

![Image of Figure 6: Plot of the derivative of transmittance with respect to energy.]

**Table 2** Values of optical optical band gaps deduced from measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pure</th>
<th>3L</th>
<th>3L1</th>
<th>3L3</th>
<th>3L5</th>
<th>3L10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eg (eV)</td>
<td>3,21</td>
<td>3,23</td>
<td>3,22</td>
<td>3,19</td>
<td>3,22</td>
<td>3,22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image of Figure 7: Evolution of optical band gaps with La-Li doping]

**Figure 7.** Evolution of optical band gaps with La-Li doping
The measured optical band gap values increased from 3.21 eV (0%La) to 3.23 eV (3.0%La), which explained that it can be attributed to the band gap broadening phenomenon described by Burstein and Moss [15,16], which states that the increase in the Fermi level in the conduction band leads to the band gap energy broadening as a result of increase in carrier concentration; then decreased to 3.22 eV with Li codoping. The band gap broadening occurring with the increase of La concentration from 0 to 3 at.% was mainly related to the shrinkage of the average particle size (from 25.268 nm to 15.451nm) and the obvious decrease in the Eg value may be due to the increase in defects such as the oxygen vacancies [17].

4. Conclusion

Thin pure ZnO films, Lanthanum doped La (3%), and Lanthanum-lithium co-doped La (3%) - Li (1-3-5-10-%) were successfully prepared by dip coating method.

- The effect of lithium atom as an element of co-doping was investigated. X-ray diffraction (XRD) has shown that all films were highly c–axis oriented, with hexagonal wurtzite structure.

- Li ions had been easily incorporated in the ZnO matrix and may be the responsible for tensile stress in the lattice, which increases with the rate of Li.

- The estimated crystallite size of the samples decreased from pure ZnO to La 3% - Li 1% co-doped samples, then increases linearly with the increase of Li concentration.

- For 10%Li doping there is a saturation phenomena. In higher doping levels, the excess Li atoms occupy the interstitial sites leading to reduced crystallinity.

- We observe a decrease of Zn-O bond length, L, with La doping ,for 3%La doping. L reaches higher values when co-doping with Li+.

- The UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy showed over 90% transmission for all samples and the energy gap was enhanced with Li co-doping percentage. The measured optical band gap values increased from 3.21 eV (0%La) to 3.23 eV (3.0%La), then decreases with Li Co-doping.
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Abstract

Harmful Alga Blooming (HABs) has a negative impact in ecological, economic, and health. Many cases occurred vary by environmental factors or species adaptability. The research conducted in January 2017 aims to find out the relationship between hydro oceanography parameter and the presence of potentially HABs phytoplankton in Bali Straits. There were five sampling locations and hydro oceanography parameter measurement was conducted in each locations. Samples were taken from two different water layers, which were the surface layer and in the depth under metalimnion layer. Hydro oceanography parameter including temperature, brightness, current, pH, salinity, dissolved oxygen (DO), BOD, ammonia, nitrate and phosphate, and plankton. The analysis method used was statistic correlation to find out the relationship between hydro oceanography parameter spatially with the structure of phytoplankton which potentially HAB. From 23 identified genera, there were 8 genera (2%) which potentially causing HABs, they were Ceratium fusus, Ceratium macroceros, Ceratium pulchellum, Dinophysis acuminata, Gonyaulax polygramma, Gonyaulax triacantha, Noctiluca scintillans, Protocentrum sp, Chaetoceros compressus, Chaetoceros laciniosus and Nitzschia closterium. Species Nitzschia closterium was found in all station and had the highest total abundance of all stations, which was 17,892 cells/liter (46.20%). The statistical test result showed that the temperature and DO of the water has a significant positive correlation with abundance, diversity index and uniformity of HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait.
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Introduction

The coastal area of Bali Strait, especially the area of Muncar, has many industrial activities, including fish processing industries and fishing ports. Disposal of fish processing industrial waste and fishing ports increase nutrients in the water such as nitrate and phosphate. Nutrients concentration of nitrate and phosphate in coastal water in Muncar was reported 1.6 mg/L and 1.5 mg/L (Choirun, 2014). The value was far beyond the required standard of sea water quality by the government in Ministry of Environment Decree number 51 the year 2004.

Effendi (2003) mentioned that nitrate was the most dominant nitrogen compound in the natural water and was very important for plant and algae growth. This compound was a result from a complete oxidation process of nitrogen in the water. Beside nitrate, abundant phosphate in the water environment gives the positive impact that is an increase in production of phytoplankton and fish production. However, abundant phosphate could also cause a negative impact in high concentration, which is a population blooming of toxic phytoplankton known as Harmful Algae Bloom (HAB). The effect of HAB event is the decreasing of the oxygen level in the water that may cause a mass death of water biota (Risamasu and Prayitno, 2011). A decreasing in phytoplankton abundance was very much influenced by eutrophication process. The water with high numbers of nutrients was also caused by oceanography factors, such as upwelling process (Andrson et al., 2008). The phytoplankton group which has the potential of blooming was Dinoflagellate, such as Alexandrium spp., Gymnodinium spp., Dinophysis spp., and from Diatom group like Pseudonitschia spp. (Aunorohim, 2009).

The high potential of fisheries in the coastal water of Muncar needs more studies and further research to identify the potential of HAB phytoplankton. It is also supported by the condition of coastal water that receives anthropogenic waste which increases the nutrients in that water. This research aimed to know the relationship between the characteristics of hydro oceanography parameters with the presence of phytoplankton potentially HAB in Bali Strait. This study was also covering the abundance and community structures aspect of phytoplankton with HAB in this area which aimed to provide quantitative data of phytoplankton with HAB compared to phytoplankton without HAB, and their relationship with environmental factors as an effort to generally evaluate the environment condition in the coastal water of Bali Strait.

Research Method

The research was conducted in January 2017 during west monsoon season. The phytoplankton samples were taken in Bali Strait. There were five sampling locations, and hydro oceanography parameter measurement was performed in each location. Samples were taken from two different layers, which were water surface layer and in the depth under metalimnion layer. Hydro oceanography parameter measured include temperature, brightness, current, pH, salinity, dissolved oxygen (DO), BOD, ammonia,
Nitrate, phosphate, and plankton. Phytoplankton samples were collected at five sampling stations by applying purposive sampling method. Then, samples were identified in the Water Environment and Biotechnology Laboratory, at the Faculty of Fishery and Marine Science, Barawijaya University, Malang. Research location and sampling stations are shown in Picture 1.

**Picture 1. Map of Sampling Location**

Instruments used in the research were 100 ml sample bottles, Winkler bottles, DO Meter, salinometer Atago s/mill-e, GPS Map 76 CSX Garmin, pH Meter, Secchi disk, washing bottles, digital cameras, cool boxes, spectroquant NOVA 60, rectangular cells, funnels, burette and stative, droppers/ pipettes, measuring cylinders, cuvette, stationery, current balls, water quality checker, scale bar, plankton net no. 25, plankton identification book, sedgewick rafter, microscope and 10 L plastic bucket. Materials used were sea water samples, phytoplankton samples, Lugol iodine, label paper, aquadest, tissue paper, MnSO₄ solution, NaOH+KI, H₂SO₄, Amylum, and Na₂S₂O₃.

Samples of phytoplankton were taken using plankton net vertically at 9-10 o’clock in the morning because it was the best time for phytoplankton to metabolize and do the photosynthesis in the water. Phytoplankton samples were taken by dropping plankton net with some weight until ± 10 meters deep to the sampling spot determined by a metalimnion layer measurement that was done in advance. Then, the plankton net was pulled vertically to get phytoplankton from every column of water to the surface. The sifted phytoplankton from the water was then put in the 30 ml plastic sampling bottles and a label was given to every bottle according to the sampling station. After that, 2-3 drops of 4% potassium iodide was dropped to preserve phytoplankton samples. Phytoplankton samples were then kept in the container in low temperature before they were observed in the laboratory. Phytoplankton species observations were performed off-site (*ex situ*) in the laboratory sing a microscope and guided by identification book (Yamaji, 1966), to analyze toxic species that potentially cause HAB.

Water quality parameters measured in this research were temperature, brightness, and current, while the chemical parameters were salinity, pH, DO, BOD, ammonia (NH₃), nitrate (NO₃) and phosphate (PO₄). The number of phytoplankton was counted to know the abundance of individuals in the cell per volume unit (litter), and further,
the phytoplankton density level was known to determine the water ecosystem balance index. The number of plankton cells in one liter of water was calculated using repetition method twice which shown in the following formula:

\[ N = n \times \frac{V_t}{V_{tg}} \times \frac{1}{V_d} \]  

(1)

Where:

\[ N \] = Total number of phytoplankton (cells/liter)

\[ n_i \] = Numbers of phytoplankton species observed

\[ V_d \] = Volume of sifted water = (\( \pi \times r^2 \)) \( \times \) length of rope or depth (liter)

\[ V_t \] = Volume of sample (30 ml)

\[ V_s \] = Volume of sample under the covering glass (1 ml)

Diversity index was a mathematic description which depicted community structure of phytoplankton to analyze any information about the species and numbers of the plankton. Phytoplankton diversity index was calculated using Shannon-Wiener Index, that is:

\[ H' = \sum_{i=1}^{S} p_i \ln p_i \]  

(2)

Where:

\[ H' \] = diversity index

\[ p_i \] = \( \frac{n_i}{N} \)

\[ n_i \] = numbers of the \( i^{th} \) individuals

\[ N \] = Total numbers of individuals.

Grouping was done based on the condition of diversity/biota community, and classified as follow:

\[ H' < 2.30 \] = low diversity and low community stability
\[ 2.30 < H' < 6.91 = \text{average diversity and average community stability} \]

\[ H' > 6.91 = \text{high diversity and high community stability} \]

Uniformity index was used to show the distribution of phytoplankton in a community. Uniformity index was calculated using the following formula:

\[
E = \frac{H'}{H_{\text{max}}} = \frac{H'}{\ln s} 
\] (3)

Where:

- \( E \) = Uniformity Index
- \( H' \) = Shannon-Wiener Diversity Index
- \( H_{\text{max}} \) = \( \ln s \) (maximum diversity index)
- \( s \) = numbers of genus found

Index value ranges between 0-1, where diversity index value between 0 - 0.5 indicating that the distribution between genera is low, meaning that individual wellness of every genera is much different. If diversity index is 0.6 - 1, it shows that the distribution of genera is relatively uniform or a number of every individual is relatively same.

Domination index is used to know if there is a certain species dominates in a population. The index was calculated using Simpson’s domination index formula:

\[
D = \sum \left[ \frac{n_i^2}{N} \right] 
\] (4)

Where:

- \( D \) = domination index
- \( n_i \) = number of the \( i^{th} \) individual
- \( N \) = Total number of individual
Domination index ranges between 0-1, where the domination index value which <0.5 indicating that there is not any kind dominates, while the domination index values which >0.5 meaning that there is a certain kind dominates. A correlation test was used to know the relationship between environment parameter with community structure of phytoplankton that causes HAB. Environment parameter that becomes variable (demand) are temperature, salinity, pH, DO, BOD, ammonia (NH₄), nitrate (NO₃), and phosphate (PO₄). Correlation test used Statistical Product and service Solutions (SPSS) version 16.0.

### Result And Analysis

**HAB Phytoplankton composition di Bali Strait**

Picture 2 shows the comparison between HAB phytoplankton and non-HAB phytoplankton. It is shown by the picture that the ratio of non-HAB is 98% with the total abundance is 1,637,068 cells/liter. The ratio of HAB phytoplankton during tide is 2% with the total abundance is 35,444 cells/liter. Percentage of the abundance of HAB phytoplankton from every class found during the research in Bali Strait is 97.43% of Bacillariophyceae, 1.52% of Cyanophyceae, and 1.05% of Dinoflagellate.

![Pie chart showing the ratio between HAB and non-HAB phytoplankton](image)

*Picture 2  The ratio between HAB phytoplankton and non-HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait during West Monsoon*

Toxic phytoplanktons that cause Harmful Algal Bloom (HAB) in Bali Strait during the research were the species from the class of Dinophyceae and Bacillariophyceae. From Dinophyceae class, there were 8 species found, namely Ceratium fusus, Ceratium macroreros, Ceratium pulchellum, Dinophysis acuminata, Gonyaulax polygramma, Gonyaulax triacantha, Noctiluca scintillans and Protocentrum sp. From Bacillariophyceae class there were 3 species found, namely Chaetoceros compressus, Chaetoceros laciniosus and Nitzschia closterium. Those species also found in other Indonesian waters and were categorized into phytoplankton that causes HAB, and have a negative effect on the people’s health and water ecosystem (GEOHAB, 2001). The potential effect that caused by HAB species found in the research location according to GEOHAB (2001) is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Potential effect caused by HAB species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Potential impact of HAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceratium spp.</td>
<td>Hypoxia, anoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaetoceros spp.</td>
<td>Mechanical effect on the fish gill (respiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinophysis spp.</td>
<td>Diarrhetic Shellfish Poisoning (DSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonyaulax polygramma</td>
<td>Red tide, cause biota osmoregulatoric effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonyaulax triacantha</td>
<td>Hemolytic, hepatotoxic, osmoregulatoric effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitzschia sp.</td>
<td>Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning (ASP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noctiluca scintillans</td>
<td>Red tide, produce foam, mucous, and allelopathic substance, hypoxia and anoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocentrum sp.</td>
<td>Red tide, toxic on biota, reduce water quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of species of Dinophyceae class was found more than Bacillariophyceae class. The possible reason is that Dinophyceae can form cysta as a rest phase. This cysta was then settled on the seabed and rested until the environment condition was good enough to grow. Commonly, species from Dinophyceae group were known as the group that has the biggest in numbers of toxic species. One of disadvantageous HAB phenomena in Indonesia happened in June 2005 at Ancol Beach, Marina. The blooming of Noctiluca scintillans caused a massive death of fish and other biotas. Great blooming phenomena of species Pyrodinium bahamense from Dinophyceae caused 240 people got poisoned and 4 people died after consuming fish and sea shells in Lewtobi Strait, East Flores (Praseno, 2000).

The blooming of phytoplankton species is indicated by a rapid growth and happens in 1-2 weeks of time. There is no standard for the limit of phytoplankton cell density that can be considered as blooming and harmful or toxic. Some kinds of phytoplankton in low-density level are harmful without making any change in water color. The abundance of some toxic and harmful species of Alexandrium sp., which has PSP toxin, can be detected as dangerous in $10^3$ cells/liter. Gymnodinium sp of mollusk can kill fish and other water organisms on abundance concentration of more than $10^7$ cells/liter. The abundance of phytoplankton reaches $10^6$ cells/liter can be considered as red tide phenomena. If the abundance more than $10^9$ cells/liter, we can consider the condition as the extreme red tide (Asriyana and Yuiana, 2012). Blooming phenomena of toxic phytoplankton are very dangerous. There are about 4000 species of toxic phytoplankton and there are only 200 species that have been identified or about 6% of the total number of species. In Indonesia, there are at least 30 species of phytoplankton that potentially cause HAB (GEOHAB, 2011). Composition and abundance of HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Abundance (cells/liter) of HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phytoplankton species</th>
<th>St 1</th>
<th>St 2</th>
<th>St 3</th>
<th>St 4</th>
<th>St 5</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceratium fusus</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceratium macroceros</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceratium pulchellum</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on data in the table above, the abundance of HAB phytoplankton is between 326 – 5625 cells/liter. Species *Nitzschia closterium* was found in all stations and had the highest total of abundance, that reaches 16,550 cells/liter. On the other hand, *Gonyaulax polygramma* has the lowest abundance level in all observed stations, which was 326 cells/liter. The blooming of *Nitzschia closterium* in Bali Strait is ecologically disadvantageous because this species cause *Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning* (ASP) illness that releases domoic acid toxin. The produced toxin enters food chain to the human bodies through seashells. Seashell is a suspended feeder that sifts the abundant plankton in the water column (Aunurohim *et al.*, 2008). Domination of *Nitzschia closterium* can increase ammonia concentration in the water so that it is accumuluated in the fish cells. *Nitzschia closterium* is a species from Bacillariophyceae class that has a high tolerance to the change of environmental parameters so that this species is abundant in every station.

### Community Structure of HAB Phytoplankton

Diversity, uniformity and domination index of HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait is shown in Picture 3. Diversity index value (H') from five research station was between 0.52 – 1.49. The highest value was in station 3, which was 1.49. And the lowest value was in station 2, which was 0.52. The diversity index obtained in the research indicated that Bali Strait has a relatively low diversity and unstable community (Basmi, 2000).

Uniformity index value (E) that was obtained during the research showed the similar uniformity between species. The value was between 0.69-0.84, meaning that the distribution between genera was relatively uniform or the numbers of each genera was relatively the same (Fachrul, 2007). The highest value of uniformity index was in station 4, which was 0.84 and the lowest was in station 5, which was 0.69.

The result of domination index value (D) calculation from 5 observation station was between 0.23 – 0.59. The obtained domination index value showed that there was no species dominating in average at every station. Only in station 2, domination index value showed that there was a species dominating, which was *Nitzschia closterium*, one
of the species from Bacillariophyceae class. Station 2 was in an estuary so that it might get nutrients from land which was brought by the river current and affected domination of species from Bacillariophyceae class. This is in accordance with Wulandari’s (2009) statement that the class dominates an estuary is generally Bacillariophyceae class. The highest domination in this research was 0.59 in station 2, and the lowest was 0.23 in station 3. The domination index is <0.5, meaning that there are no dominating species. Diversity, uniformity, and domination index of HAB Phytoplankton in Bali Strait is shown in Picture 3.

![Picture 3. Diversity, Uniformity, and Domination Index of HAB Phytoplankton in Bali Strait.](image)

**Hydro Oceanography of Bali Strait**

The result of environmental factors measurement or hydro oceanographic parameters is shown in Table 3. The temperature ranges from 29.7 – 31.1 °C, the brightness ranges from 0.28 – 0.68 m, and the current velocity is from 0.74 – 0.91 m/s. pH level ranges from 8.57 – 8.83 with average level at 8.70. Salinity ranges from 21.7 – 31.1 ‰, the DO ranges from 8.18 – 9.16 mg/L, while the BOD was from 3.08-4.42 mg/L. The average ammonia level in the strait is 0.198 mg/L, while the average of nitrate and phosphate concentration is 3.16 and 0.088 mg/L. Overall, the parameters which are over the quality requirement standards are the ammonia and nitrate. The hydro oceanography parameters measured in Bali Strait is shown in Table 3.
### Table 3. Hydro Oceanography of Bali Strait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Brightness (m)</th>
<th>Tides (m/s)</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Salinity (%)</th>
<th>DO (mg/L)</th>
<th>BOD (mg/L)</th>
<th>NH3 (mg/L)</th>
<th>NO3 (mg/L)</th>
<th>PO4 (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>30.24</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>8.776</td>
<td>3.864</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Correlation between HAB Phytoplankton and Hydro Oceanographic Parameter

The correlation analysis result of hydro oceanographic parameters with the structure of HAB phytoplankton community in Bali Strait is shown in Table 4. Based on the correlation analysis, temperature and abundance of HAB phytoplankton are positively correlated (0.61*) with 0.02 significance score, while temperature and the diversity of HAB phytoplankton are also positively correlated (0.58*) with significance score 0.02. It means that the temperature is closely related and has significant effect to the abundance and diversity of HAB phytoplankton during the high tide. The rising of temperature can affect phytoplankton directly by improving the chemical reaction. Therefore the photosynthetic rate is improved by the rising of temperature in the range between 10° C – 20° C (Mulyanto, 2006). The rising of temperature accelerates the phytoplankton photosynthesis which later affects the abundance of the phytoplankton, but the rising temperature should not over the normal water temperature. In the high abundance of HAB phytoplankton, there is a high average level of diversity, so there is a real correlation between temperature and the diversity of HAB phytoplankton. The correlation analysis result between hydro oceanography parameters and HAB phytoplankton community structure is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Correlation Analysis between Hydro Oceanographic Parameter and HAB Phytoplankton Community Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N (Abundance)</th>
<th>H' (Diversity)</th>
<th>E (Uniformity)</th>
<th>D (Dominance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.61*</td>
<td>0.58*</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.64*</td>
<td>0.72*</td>
<td>0.54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOD</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significance (p<0.05)

The correlation analysis result of DO with the abundance of HAB phytoplankton showing a positive correlation (0.64*) with significance score 0.01, while DO correlation with the diversity of HAB phytoplankton is positive (0.72*) with significance score 0.00, and DO correlation with the uniformity of HAB phytoplankton is positive (0.54*) with significance score 0.04. The positive correlation shows that DO parameter is closely related to the abundance, diversity, and uniformity of HAB phytoplankton. During the day when the sun shines, the dissolved oxygen in the intensive process of photosynthesis on the euphotic surface layer was greater than the oxygen needed for the respiration process (Effendi, 2003). It means that the increase of oxygen level in the water during the day is an indicator of phytoplankton abundance which happens during the tide. Therefore this research shows the significant correlation between DO and the abundance of HAB phytoplankton during the high tide. In the abundance of HAB phytoplankton during the high tide, there is high average diversity and uniformity level from HAB phytoplankton, so there is a real close correlation between DO and the diversity and the uniformity of HAB phytoplankton. There is no significant correlation found between the nutrients (nitrate dan phosphate) and the abundance of HAB phytoplankton, but it does not mean that those nutrients do not play
their roles as the food for phytoplankton. The nutrients variability and a number of samples are not believed enough to show the correlation clearly (Soedibjo 2007).

Conclusion

The comparison between HAB phytoplankton and non-HAB phytoplankton composition is 2% and 98%. Species of phytoplankton which potentially causes HAB in Bali Strait are Ceratium fusus, Ceratium macroceros, Ceratium pulchellum, Dinophysis acuminata, Gonyaulax polygramma, Gonyaulax triacantha, Noctiluca scintillans, Peridinium claudicans, Chaetoceros compressus, Chaetoceros laciniosus and Nitzschia closterium. Nitzschia closterium is the species with the highest abundance level at 17,892 cells/liter (46.20 %). The temperature and DO of the water area also have positive correlation which is significant to the abundance, diversity and uniformity index of HAB phytoplankton in Bali Strait.
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